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1868 CR 1600N • Urbana, IL • 217-469-8000

Located between Urbana & St. Joseph on Rt 150 in Mayview.

BUY • SELL • TRADE
Reloading equipment & supplies • Firearms
Consignmeng Firearms . . . SAVE MONEY!
Ammunition • Clay targets • Gunsmithing • Gun safes
STOCKING FACTORY DEALER:
Beretta • Caesar Guerini
Cooper Rifles
Glock • Benelli
Kimber (Master Dealer)
Smith & Wesson • And many More Brands Available

Special Buys on Most Guns in Stock!

Pistols, Rifles, Shotguns . . . We’ve Got It All!

25TH ANNUAL

SUZUKI
MAKES IT

EASY AS

1-2-3

REPOWER
FINANCE

1.

Six Years of Protection
at no extra charge on all new
outboards 25 to 300 HP.

2.
Cash Rebates
on select models.
See your dealer for details.

3.
Rates as low as 5.99% on new
Suzuki outboards (OAC).*

The Phowler Boat Company
1701 Main Avenue, Clinton, Iowa 52732 | 563-242-8969

Offers expire 12/31/17. See your participating Suzuki Marine dealer today for details or visit www.suzukimarine.com. “Gimme Six”, the Suzuki “S” and model names are
Suzuki trademarks or ®. Don’t drink and drive. Always wear a USCG-approved life jacket and read your owner’s manual. © 2017 Suzuki Motor of America, Inc.

Illinois State Fairgrounds • Richard Orr Building

Feb 23, 24 & 25, 2018

7 BOAT DEALERS:
• The Boat Dock, Springfield
• Eastside Marine, Springfield
• Lake Springfield Marina, Springfield
• Hank’s Boat Sales, Raymond
• Clinton Marine, Weldon
• Victory Lane Marine, Litchfield
• B & R Marine, Taylorville

Show hours:
Friday 2pm - 9pm
Saturday 10am - 7pm
Sunday 10am - 5pm
Admission:
Adults $5.00
Children
under 12 FREE

FREE PARKING!
217-341-1730 • TheBoatShowInSpringfield.com
SZ_Q4Promo_HlfPG.indd 1

9/13/17 5:31 PM
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#1 IN CATFISHING

visit us at www.seaarkboats.com
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YOUR LOCAL POOL CARE & SUPPLY EXPERTS.
PEORIA, IL • 1519 W. Pioneer Pkwy. • 309-691-7510
MOLINE, IL • 1572 36th Ave. • 309-764-4674

www.CentralPool.net
All prices good while supplies last.

INFRARED SAUNAS - ONLY $999
With Stereo,
fits 2 people.
Great for
losing weight . . .
melts the
pounds right off!

THE ULTIMATE PLATE, ALL-WELDED, ALUMINUM BOAT

ALL-WELD, CUSTOM-DESIGNED PLATE BOATS
OQUAWKA DEALERS:
Ferris Boat & Motor
Savanna, IL
815-273-1150

WORK & FISHING BOATS
Jon Boat • Flat Bottom • V-Hulls
Model Bow • Tunnel Hull
Aluminum & Steel Trailers • Landing Craft

Ted’s Boatarama
Rock Island, IL
800-540-3254
J&J Marine
Quincy, IL
217-223-1716
Quillers Outboard
Hamburg, IL
618-232-1218
Southside Outboard
Paducah, KY
270-443-5626

LOTS OF ABOVE GROUND POOLS!
In Stock . . .
Great Prices!

OQUAWKA BOATS & FABRICATION, INC.
1312 East State Hwy 164 • Oquawka, IL 61469
(309) 867-2213 • www.OquawkaBoats.com

Check out our
IN GROUND,
DO IT
YOURSELF
Pool Kits!
ALL HOT TUBS & POOLS ON SALE!

CENTRAL POOL SUPPLY

Pools, Spas, Saunas, Accessories & Supplies

AND

OQB MARINE SHOP
1222 Hwy 164 East • Oquawka, IL 61469
Phone: 309-867-2961 • Fax: 309-867-3962
Open: Mon-Fri: 7:30 am - 4:00 pm
& Sat: 7:30 am - 12:00 Noon

SUZUKI • EVINRUDE • HONDA
EXPERT BOAT MAKERS
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Canterbury Tales

Here we go again, another year to
face the trials and tribulations of life.
The stock market is higher than anyone
ever thought. Unemployment is at a 20
year low. Coal miners are going back
to work after their jobs disappeared
because of fruitless regulations. Illegal
crossings are down 70 percent. Isis is all
but destroyed and will never be what they
were again. And can you believe it clerks
at major stores are again saying Merry
Christmas. Tax relief is now in, not just for
corporations but everyone. This is just a
few of the good things that are happening
now. Americans are the most resilient
people on earth and when you take the
muzzles off they come back bigger and
better. The potential of the Dukes mixture
of people we are is unstoppable. We are
after all the home of the free and the
brave. I can’t wait to see what happens
the next 3 years. It’s about time.
I had the pleasure last month to

Published monthly by: ABEAM, LLC

Deadline for ASO editions is the
10th of each previous month.
Please send only digital media files.

Email: asoandyb@gmail.com
READ ASO ONLINE IN
2 DIFFERENT FORMATS!

ASOMagazine.com &
ASOMagazine.net
SUBSCRIBE TODAY ON PG. 6!

make a TV program for WTVP with Wayne
Herndon retired district fisheries biologist
for our IDNR. Wayne spent 46 years with
the department and is considered one
of the hardest working and dedicated
employees they ever had. Introduced to
the Illinois River by his father when he
was a kid was all it took. After spending a
stint in the US Army and in Vietnam in the
infantry he came home and went to work
in 1971. Wayne’s accomplishments in
fisheries in central Illinois have benefited
not only the sport fisherman but also the
commercial alike. If you ever had great
day of fishing here in Central Illinois you
can thank Wayne and his crew for that
they had a lot to do with it.
I’ve known Wayne for over 30 years
and never met a more dedicated individual.
He is the real McCoy. His contributions to
the people of the state is unmeasurable.
If you know him and many of you do, you
will agree with that. A great human being
and I feel blessed to know such a fine
individual and call him a friend.
We aired a show on WTVP Channel 47
in Peoria on Saturday 30th of December at
5:30 pm with a small sample of Wayne’s
work with the Department. If you missed
it you can see at: www.YouTube.com, go
there and put in asomagazine to see all
our TV shows.
I have been fortunate to of spent a
lot of time in England over the years and
actually have shot more ducks there in
a few days than I do here in season. My
friend Carl Woods who lives near Chester
is one fine water fowler. Carl now who

MOSER’S
Quality Shoes Since 1918

Published by ABEAM, LLC. ABEAM, LLC is not responsible for
any injury received as a result of information or advice given.
Contents do not reflect the opinions of ABEAM, LLC.

SHARE YOUR OUTDOOR
PHOTOS WITH ASO!
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Protect Your Home
Away From Home
Taking the comforts of home with
you on the road is great. Make sure
you’re covered for the unexpected,
before you leave the driveway.

2027 S.W. Adams St., Peoria, IL • (309) 674-4400
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9am-5:30pm • Sat. 9am-4pm
www.MosersShoe.com

15% OFF
ALL RED WINGS!

Style #435
Waterproof
Oil/Slip Resistant

Style #912
6” Leather Upper
Electrical Hazard

3510 West Willow Knolls Drive, Peoria
309-682-2400
82 East Fort Street, Farmington
309-245-2800
www.dempsterinsurance.com

is 69 and still hunts
ducks as hard as
he ever did. Over there you
don’t use ATV’s very often at
least in the marsh. They walk a lot to and
from the shooting areas and that is where
I learned what a walking stick is all about.
Here in the good ole USA we all try to be
tough guys and don’t use these great
tools of the trade. A walking stick can be
a broken stick you find in the woods or can
be a hand whittled fancy crafted stick but
both will serve you well. I can’t count how
many guys I have seen go down in the
drink picking up decoys or a dead duck in
my life time and that includes me. You hit
snags, rocks, stumps and holes you name

Harry & Teddy with his
Walking Stick from Carl Woods
of Chester England.

continued on page 8

Gebby’s
Family Restaurant

736 E. War Memorial Dr.
Peoria Heights, IL
(309) 685-7811

DAILY HOMEMADE
LUNCH SPECIALS
Serving

Also Safety Toe Styles From Rockport,
Florsheim,Thorogood, Ironage, Reebok

Breakfast
and
Lunch
6 A.M. to 2 P.M.
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Cope Marine
is the Midwest’s
Boating
Headquarters!
Cope Marine • O’Fallon
1725 W US-50
O’Fallon, IL 62269
888-276-0847

Triton 17 TX

Cope Marine • Table Rock
15711 State Hwy 13
Branson West, MO 65737
417-272-1277

Triton 20 TRX

LUND 1875 Impact Sport

Giant selection of new and
preowned boats in stock…
Great Factory Rebates
& Big Savings!

www.copemarine.com
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!
ICE COLD BEER!

On Rt. 9 at the Danvers Y, Danvers, IL 309-963-8300

WATCH ASO TV • Sat. Janaury 27 at 5:30pm
On WTVP, PBS Channel 47
See previous shows on our YouTube Page!
YouTube.com/ASOMagazine

Call Toll-Free 1-877-778-HUNT(4868)

or Mail payment & form to: ASO, 201 Gloria Parkway, Washington, IL 61571

$

DON’T MISS AN ISSUE!
12 BIG Issues! only $1895

Name____________________________________________________________________
Address__________________________________________________________________
City_____________________________State___________________ Zip______________
Phone___________________________________________________________________
Email____________________________________________________________________
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Grandma’s

1-1/2 teaspoons paprika
1 teaspoon pepper
1 tablespoon all-purpose flour
6 bacon strips, cut up
1 large oven roasting bag
2 cups uncooked wild rice
1/2 pound sliced fresh mushrooms
1 large pheasant, halved or two small
pheasants (about 4 pounds)

RECIPES
ELLEN COURTNEY

WILD RABBIT AND DUMPLINGS,
SOUTHERN STYLE
4 Rabbit Loins (from two rabbits)
Salt, Ground Black Pepper, and Garlic Powder
1 Tablespoons Oil (Olive, Grape Seed, Coconut)
1/4 cup All-purpose Flour
1/2 cup Finely Diced Carrots
1/2 cup Finely Diced Celery
1/2 whole Medium Onion, Finely Diced
2 garlic cloves, finely diced
1/4 teaspoon Ground Thyme
1 Bay leaf
½ teaspoon Salt
½ teaspoon Ground White Pepper
4 cups Rabbit Stock(Recipe to come later) or
Low Sodium Chicken Broth
1/4 cup Heavy Cream
1 1/2 cups self-rising flour
7 tablespoons unsalted butter, melted
2 tablespoon rubbed sage
½ teaspoon sea salt
½ teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
1/2 teaspoon Garlic powder
1-2 tablespoons heavy cream
1. Slice the Rabbit Loins into ½ inch wide
pieces
2. Season amply with Salt, Ground Black
Pepper, and Garlic Powder
3. Heat the Oil in a large pot over medium
high heat

4. While heating, roll the season rabbit in
the All-purpose flour
5. Brown each side of the Rabbit
6. Remove the Rabbit from the pot and set aside
7. 
Add your Carrots, Celery, Onion, and
Garlic to the pot
8. Season with the Ground Thyme, Bay leaf,
½ tsp Salt, and ½ tsp Ground White Pepper
9. 
Stir the mixture occasionally until the
Onion becomes clear
10. Add the Rabbit Stock or Chicken Broth
and the Browned Rabbit Meat
11. Cover the pot and allow the mixture to
simmer for 15 minutes
12. 
While waiting, mix the Self-Rising
Flour, Melted Butter, Rubbed Sage, Salt,
Ground Black Pepper, Garlic Powder, and
Cream in a large mixing bowl. You want
to be able to form dumplings which will
be 2x larger than a marble.
13. After the allotted time add the Dumplings
and Cream
14. 
Cook for an additional 15 minutes,
stirring occasionally to prevent sticking
15.   Remove from heat and serve

Citori 725 Field

Maxus

Dura-Touch camo finish, aluminum allow receiver, Lighting
Trigger, Speed Lock Forearm, Power Drive Gas System,
autoloader shotgun

Gloss oil finish, checkered walnut, engraved lowprofile steel receiver, mechanical tripper, Inflex recoil
pad, Invector-DS Chokes, over under shotgun

Citori 725 Trap
A-5
Black Dura-Touch camo, fiber optic front sight, humpback receiver, ergo
balanced, recoil operated kinematic drive, auto loader shotgun

G.M. Bartelmay Guns Inc.

Raised cheek rest, semi-beavertail forearm with finger
grooves, gloss walnut, gold accented steel low profile
receiver, ported barrels, HiViz Pro-Comp sight,
Invector-DS chokes.

M,T,W,F 9am-6pm • SAT 9am-2pm • Closed TH & SUN • Open Anytime By Appt.

Central IL Browning Headquarters • 911 W. Jefferson St.• Morton (309) 263-8032

TREMONT SHELL
Best Prices on Gas • Convenience Store
Pizza & Sandwich Shop

COLDEST BEER AROUND

Gas Pumps Open 24/7!
OPEN:
Weekdays:
4:30am-11pm
Weekends:
4:30am-12am

PHEASANT AND WILD RICE RECIPE
1 can (10-3/4 ounces) condensed cream of
mushroom soup, undiluted
2-2/3 cups water
3/4 cup chopped onion
2-1/2 teaspoons dried parsley flakes
2 teaspoons salt
2 teaspoons garlic powder
2 teaspoons dried oregano

1. In a large saucepan, combine first nine
ingredients; bring to a boil.
2. 
Meanwhile, place flour in oven bag;
shake to coat. Place oven bag in a 13x9in. baking pan; add the bacon. Sprinkle
rice and mushrooms over bacon. Add
pheasant. Pour soup mixture into bag.
3. Cut six 1/2-in. slits in top of bag; close
bag with tie provided. Bake at 350° for
1 to 1-1/2 hours or until a thermometer
reads 180°. Let stand for 10 minutes
before carving. Yield: 6-8 servings.

(with credit/debit purchase)

Get ‘ya some Agatucci’s Pizza Tonight!

309-925-4217

TREMONT OIL COMPANY
“Your Small Town Full Service Station”
TREMONT OIL FEATURES:
PROFESSIONAL, DEPENDABLE,
FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE WITH
VERY REASONABLE PRICES.

FIND SUPER LOW PRICES ON ALL TIRES!
TIRE PURCHASE PRICES INCLUDE INSTALLATION, ROAD HAZARD
& LIFETIME TIRE ROTATION. FULL SERVICE GAS!

Route 9, next to CITGO in Tremont, IL

309-925-2251 • gibby@dpc.net
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it’s there. But a small inexpensive tool can
save most of that misery.
If you went duck shooting over there
without a walking stick they would think
you were a novice. Over 20 years ago I
was introduced to this wonder tool and it
has kept me dry ever since. If you are a
hiker or a sportsman they are a necessity.
Carl brought me a stick with a duck head
carved on the top which I hang in my gun
room and it is the most practical thing you
can use in the outdoors. Try it you’ll see
what I mean real quickly. We think we
know it all but believe me we don’t.
Now a Red Nose memory from a long
time ago but not gotten. The old club is
exactly that old. Started in Mapleton Illinois
in 1929 by my Grandfather Harry ”Bud”
Canterbury. The club was at that time at
Rice Lake near Banner. Grandpa was a friend
of Mr. Eugene Orendorf of Canton owner of
the Orendorf Plow and Shear Company that
became International Tractor.
Rice Lake was a couple of thousand
acres and one of the finest duck hunting
places in the state. I have a copy of the
lease dated 1933. The annual lease was
$600 per year which would be like $6,000
in today’s money. One of Grandpas friends
was Bruce Raker an advertising specialist
who sold Canterbury and Company at the
Stockyards their pencils, pens, calendar’s
etc. A fairly heavy drinker there was no
telling what he might do under those

conditions. One time he put grandpa on a
rat house and told him he would pick him
up before dark. Well Bruce got in a bar
went home to Summum and woke up in the
middle of the night and remembered he left
Grandpa on that Musk Rat house.
My Great uncle Lee use to hang out with
Bruce on occasions. One time Lee and
Bruce went to Havana Illinois in Lee’s new
1937 Chevrolet. Havana was the Las Vegas
of the Midwest at the time. Being wide
open with gaming and the like.
Bruce’s uncle named Uncle Monkey
Jim Raker owned a floating bar and casino
in Havana. Being in good spirts Bruce and
Lee went there to visit and gamble. Bruce
lost some money at his Uncle’s bar and was
pretty mad about it. He walked up to him
said Uncle Monkey does your boat have
holes in it. He said well no it doesn’t Bruce.
At that time Bruce pulled a 45 auto and
emptied it in the boat. And said well it does
now. Uncle Lee terrified ran off the boat got
into his new 37 Chevy and went back to
Peoria by himself as fast as he could. This
story told by my dad many years ago and
still gets a laugh as it did then.
Havana is the place where Al Capone
hunted ducks and relaxed at his cabin away
from Chicago. I have seen Al’s clubhouse
many times for it still stands today owned
by a mortician from Chicago. I knew his
old pusher Hap Lippert who said Al was
a great guy except for his crew. Al shot

1470 Spring Bay Rd. • East Peoria, IL 61611
(309) 822-8146 • www.peoriaskeetandtrap.com

HAPPY NEW YEAR!

SKEET LEAGUE BEGINS IN JANUARY!
STOP BY OR CALL CLUB FOR DETAILS!

January 2018

Fowl Foolers, the best decoys on the
market. They have a unique canvas
wrap, a lifetime heirloom decoy.
crows, woodpeckers and any other bird
and cooked them up according to Hap.
I’m headed to Florida for some winter
fishing with my Cathy and the boys.
Teddy and I will have at least one more
winter and I feel blessed to have him a
little while more. The love from a dog is
unmeasurable I just wish I was half the
man my dog thinks I am.
I hope all of you had a Merry Christmas
and this New Year will be prosperous and
happy for you and yours. As always there
is a lot of heart break through the year and
this New Year will be no different than
any other. Just make every day count and
remind those that love you that they are
special to you. Spending time with friends
and family is the best gift you can give.
Time is one thing that is not for sale. This
is not a dress rehearsal and there are no
do overs. Happy New Year Friends and
keep your worm wet. Keep warm and
thanks for being a supporter of ASO all
these years.
Harry

ASO good friend and writer
Norm Kelly at Civil War
Monument in Peoria.

Teddy Bear on Harry’s lap
being a forever baby!

Black Top Inn

10956 N. Manito Rd., Manito, IL • 309-545-9980

Home of the 1/2 pound Burger, Ice Cold Beer & Good Spirits!

CLUBHOUSE AND SHOOTING FIELDS OPEN
THUR 11am - Dark & SAT & SUN. 11am - 4pm

MARIETTA
TAP
Hours: M-F@ Noon • Sat @ 10am • Open Sundays
Your Friendly Neighborhood Tavern…
Where It’s Easy To Enter…But Hard To Leave.
We Feature The Best Drinks In Town & The Coldest Beer Around!

“Where good friends & good times get together”
Stop in For a Cold One This Upcoming Season!
112 W. Coal St. • Marietta, IL 61459
Eddie & Lorrie

926-6901

Rocket Tire has been giving customers the highest
standards in sales & quality service for over 50 years.

300 Edmund St. Peoria, IL

(309) 676-0124 • RocketTire.com
Open: M-F 7:30am - 4:30pm • Sat. 7:30 - 11:30am
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ANDY’S CHRONICLES
asoandyb@gmail.com

As another year seems to be slipping
by I try to enjoy every hunt that is remaining.
As every hunter knows, you plan for nine
to ten months out of the year just waiting
for the opportunity to watch those green
heads fly into your decoy or watch the
buck of a lifetime come walking through
the woods. It seems like just yesterday I
was sitting in North Dakota dreaming of
the season to come. Now I look back at all
of the great opportunities that have been
provided to me over the last few months
and I am very grateful. No I didn’t limit out
on ducks every day, as a matter a fact I
only had one day where I was able to
scratch a limit. The other days were just
as special. Watching the sun come over
the trees in the morning sitting with great
anticipation of what may unfold that day.
Even though many days we spend in a field
are not always successful they each seem
to bring something special with them. So
please enjoy the season you have left as
we will all soon be waiting for next year.

After Ella passed her hunters safety
course I was excited for what the deer
season would bring. Unfortunately, she
had a little accident and broke her foot. I
felt really bad for her because all she has
talked about the last couple of months
was providing food for her family. She
is so excited to contribute to the family
meat supply it makes me grin from ear to
ear. I mean seriously what 10-year-old is
worried about providing for her family? It
sure warms my heart that she feels that
way. Of course, Ella and I both tried to talk
mom into letting her hunt during shot gun
season, but she was worried that with a
medical boot, it would be hard for her to
walk to the stand and no way she was
going to get into it. I knew she was right,
but I could see the disappointment in my
baby’s eyes and it’s not something I handle
well. She is such a good kid that it broke
my heart we couldn’t spend the time in the
outdoors together for the next few weeks.
So, first firearm season was upon us
and it was time to spend some time with
friends in Deer Camp. There is something
magical about deer camp. Since I was 14 I
have been coming to the same deer camp.
Now many things have changed over the

KELLY SEED & HARDWARE CO.
BIRD SEED, FEEDERS, HOUSES & BATHS
Wildlife Plot Mixes • Wildlife Plantings • Deer Clovers
Buckwheat • Japanese Millet • Proso & Pearl Millet
Sorghum • Sunflower Seed
~ NICE SELECTION OF PRAIRIE GRASSES FOR FILTER STRIPS ~

years. When we were first invited to deer
camp it was kind of nerve racking. We were
invited in by one of my dad’s good friends
Paul Diebel. When we arrived to this little
cabin in Marshall County there was a
least ten people. We were introduced and
everyone there was related. There were
several generations hunting together and
I just thought that was the coolest thing
but boy, did I feel like an outsider. As
years went on we became a part of the
family and we look forward to spending
time together every year. It really wasn’t
about the hunting at all. It was all about
the camaraderie of playing cards, telling
jokes, picking on the youngsters and
of course too much drinking. I have so
many memories at deer camp and most
of them have nothing to do with hunting.
See in every family we have some unique
people well when you put a whole family
together you know there is going to be one
in the crowd. During our second year there
everyone was sitting around talking and
playing cards when one individual Donald,
sat down and the table and started telling
stories. Oh man did he have some doozies.
See we had been warned about Donald.

If you get him talking you will be up all
night just trying to get away. Of course as
a kid I was like no way he could be that
bad. Its just not possible. Well as we sat
at the table there was seven or eight of
us sitting there we were talking and
someone brought up turtles. As my dad
sat there discussing how we loved turtle
and was always trying to catch them in
strip pits. As soon as that was out of my
dad’s mouth Donald says “Chuck do you
know how to build a box trap for turtle”.
Dad replies “No”. Well at that very second
you would have thought a bomb went off
everyone at the table jumped up and went
to bed. It’s like 9:30 and I was like what
the heck is going on. Well I soon found
out. After sitting there for about an hour
listening to Donald explain how to make a
turtle trap I said I am out. My dad however
who could never tell anyone no, sat there
for the next six hours listening to Donald
rattle on. Needless to say we now knew
why everyone scattered.
Well, that just took a turn down
memory lane. Now back to first season of
this year. Everything seem to be coming
together perfectly for the first firearms
season. We were seeing deer every day
leading up to it, so we knew our chances
at one of our target bucks was going to
happen. As I arrived at my stand Friday
morning the conditions were perfect. For

The Hialeah
Club
Goofy Ridge, IL
Video Gaming • Food & Spirits • OPEN EVERYDAY
Breakfast Served 5am-1pm Mon-Sat & Sun til Noon
MENU SERVED ALL DAY!

(309) 535-3442

Boat Covers • Awnings • Enclosures
Roll-Up Garage Door Screens
Room Dividers • Custom Projects

202 Hamilton • Peoria, IL • (309) 674-0368
OPEN 11:00 a.m. DAILY
Closed Sundays
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1/2 mile west of Arthur on Route 133
Mon-Fri 7:00 am - 5:30 pm • Sat 7:00 am - Noon
(Closed Sundays)

Pub Hours:
Mon-Wed til Midnight
Thurs-Sat til 2:00 a.m.
Kitchen Hours:
Mon-Thurs til 10:00 p.m.
Fri-Sat till 12:00 a.m.

State and Water in the Old Quarters on Peoria’s Riverfront
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Chronicles . . . continued
once on opening day it wasn’t 70 degrees,
windy and a full moon. The sun rose, and
the activity of deer soon followed. Our
group saw several deer on opening day,
but everyone was trying to hold out for a
big one the first day. As the second day
comes everyone starts thinking maybe
we should at least get some meat for
the freezer since most of us were out.
Saturday morning was really slow not
much deer movement and I wasn’t hearing
any shots anywhere around us. Finally a
shot from our area and 12 year old Landon
Diebel had harvested his first buck. To see
the smile on his face was worth a million
words. He was so excited and for the first
time in his life he was hoping school was
the next day so he could tell all of his
friends. After retrieving Landon’s deer, we
all met up at lunch, and all had the same
story. Everyone seem to see deer but
nothing worth harvesting. Now everyone
was starting to get anxious and no one
was really seeing any. I decided to try a
stand I don’t usually sit in along a cornfield
near a bedding and food source. As the
day drew on I never saw a deer. It was
about ten minutes to shooting time and I
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finally hear a shot in the valley. All I could
think is I not sure one deer split between
five of us is going to give you much to eat.
As I looked around it was getting pretty
dark, so I thought I would call it a day a
few minutes early. As I stood up to unload
my gun, out walks four does at about 25
yards. I figured it was now or never to put
some meat in the freezer. You just never
know about second season and I didn’t
know how much bow hunting I would be
doing after firearms season. So, with the
squeeze of the trigger I harvested a nice
doe. Now we had a couple of deer to go
into the freezer we should be able to be
more selective on our next harvest. As
Sunday morning came it was really hard
to get out of bed. For the first time in my
life I have been hunting deer for over a
week and I kept thinking “how do people
hunt every day of duck season?”. I did it
for seven days and I felt like I was ran over
by a truck. I definitely wasn’t the fastest to
the woods Sunday but I did make it before
shooting time so at least I wasn’t too late.
As I sat there in the stand watching the
sun rise, I would see my friends across
the field in their blind and sure enough
I was startled by a gun going off. As I
looked over, I saw Matt had harvested a

Complete Auto Repair
of Domestic &
Foreign Cars & Trucks
FostersAutoService.com
TWO GREAT ILLINOIS LOCATIONS: PEORIA & BARTONVILLE!
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doe. Later, as I was playing on facebook
in my stand, I hear another shot and low
and behold Matt shot a nice young buck.
At this point we all knew we had plenty of
deer meat for the group so we all decided
to get out of our stands and help Matt
retrieve his buck. Luckily, we didn’t have
to go far. About 50 yards from where he
shot laid the majestic beast. A beautiful
deer that wasn’t but a couple of years
old but this was Matt’s first buck. Matt
has hunted off an on over the last several
years but within the last couple he has
become a deer addict like the rest of us.

It was great to see his son Landon shoot
his first buck on Friday and then to watch
Matt get his first buck on Sunday. That is
really what it is all about. Getting kids and
adults into hunting. You are never to old
to start. I truly believe you can take just
about anyone hunting and any age and
they will be hooked. There is so much
more to the hunt than the harvest. The
camaraderie amongst the group and the
stories that seem to grow year after year.
Getting to spend the evenings with friends
talking about the day’s hunt and everyone
wondering where the heck they should
sit the next day. As the deer season is
winding down my excitement begins to

Landon is all smiles after
harvesting his first buck.

Matt and Landon Diebel
with Matt’s first buck.

MORRELL’S PACKAGE LIQUORS
1/2 mi. West of Astoria, IL on Route 24

JIM FOSTER • 673-4113

3523 W. Farmington Rd • Peoria IL

MIKE GRAY • 697-2621
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DUCK’S TIRE REPAIR
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Service truck will come to you!

Gale “Duck” Duckwiler
309-759-4447
8950 E. Sand Branch Rd. • Summum, near Astoria, IL

Emergency Service 24/7: 309-759-4272

309-329-2826

Owners: Zane & Joanie Morrell
One of the Peoria Area’s Oldest Watering Holes
Drink Specials Everyday!
Full Menu with a Fabulous Breakfast!
M-F 7am-11pm • Sat. & Sun. 7am-2pm
Owners, Mike & Kathy Morris
invite you to come by for a
drink and delicious meal!

4322 N. Prospect • Peoria Hts • 309-685-9413
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grow for next year. My only goal next year
is to spend as much time in the woods with
my daughter as I can. She has become
quite the shot with a crossbow so I feel it
is time to spend my time teaching her the
sport I love. The right way to do things and
teach her my love for the outdoors. I know
she is excited for this journey as much as
I am. The crossbow laws have made this
possible. So get your son, daughter, mom,
dad, grandma and grandpa to the woods
where they can spend quality time with
you.
As my duck hunting season is coming
to a close I decided to try a hunt on my
old stompen grounds in Canton. I grew up
around Double T in Canton. Of course when
I hunted there is was long before the State
bought the land. Many of the surrounding
fields were owned by my family so I
provided me with many great hunts. We
wouldn’t really have any luck at all until
everything froze. When that happened we
had two weeks of great duck and goose
hunting. The ducks would tornado in by
the thousands and there were many days
it took longer to set decoys then it did to
harvest a limit. After we would duck hunt
and get our limit we would load the truck

back up with decoys and grab our other
guns and blaze orange and walk the fence
rows to harvest a few pheasants, rabbits
and the occasional quail. I wish I would
have known then that I was going to lose
one of my favorite places because once
the state bought Double T then all of the
sudden there were pits in every field. I
was so excited with the State first bought
this land. I thought man they now own
all of this in my back yard and I felt like I
knew this area better than anyone. Little
did I know that once all of the other fields
had pits in them me would be the next to
follow. I hunted there for a couple of more
years after the state bought the property
but soon fell to the all mighty dollar. I was
a young kid in my early 20’s so I didn’t
have the money to compete with these
guys from Chicago. Heck they would drop
$5,000 per pit and only hunt it a couple of
weeks out of the year.
This was my first experience of how
money talks whether your family or not
it just doesn’t matter when it comes to
potential income. After loosing this area,
I was very bitter. I spent many of days
hunting around this area only to pushed
out because I didn’t have the extra money

to spend on hunting. As time went on
I learned to let it go but this place has
always had a special place in my heart.
This is where me and several of my friends
learn to love duck hunting. Now we had
to find new avenues to hunt ducks. It has
been several years since I even thought
about going to hunt at Double T. In the
summer one of my friends put in for a
permit at Double T and was able to get it.
He had the permit for Saturday Dec. 16th.
This should be good. Many small ponds
have frozen and Double T has added some
very nice pits over the last few years. As
Friday rolled around I decided I should go
scout the are and see how many birds
were in the area. To my surprise there
was more speckle bellies than I have ever
seen before. Hardly any ducks but there
was definitely enough huntable birds. The
one thing I didn’t like was having to get
up at 3:00am to get to Rice Lake for the
draw at 4:30am. We were the only permit,
so we had our choice of pits. We went
to pit 4 and to say we were excited was
an understatement. As the sun came up
we watched thousand and thousands of
speckle belly, snows, blues and Canadas
flying over the refuge. This went on all
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morning. I thought for sure at least one
group would make a mistake and we
would at least get a chance to harvest a
bird. After five hours of watching the birds
hop around the refuge and the one that
did leave got up high and off they went.
The transformation of Double T from just
a State area to where it is now is amazing.
They have several pits and a few blinds. It
is a very well-maintained area and offers
opportunities for many hunters. So, when
you do go hunt a state area there is one
thing I would like everyone to remember.
Leave it better than you found it. If you are
in a blind or pit, please pick up all of your
trash. I was disappointed with the amount
of trash that people leave in the pits. For
heaven’s sake the provide you with this
great pit to hunt. A garbage can and liners
so there is no reason to not pick up after
yourself. We are lucky enough to have
opportunities like this that don’t cost us
anything to hunt. Get out there and take
advantage of what our state has to offer,
and you may even learn a few things.
May your sunrises and sunsets be
magical!

WAYNE’S 121 CLUB
Located in Tremont, IL on Old Rt. 121 • 250 S. Baer Rd.

Video Gaming, Darts, Pizza,
Snacks, Cold Beer & More!

$.50 OFF ALL DRINKS ON WEDNESDAY’S
FREE POOL ON SATURDAY & SUNDAY

Operating since 1991
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DON & BONNIE DUBOIS
OWNERS
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TREMONT, IL
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FISHING SEASON: MARCH 15TH - NOV. 1ST

Pheasant, Chukar, Quail and are a full service club.
ALSO...We waive the membership fee on active duty military!

(309) 347-7191 • Cell: (309) 645-6157
www.lickcreek.com
WE NOW ACCEPT CREDIT CARDS!

UPLAND HUNTING & FISHING AT ITS FINEST!

LET US HELP YOU WITH YOUR COLLISION REPAIR!
CALL TODAY FOR AN APPOINTMENT! 309-925-5611
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From the Desk of:
Rich Pearson,
ISRA Executive Director

When The
National
Concealed
C a r r y
Reciprocity
(NCCR) bill passed the U.S. House of
Representatives the anti-gunner’s propaganda
machine went into high gear. According to
the ant-gunners, if NCCR passes the U.S.
Senate, every conceivable calamity known to
man will sweep across the county. I expect
a plague of intergalactic locusts will invade
the earth and eat every morsel of vegetation.
 	 They are using the same untrue charges
(none of which ever happened) against
concealed carry they have used in every state
since Florida passed a modern concealed carry
law back in the 1980s. There are about 16.5
million concealed carry permit holders in the
United States, not counting the states that
allow open carry and permit-less concealed
carry (that would include several million
more people). The lies are: women will be
less safe, domestic abusers will be getting
guns, criminals will be able to get guns, crime
rates will go up, stalkers will be able to carry
guns and, of course, “this is a gift to firearm

manufacturers from the NRA.” The fact is that
concealed carry drives crime rates down. If
National Reciprocity passes the Senate, crime
will go down even further. That is what the
anti-gunners are really afraid of.
December 7, 2017 was the
76th anniversary of the Japanese attack
on Pearl Harbor, the beginning of the U.S.
involvement in WWII. I say formal because we
had been helping supply Britain with material
and ships through the Lend-Lease program.
President Roosevelt had been preparing
for war even though most Americans were
against the U.S. entering WWII. Much
of the United States was isolationist, but
technology combined with international
events was about to change all of that.
 	 I spent much of my youth in the
Chatsworth American Legion Hall with my
dad and his buddies who were veterans of
WWII, but there were some WWI veterans
there also. Whether they were in the Pacific
Theater or European Theater, it didn’t seem
to matter. They all understood one another
and, in many ways, were closer to their
fellow veterans than their own families. In
those days we didn’t know what PTSD was,
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but they all had some form of it
and dealt with it; most came out
alright, largely because of the
Legion Hall and the support
of each other. I am sure the
same thing happened in American
Legion Posts and VFWs all across the United
States. Take a minute or two and think about
the 16,000,000 Americans who served in
WWII, all they gave and all they built when
those who made it got back.
 	 When Donald Trump decided to drain the
swamp in Washington D.C., I don’t think he,
or any of us, had any idea of how deep and
foul the swamp was going to be. One of our
most trusted institutions, the FBI, turns out to
be more like the KGB. It is more than sad and
disappointing; it is a danger to us all. Terrible.
 	 If there was ever a trial where justice
was locked out of the Court Room, the Kate
Steinle murder trial was it. This trial was
held in a sanctuary city, in a sanctuary county,
in what will soon be a sanctuary state. The
Judge, the District Attorney, and the Public
Defender all work for the very entities that
wanted to let the alleged perpetrator go.
Was the prosecution as vociferous as it
should have been? Were all the facts brought
out that could have been? The jury could only
decide on the evidence presented. The Public
Defender thanked the prosecution.

SHOOTING RANGE
TWO GREAT LOCATIONS!
1100 East Jackson Ave
8919 N University St
Monmouth IL 61462
Peoria IL 61615

(309) 734-3476
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PUBLIC RANGE FEES
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$20.00 Day Pass/Hour
$5.00 Additional Person

Visit Is On The Web
www.tacshack.com
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@thetacshack

Contact Us By Email
sales@tacshack.com
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Food, Beverages & Lodging
• 3 Days - 4 Nights Fully
Guided
• All Inclusive Includes: Food,
Beverages & Lodging
• Cleaning & Packaging of
Game Birds
• WiFi, Ping-Pong & Pool Table
• All Transportation Furnished
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What about Kate Steinle, her family, and
the other families that have suffered deaths
of their loved ones at the hands if illegals?
There is no justice for them, nor will there
be, unless we rise up and put a stop to this
nonsense.
The end of November wrapped up the
Fall Glock League. It was a crispy 19 degrees
when we were setting up the league match.
I know some of you reading this are thinking,
why would anyone want to shoot a match
when it’s that cold?   I have to admit that I had
the same thought when the alarm went off
at 5am. Most of us prefer to go to the range
when it’s a balmy 70 degrees. Anyone who is
interested in self-defense should realize that
bad things don’t just happen on nice days. In
fact, it is more likely that they don’t.
 	 It is also important to find out how your
equipment will operate in cold weather. Too
much oil can really change how your gun
operates; in fact, it may not operate at all. It
is also important to find out how you are going
to operate in cold weather. Cold hands, cold
feet, and watery eyes have to be dealt with,
like it or not. There is no other way I know
of but to learn to deal with those conditions
and to practice in them.   These things are not
something you can sit in your recliner in front
of a warm fire and visualize.
 	 The feeling of shooting under pressure
is something that competition provides.
Combine the pressure, along with the noise of
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competition, and you get stress. Our bodies
and minds naturally want to avoid stress. We
cannot visualize stress either. We learn to
deal with the stress we initially feel when
we compete. Is the stress of competition
the same as in a self-defense situation? The
answer is no, but it will certainly help prepare
you if you are unfortunate enough to find
yourself in one of those situations.
 	 When I am on the range one of my jobs
is to watch shooters. I often see shooters
who, while handling their firearm safety, are
obviously not as familiar with their gun as
they should be. Shooting in a league will also
help shooters learn to handle their firearms
with dexterity, which is also something you
need to do in a self-defense situation. As I
tell my students, a self-defense situation is no
time for on-the-job training! Repetition is the
key. Participating in a league will help you to
learn to handle your pistol on a regular basis.
There are many indoor ranges that have
winter leagues. If you live close to one, you
should join. Of course, next year, I would like
you to join one of the ISRA’s summer leagues.
The first Summer Glock League Match will be
held on Sunday, June 24th, 2018.
The FBI reports that in the 24 hour
period that covers Black Friday, the number
of firearm background checks requested was
203,086 (setting a new one-day record). That
is 18,000 more than the previous record set
in 2016. In 20 states, those with concealed
carry permits do not have to go through a
background check to purchase a firearm.
Therefore, the number of firearms purchased
is actually much higher than the NICS system
report of 203,086.

As gun owners, we are always told
by the anti-gunners that “if you just give
us this restriction or that ban we will
leave you alone.” I have never believed
them and neither have most of you. The
latest propaganda piece put out by Gabby
Giffords and her space cadet husband,
Mark Kelly, lists things they want to
ban. One of those is the dreaded muzzle
loading rifle because some of them can
shoot a .50 caliber ball. This is just an
example of how far they really want to go,
which is to ban everything.
 	 Most of the time, I discuss what
is happening in the State of Illinois but
that doesn’t mean we should forget
what is going on in Washington D.C.
October was a busy month for the antigun crowd in Congress. Representative
Bonnie Coleman (D-NJ) introduced H.R.
3962 to stop online sales of ammunition.
Representative Norma Torres (D-CA)
introduced H.R. 4025 which would require
reporting of any two firearms purchased in
a five day period.
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Representative Elizabeth Esty (D-CT)
introduced H.R. 4052, which is a magazine
ban. Many of the bills in Congress will
have a state version introduced at some
time in the future.
We all received an early Thanksgiving
blessing at 8:13 pm on Sunday night when
Charles Manson finally died. Manson spent
45 years in prison living off the tax payers.
Why some people want to keep mutts like
Manson alive, I will never understand.
Manson and his followers killed many more
people than they were charged with and
convicted of. I am often asked if I oppose
the electric chair. The answer is no; I prefer
the electric couch, however.
Last week, I mentioned classes that
included both partner classes, for those
who you live or work with, and active
shooter classes, for those who could be a
target (such as churches, businesses and
other organizations). This week, I spoke
to a fellow instructor who just held a
concealed carry class for a church group;
they decided it is best to begin training for
their own self-defense. With those things
in mind, I am working on two such classes
to be held at the ISRA Range. I hope to
have them scheduled before the end of
the year, and I expect the classes to take
place in late spring or early summer. In
the meantime, anyone who is interested
these types of classes, should get their
concealed carry class out of the way and
take a handgun skills class.
I have been receiving phone calls
about the U.S. Government Surplus 1911s
being released for public sale. Please refer
to the CMP informational article published
on our website regarding this matter.
Correction: The 2018 Winter Wars
XVI date is Saturday, January 13th, (not
the 9th, as stated in the Illinois Shooter).
Please check our website for the match
flyer and addendum.
On behalf of the ISRA staff, the Board
of Directors and myself, I want to wish all
of you a Happy New Year and prosperous
2018. I am thankful for all of you great
ISRA members. You are the best.
Upcoming events: ISRA Calendar
For more information, visit www.isra.org
Reminder: IGOLD 2018 is
Wednesday, April 25th!
Follow the ISRA on Twitter and Facebook.
Give the gift of an ISRA membership.
Not an ISRA Member? Join Today!
PO Box 637 • 420 E Locust St.
Chatsworth Illinois 60921
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THE DESIGNATED
GANGSTERS
By Norman V. Kelly

I wrote about a lot of villains, good
guys, killers, crooks, thieves, and scalawags,
mixed in with some admirable, civic minded
men and women that shaped and molded our
city and its people. I centered eventually on
the seedy side of Peoria, the corruption, the
crime, the murder and of course the gambling
and vice. Local folks were always fascinated
with our gangster element, so I wrote and
lectured about them as well. I set out to
identify and write about these gangsters,
but I never really found any. Oh, we had our
share of hoodlums, robbers, thugs, killers,
gangster wannabes and a pretty long list of
police characters. However, if you wanted to
see a real live gangster you would have had
to head for Al Capone territory, and a few
other much larger cities than Peoria, Illinois.
During Prohibition we had a lot of

ordinary citizens get into the ‘bootlegging’
business and illegal selling of alcohol, but
believe me it was all penny-ante activity
when compared to what was going on in
the larger cities in America; especially allaround Chicago. Our booze market was
small and of course all of our taverns and
saloons, along with the distilleries and
breweries were shut down.
Mayor Woodruff allowed things to
flourish during Prohibition with something
called Soft Drink Parlors, but it was mild
around here to say the least. I often
confronted some of our gangster fans
who came to my lectures by asking them
what they really knew about our local bad
guys. I often asked them who it was that
they were talking about by asking them not
only to give me some names, but what they
really knew about them. It turns out that
not once did I really learn anything from
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TIP #3: SPOT AND STALK IS THE PRIMARY HUNTING STYLE USED AT THE LODGE.
GET COMFORTABLE SHOOTING OFF OF SHOOTING STICKS FROM 100-300 YARDS.

them except that they were just passing on
the myths and stories they had been told
by their uncles and grandfathers. Most of
these myths began after our pet gangster,
Bernie Shelton, came to Peoria to live
in the later part of the 1930s. I thought
that I would give you the briefest version
of some of our local so-called gangsters, a
small group of men that I began to refer to
as ‘Peoria’s Designated Gangsters.’
1920…1930…1940
It was January 16, 1920 when The
Eighteenth Amendment, better known as
Prohibition actually began. It was going to
be doomsday for the folks in Peoria so they
tried to prepare for the black days to come.
It was 1920 and our local population was
76,100 people within the confines of our 9.18
square miles we called our city limits. In
1917 all the distilleries and breweries were
shut down by something called the Lever Act
and the local jobs began to disappear.
WW1 began in April of 1917 and
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some of our jobs came back to us by way
of manufacturing war products, added to
the fact that 5,500 of our local men went
off to “Fight the Hun.” The taverns stayed
open until January 16, 1920, so by then
folks in town were well prepared for the
onslaught of Prohibition. Hoarding was
the number one defense in the beginning,
and the booze that came into the city by
way of Canada was really all we needed.
Mayor Woodruff allowed the taverns to
open up and call themselves Soft Drink
Parlors, and believe me, Peoria had a
pretty, bawdy, wide-open gambling town
and things went along rather smoothly.
The Vaudevillians came to Peoria and
it was the beginning of the ‘Jazz Age. Our
Crime was kept in check, and Peorians
had a lot of fun during that period, and
believe it or not during that first decade of
Prohibition 28,848 people moved into our
city limits as well as hundreds out in the
County and it looked like Peoria was not
going to disappear after all. We took on
Prohibition and The Great Depression and
survived all that turmoil.
By 1930 things got a bit tumultuous
and gambling, crime and vice had a pretty
solid grip on Peoria. Now I am speaking
of the downtown area, of course; that is

GOBBLERS KNOB
HUNTING PRESERVE

26471 E. State Hwy 9 • Canton, Illinois 61520
Gobblers Knob Hunting Preserve is located
4.5 miles east of Canton, Illinois on Route 9

BOOK HUNTS TODAY!
PHEASANT, QUAIL & CHUKAR
WE TRAIN & SELL QUALITY BIRD DOGS

DON DEUEL, PRESERVE OWNER/MANAGER
Please call or email your hunting needs to
Don at Gobblers Knob Hunting Preserve!

gobblersknob50@aol.com

(309) 647-3641
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where the action was. Our tavern owners
became casino owners, well, not all of
them, and gambling although illegal,
was allowed. Woodruff imposed what
Peorians called a ‘Sin Tax,’ or ‘Funny
Money’ on the tavern owners who paid
for the privilege of having gambling of all
sorts in their establishments.
We had a few scare-bombings, along
with a few kidnappings, and a shooting or
two. However, there was no organized crime,
no solid gangster elements, just a bunch of
hoodlums, and gangster wannabes walking
around in dark suits trying to make local folks
think they knew Al Capone personally. As I
said Peoria was a small booze and gambling
market so the competition for the almighty
dollar was fierce.
The local police called all those guys
‘police characters,’ and rounded them
up whenever some crime upset the local
folks; but life was good here in the good
old river city of Peoria, Illinois. I will give
you some very short profiles of some of
those Designated Gangsters.
Clyde Garrison: He was one of the
1930’s ‘kingpins’ or ‘member of the local
rackets.’ as the local newspapers liked
to call him. Of course, he was into slot
machines and gambling but he was virtually
harmless. He was also in the wholesale
liquor business after Prohibition. He
was given ‘credit’ for inviting the Shelton
brothers to Peoria and eventually was a
target of a kidnapping plot from his house

over on McClure. He was shot in the leg
by gunmen and his wife Cora was killed.
He of course is one of the designated
gangsters but in my opinion, he was never
even close to the likes of the members of
the Al Capone gang.
Bill Urban was among the wealthiest
business men in town and from his saloon
he sold a daily numbers game. My dad
certainly bought one every day and rumor
was that Bill made “Over $10,000.00 a week
on that racket.” He was kidnapped, and the
local papers gave us all the sordid details,
including his payment of $80,000.00. Myth
and sensationalism was the name of the
game and local folks ate it up. Bill Urban
was most certainly not a gangster.
Eli Cupi was a ‘police character’ and
controlled a couple of strip joints and was
arrested under the Mann Act, or White
Slavery Act. Calling him a gangster would
have been a great compliment to him.
Jack Adams had his hand and body into
gambling in Peoria and owned the Clover
Club. He was a well-known Peoria
business man and calling him a gangster
was a definite insult.
Frank Kramer was owner of two
saloons in town and was among the
very first to stop gambling activity in his
businesses. He was shot and killed by an
assassin in his home on Farmington Road
in 1946. He at one time had gambling in
his places and was of course designated a
gangster. He definitely was not a gangster.

Phillip Stumpf was a small-town
petty thief, a gangster wannabe and a
locksmith. He got in trouble by selling
master keys to local slot machines and
was killed in a sensational gangland style
shooting in 1946. Calling him a gangster
would be a mighty big promotion to him.
Dwight “Snooks” Gordon was a
tough guy, top notch boxer and a local
home builder. He was a flashy guy and
most definitely was into gambling and a
few slot machines. Snooks was tried for
murder after a fist fight with a man near
the Peoria zoo. He was exonerated by a
jury and certainly was not a gangster. He,
like a lot of men that made a living during
the gambling era carried a gun. So what?
Calling him a gangster to his face would
result in your nose being broken.
Jack Glazebrook was supposed to be
the right-hand gangster to Bernie Shelton.
But he was a local ‘tough guy’ who liked
people thinking he was really a ‘gangster’
He was just basically a ‘bouncer’ in some
of the clubs and was shot in the stomach
by Al Capone… that is a joke son…it
was his girlfriend that shot him with a .25
caliber pistol. We called them ‘women’s
guns’ in those days. Just another thug
trying to make a living in downtown Peoria
trying to stay as close to the Sheltons as
he possibly could.
Joel ‘Joe’ Nyberg. He was as close
to a gangster that we
ever had except he had no

END OF THE SEASON SALES HAPPENING NOW!
1025R

XUV825M S4 Gator™

The 1025R tractor
gives you the
versatility to tackle
any project.
Checkout one of
these tractors with a
loader & deck

This vehicle has all the tools and features you'll need
to do work around the farm, or take your hunting
buddies out to haul in that BIG 10-Point Buck

$2,400 OFF and $0 down PLUS
900% for 0 Months and $60
implement bonus+146c

0.0% Financing for 60 Months

***13a

FLIGINGER'S OUTDOOR POWER CENTER
1900 S MAIN
MORTON, IL 61550
309-266-5928
***
Offer ends 1/4/2018+Offer ends January 31, 2018 13 0.0% APR is for 60 months only. For consumer use only.146 For consumer, ag, or commercial use only. Eligibility for the down payment offer is limited to highly qualiﬁed customers and scheduled monthly payments will be required. $2,400 off and $0 down plus 900% APR for 0 Months and $60 implement bonus on Compact
Utility Tractors. Implement Bonus is in addition to Low Rate ﬁnancing and requires the purchase of 2 or more qualifying John Deere or Frontier implements. $_______ per month for every $1,000 ﬁnanced.aSubject to approved credit on Revolving plan, a service of John Deere Financial, f.s.b. Some restrictions apply; other special rates and terms may be available, so see your
dealer for details and other ﬁnancing options. Available at participating dealers. Prices and models may vary by dealer. Valid only at participating US Dealers.cSubject to approved installment credit with John Deere Financial. Some restrictions apply, so see your dealer for details. Valid only at participating US Dealers.

A0E02BYCU2N65754-00042513
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connections, no mob, and no machine gun.
He liked to stab people and when he was
killed in October of 1946, he was out on bail
for manslaughter. They found his body on
a Lacon, Illinois golf course killed by a ball
bat and two .38 slugs to the chest. He was
arrested numerous times and police called
him a punk and a police character.
Sorry I have to stop there but in all we
had around 36 men during that 30 years
that local folks thought, in fact knew for
sure that they were indeed gangsters.
Truth is they only knew what they read
in out of town, sensational crime stories
and what their uncles and granddads’ told
them. The FBI for years indicated that
Peoria was as safe as any other city its
size in the United States. I was here during
the 1940’s and I can tell you it was a fun,
great place to live and grow up in. Funny,
once we became an All American City in
1953, we began to erase our downtown
area. What are we today? You tell me.
Editor’s Note: Norm is a true
crime writer, author and monthly
contributor to
ADVENTURE SPORTS OUTDOORS.
norman.kelly@sbcglobal.net
Find archives of Norm’s articles at:
http://peoriahistorian.blogspot.com/
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KAMIKAZE
GOOSE
By Mike Roux • www.MikeRoux.com

Waterfowl hunts
always have the
potential to become
exciting. On the
other hand, if the birds are not flying they
can be as boring as hunting can get.
When you do have targets and there are
several hunters in the blind, things can get
interesting. So it was last January for me
and my buddies in West-Central Illinois.
Luke Terstriep of Quincy invited me to
join him and his sons, Luke, Jr. and Lance
on a goose hunt. They have a nice set-up
near the river and had room for me, so I
accepted. It was an afternoon hunt and
we arrived about 1PM and put a few dozen
decoys out on the ice. This was their first
hunt since their pothole froze over in the
last cold snap. They had taken a few geese
from a field set-up the evening prior, but
tonight they wanted to try the blind.
We had geese over the field as soon as
we got in and got ready. The big birds came
in small flocks, large flocks and singles and
doubles. Regardless of the number of

geese, they all flared just outside the ice.
We rearranged the decoys with no change
in results. None of us could figure out why
the geese did not like our set-up. But we
did know staying put would be futile.
The “Terstriep Trio” made the decision
that we should leave the blind and make
the best of it in the field. Three of us
scattered like a covey of quail and picked
spots that we each thought might give us
low passing shots at the incoming birds. I
picked a spot with head-high foxtail, Luke,
Sr. went to the closest tree, Lance chose a
weeded road bed and Luke, Jr. decided to
stay in the blind, just in case.
Luke, Sr. drew first blood. A flock of
seven swung close to his spot and only
six flew away. Next it was time for Lance
to have a turn and he took his turn in fine
fashion. Four geese were flying right down
the road where Lance was hidden. As the
birds approached I saw his gun barrel stick
up above the cover. On the first shot a goose
folded in mid air. His second shot also
knocked down a goose and I fully expected

a third goose to fall. Lance missed his third
shot but his double was classic and I was
tickled to have gotten to witness it.
It was great to watch all the action but
I knew Luke, Jr. was getting bored in the
blind so I motioned him over to sit with me
for a while. He slid the 100-yards across
the ice to my hide and sat side-by-side with
me as we watched for incoming flocks. It

was not long before our wish was granted.
Nine big honkers were V’ed-up and flying
right to us.
“I’ll take the last goose on the left,” I
said to Luke. “OK,” he replied. “I’ll shoot
right.” As the geese closed on our position
we raised our guns and I began to figure
my lead. The birds were flying right at us
so the sight picture should be easy, just

• AMISH BUILT •

Competitive Prices & Free Garage Design Consultation!
See Website for more photos, info & a dealer near you!

700 Mill St. • Arthur IL • 1-800-447-0561
www.CoachHouseGarages.com

PEKIN BASS
& BOW

FULL LINE OF BAIT,
TACKLE, RODS & REELS!
BOWS
Mathews • Mission
Bear • PSE
CROSSBOWS
Ten Point • Mission
Wicked Ridge
Barnett • PSE

Everyday Low Prices! OPEN: Mon. – Fri. 8-6 , Sat. & Sun. 8-4

1304 Derby St. Pekin, IL 61554 • Call: 309-347-3334

MIDSTATE COLLISION REPAIR
703 Smith Street • Mackinaw, IL 61755
SHOP: 309.359.4661 • CELL: 309.208.4661

www.midstatecollisionrepair.com
Insurance Work • Auto • Refinishing
Truck • Welding • Fiberglass
Towing/Recovery Service
4x4 & Rollback Wreckers
SPECIALIZING IN:
Marine, Fiberglass & Gelcoat Repair
Paint Work on Harley Davidson
Frame & Unibody Structural Repair
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swing through the target, lead and follow
through. That is just what I did.
My first target was crushed and I
moved to find a second goose at which to
shoot. I heard Luke shoot at least once. I
missed my second shot and was preparing
to adjust my lead for a second at it when
something really weird happened. As I
readied my third shot Luke jumped into
my lap. That is not totally accurate. Luke
Terstriep, Jr. was crawling over me very
rapidly and yelling all the way. Before
I could process what was going on the
goose I hit with my first shot hit the ground
right where Luke had been sitting.
I cannot adequately describe the
sound the goose made when it hit. I can
only tell you the approach and the crash
were very loud. “That thing was going
to hit me!” Luke yelled. He said, “It was
coming at me like a missile.” “If that had
hit you it would have killed you,” I said. “It
was like a kamikaze goose,” I added. We
both laughed as we relived the encounter.
We were still laughing about the
near-death experience when a single large
Canada goose set its wings and glided to
a slick landing in front of the blind in the
decoys. “Do you believe that?” I asked. “Go
get ‘im,” I suggested. “You think I can get

close enough before he jumps?” Luke asked.
“Yeah. He won’t be able to get up too quick
off that ice,” I answered. “I’d like to see a
spot-and-stalk goose hunt,” I ended.
Luke got up and made a great sneak on
the goose in the flooded, iced-up standing
corn. The bird took wing and died right in
front of the blind. The decision we made to
leave the blind and do a wildcat hunt paid
off. We all four had at least one goose.
With about 5-minutes of shooting time left
I began to make my slow trip across the ice
to the blind to start picking-up decoys.
There were now hundreds of geese in
the air in all directions. I was dragging my
big bird across the ice when a honk got my
attention. There was a single that would
fly directly over my head, albeit a bit too
high. As the goose got right in front of me
I decided to take the shot. I lead the goose
two-and-a-half body lengths, slapped
the trigger and kept my gun moving after
the shot was fired. I actually heard the
tungsten shot hit the goose. It folded-up
and was dead as it fell for what seemed like
2-minutes. Both Lance and Luke, Jr. saw
the shot and were yelling congratulations
before the bird ever hit the ice. We ended
the day with 6 Canada geese and enough
stories to keep us entertained all winter

GREENE FARM MANAGEMENT
SERVICE, INC.
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Benton High School Quarterback, Hamilton Page,
arrowed this 9 point Buck 2 days after football season ended.

Roland Rich Ford, Inc.
Route 122 East • Delavan, IL 61734

309-244-8249

VALUE PRICED VEHICLES!

Greene Farm Management Service, Inc. is a privately
owned corporation established in 1942.
A FULL SERVICE AGRICULTURE COMPANY OFFERING:
• Professional farm management
• Real estate brokerage
• Full line insurance services
• Livestock operations management
• Certified appraisal services throughout the Midwest
• Providing professional services with a personal touch!
Farming today requires more than just planting, harvesting & selling a crop
to make a profit. Let the Greene Team help you maximize your profit.

GREENE FARM MANAGEMENT SERVICE, INC.

Ben Clary • Priscilla Koser • Dale Clary • Jim Erlandson • Jerry Huffman
213 SECOND ST. • BOX 400 • DUNLAP, IL 61525

309-243-1070 • WWW.GREENEFARM.COM

1989 Ford Bronco II, 4x4...................................................................... $750
1994 Jeep Grand Cherokee, 4x4...................................................... $2,500
1997 Ford F250 XLT Supercab, 4x4, Diesel...................................... $6,940
1998 Dodge Ram 1500 Club Cab, 4x4.............................................. $4,730
1998 Chevrolet 2500 HD Extended Cab, 4x4................................... $4,660
1999 Ford F150 XLT Regular Cab, 4x4.............................................. $8,500
1999 Ford F150 XLT Supercab, 4x2, w/topper................................. $7,990
2000 Dodge Ram 1500 Regular Cab, 4x4......................................... $4,900
2000 Ford F350 XLT Crewcab, Dully, 4x4, w/Diesel Hauler Bed...... $12,550
2001 Ford F250 XL, Regular Cab, 4x2, Diesel.................................. $4,780
2002 Chevrolet 1500 Silverado LS, Extended Cab, 4x4................... $5,950
2003 Ford F150 XLT, Supercrew, 4x4............................................... $7,990
2003 Ford F350 XLT, Crewcab, 4x4, 7.3L Diesel............................ $10,380
2004 Ford F150 Lariat, Supercrew, 4x4............................................ $9,420
2004 Ford F350 Regular Cab, 4x4, w/Flat Bed and Snow Plow…….$11,350
2005 Dodge Ram 1500 SLT, Quad Cab, 4x4................................... $12,880
2005 Ford F250 XLT, Crewcab, 4x4, Diesel.................................... $17,850
2006 Ford F150 XLT, Supercrew, 4x4............................................. $14,230
2006 Ford F250 XL, Supercab, 4x4, Diesel..................................... $11,880
2006 Ford F350 XLT, Crewcab, 4x4, Dully...................................... $21,860
2007 Ford F150 XLT, Supercrew, 4x4............................................. $11,420
2008 Ford Ranger XL, Regular Cab, 4x2........................................... $8,870

LARGE INVENTORY OF PREOWNED TRUCKS, VANS AND SPORT UTILITIES
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7th Annual

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 9 & SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 2018
AT THE OTTO CENTER, ARTHUR, ILLINOIS

ADMISSION $5.00 FOR ADULTS WITH KIDS UNDER 12 FREE!

4-$100 CIOE Gift Cards to be given away
this year for Area Merchants

NEW THIS YEAR . . . KIDS
FISHING & HUNTING
PAINTBALL & TARGET SHOOTING
SEMINARS BOTH DAYS!
SPONSORED BY:

Held at: Otto Center • 2058 CR 1800 E, Arthur, IL • 1/2 mi. south of the 4-way stop

More info: 217-268-3820 • www.ArthurOutdoorExpo.com
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Year-Round Fishing Special $269
NO LIMIT ON CATFISH OR BLUEGILL!

P.O. Box 187 • Samburg, TN 38254 • info@eaglenestresort.com

www.EagleNestResort.com
1-877-EAGLE-01 • 1-731-538-2143
FISHING SPECIAL

ANYTIME UP TO MARCH 22 & AFTER MAY 19, 2018
ANY 4 DAYS & NIGHTS ONLY $269*

PRIME TIME FISHING PACKAGES

MARCH 22 – MAY 19, 2018 3 DAYS & NIGHTS (STARTING THURS.)
OR
4 DAYS & NIGHTS (STARTING SUN.) KITCHEN $329* • NO KIT. $289*
7 DAYS & NIGHTS (STARTING THURS. OR SUN.) $629*
*Prices Per Person, Plus Tax & Subject to change.Minimum of 2 people. No pets allowed.
$75 non-refundable deposit per person required.All packages include: Lodging, Boat, Motor,
Bait, Gas & Ice! Complimentary Cookouts Twice Weekly During Prime Season!

Looking for a private lodge/home that accommodates from 2-16 people, perfect for Reunions,
groups of Hunters, Fishermen or Nature Watchers!Great breathtaking view right on water’s edge of
Reelfoot Lake!Check out this beautiful house, and make your reservations today!
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ILLINOIS FIREARM SEASON
PRELIMINARY HARVEST
TOTALS 80,021 DEER

SPRINGFIELD, IL – Hunters harvested a preliminary total of 80,021 deer during the seven-day Illinois Firearm Deer
Season that concluded on Sunday, Dec. 3. The 2017 preliminary harvest total compares to the final total of 79,559 deer
harvested during the firearm season in 2016.
The preliminary harvest for the second segment of the firearm season on Nov. 30 through Dec. 3 was 28,656, compared
with 24,977 during the second season in 2016. The preliminary harvest for the first segment of firearm season on Nov.
17-19 was 51,365 deer.
Deer hunting opportunities remain available in Illinois during the remainder of the 2017-18 season:
• The Illinois Muzzleloader-only Season is this weekend, Dec. 8-10.
• The Late-Winter Antlerless-Only Season and CWD Deer Season first segments (in designated counties only) will be
Dec. 28-31.
• The second segments of the Late-Winter Antlerless-Only and CWD Deer Seasons (in designated counties only) will be
Jan. 12-14, 2018.
• Archery Deer Season continues through Jan. 14, 2018.
Details on the Late-Winter and CWD seasons are available on the IDNR website at: https://www.dnr.illinois.gov/hunting/Documents
LateWinterDeerCWDHuntingPermitInformation2017-2018.pdf

County

2017 1st
Season

2017 2nd
Season

2017
Total

2016
Total

ADAMS

1408

771

2179

2362

ALEXANDER

291

197

488

424

BOND

441

217

658

579

BOONE

82

47

129

121

BROWN

663

355

1018

967

BUREAU

632

373

1005

1001

CALHOUN

505

308

813

793

CARROLL

425

260

685

750

CASS

429

223

652

684

CHAMPAIGN

133

66

199

227

CHRISTIAN

360

191

551

608

CLARK

775

370

1145

998

CLAY

760

352

1112

1091

CLINTON

495

199

694

627

COLES

382

210

592

550

CRAWFORD

673

343

1016

949

CUMBERLAND

478

297

775

708

DEKALB

67

40

107

139

DEWITT

180

136

316

356

DOUGLAS

96

36

132

138

EDGAR

365

197

562

566

EDWARDS

273

142

415

412

A map showing the counties open to the Late-Winter and CWD seasons can be found at: https://www.dnr.illinois.gov/
conservation/wildlife/Documents/IllinoisLateWinterDeerSeasonsMap2017_2018.pdf
For more deer hunting information, visit: https://www.dnr.illinois.gov/hunting/Pages/
DeerHunting.aspx.
A table of preliminary Firearm Deer Season harvest totals for 2017 by county, and comparable
totals for 2016, is below.

AC Beer and Bait
Expanded Craft Beer, Wine and Liquor Selection • Beer • Liquor • Wine • Soda
Ice • Snacks • Live Bait • Tackle • Roll Your Own Tobacco
Hunting & Fishing Licenses & Stamps

820 S. Main St., Lewistown, IL

(309) 547-1094

By Casey’s on Rt. 24 • Andrew Whitsitt, Owner
FORMERLY DINK’S

Expanded Bait Shop,
Several Sizes of Minnows
Now Available &
Much More!

January 2018

Archery Pro Shop,Bow &
Crossbow tuning & repair,
Indoor shooting range
Custom Concept Arrows,
Bait & Tackle,
Pool Hall & leagues,
Bar Video Gaming,
Restaurant coming soon.

Larry Pollack
615 W. Truitt Ave. • Chillicothe, IL
Closed on Mondays.

(309) 274-WOLF (9653)

WolfHollowArchery.com • wolf@mtco.com

NEW • USED • BUY • SELL • TRADE

RAWLINGS
INTERSTATE 155
TRAILER SALES
Serving you since 1972

All Types for Pickups
Horse • Livestock • Utility • Cargo • Flatbeds

309-449-3309

South of Hopedale on I-155 at Exit 15

www.ralingstrailersales.com

309-694-4867
www.mwfco.com

829 E. Camp St. • E. Peoria, IL 61611
mwfco@sbcglobal.net

FRIENDLY
CUSTOMER
SERVICE IS
OUR #1
PRIORITY!

FOID CARDS & CCL Applications

OPEN: Tues.-Fri. 10am-6pm • Sat. 10am-4pm • Closed Sun. & Mon.
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EFFINGHAM

580

292

872

807

LEE

328

212

540

510

RANDOLPH

1603

802

2405

2290

FAYETTE

1008

536

1544

1501

LIVINGSTON

246

133

379

400

RICHLAND

481

251

732

725

FORD

64

48

112

124

LOGAN

206

119

325

357

ROCKISLAND

455

264

719

784

FRANKLIN

854

496

1350

1297

MACON

150

89

239

251

SALINE

618

355

973

904

FULTON

1270

727

1997

2013

MACOUPIN

945

541

1486

1404

SANGAMON

391

237

628

589

GALLATIN

282

166

448

470

MADISON

493

240

733

621

SCHUYLER

871

441

1312

1293

GREENE

641

418

1059

1055

MARION

1081

489

1570

1452

SCOTT

196

119

315

385

GRUNDY

157

124

281

296

MARSHALL

424

177

601

553

SHELBY

733

336

1069

1087

HAMILTON

779

396

1175

1167

MASON

231

148

379

439

STARK

135

64

199

194

HANCOCK

1082

737

1819

1639

MASSAC

282

242

524

587

STCLAIR

477

211

688

662

HARDIN

646

317

963

890

MCDONOUGH

525

305

830

849

STEPHENSON

417

295

712

843

HENDERSON

319

175

494

522

MCHENRY

151

149

300

266

TAZEWELL

333

179

512

519

HENRY

356

178

534

592

MCLEAN

324

167

491

516

UNION

977

553

1530

1573

IROQUOIS

297

220

517

518

MENARD

226

141

367

368

VERMILION

330

214

544

582

JACKSON

1487

816

2303

2247

MERCER

518

315

833

866

WABASH

123

82

205

209

JASPER

663

321

984

973

MONROE

661

280

941

923

WARREN

328

220

548

562

JEFFERSON

1328

755

2083

1878

MONTGOMERY

509

281

790

775

WASHINGTON

695

325

1020

949

JERSEY

410

231

641

674

MORGAN

452

262

714

774

WAYNE

977

567

1544

1576

JODAVIESS

1155

704

1859

1859

MOULTRIE

138

65

203

201

WHITE

497

247

744

831

JOHNSON

1091

496

1587

1640

OGLE

443

367

810

793

WHITESIDE

393

221

614

576

KANE

19

10

29

29

PEORIA

524

339

863

971

WILL

153

85

238

233

KANKAKEE

118

75

193

186

PERRY

815

458

1273

1210

WILLIAMSON

1048

727

1775

1684

KENDALL

52

30

82

98

PIATT

69

32

101

111

WINNEBAGO

161

143

304

346

KNOX

697

448

1145

1200

PIKE

1187

803

1990

2131

WOODFORD

404

200

604

596

TOTAL

51365

28656

80021

79559

LAKE

3

0

3

4

POPE

1092

410

1502

1432

LASALLE

431

260

691

745

PULASKI

221

119

340

414

LAWRENCE

394

219

613

584

PUTNAM

232

110

342

335

Carter’s Gun Shop, Inc.
Your Northern Illinois Gunsmith • Antique To Modern
Firearms Repair A Specialty • New Rifle Barrels Installed
Same Location Since 1951
202 W. Comanche • Shabbona, IL 60550
cartersgunshop@aol.com
Open: 8am-12noon & 1pm-5pm • Closed Sunday & Tuesday

815-824-2354

GCR Tire Center

Bridgestone NEW LOCATION!

Firestone

1861 Knox Co. Hwy. 9 • Just off Rt. 34 • Galesburg, IL

We Provide Excellent Quality for
All Cars, Trucks, Trailers & RV’s
• Complete Tire Service
• Wheel Alignment
• Professional Repairs

• Brake Service
• Shocks & Struts Suspension
• Road Service

Specializing In Hard to Find Tires For Your 4x4 or ATV

Phone: (309) 343-1141 • Fax: (309) 343-3490

LETZ
HUNT & SPORT
Before you buy your next gun call us!
Layaway Program • Buy, Sell or Trade • Largest Black Powder Selection, Downstate!
Assault Rifles • All Shotguns • High Powered Rifles
Black Powder Inline & Traditional • Automatic Revolvers & Black Powder
Handguns • Full line of Accessories Crossbows & Equipment

www.letzhuntandsport.com

3335 East Enos • Springfield, Illinois • Noon till 7 P.M. • Closed Sunday & Monday

217-544-1232

FREE ESTIMATES • PERSONAL SERVICE • QUALITY PRODUCTS

Your Lumber
Store ...
And So
Much More!
406 S. 5TH AVE. • CANTON, IL

(309) 647-0396 • FAX (309) 647-2724
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THE SCRIPTED BUCK

January 2018

by:

TedNugent.com • facebook.com/tednugent
Dream on!
Never
stop
believing,
never
stop dreaming! And I’m
not talking Tinkerbell or Peter Pan dreams
either. I’m talking big buck dreams from
the big buck dreamlands in our dreamy
little deerhunting heads!
I don’t have a crystal ball or a magical
future predictor of any kind. In fact, I am
always amazed at so many deerhunters
whom I know that consistently predict
which buck will show up where and
when.
I strategize with all the smarts and
experienced hunches I can muster, but it
has always been a random roll of the dice
for this old backstrapper.
I dream nonetheless and have on
more than one occasion made some
bold, cocky predictions of my own that
unfortunately have never come to fruition.
But on November 2, 2017, the planets
aligned, and my radar was on an alltime
high and my luck meter pegged.
And it goes like this……
I hunt hard every day. No really!
Every day!
And I like it and the inescapable
frustration never comes close to the
thrills and the happiness that every day
afield brings me, kill or no kill.

But this buck kill is one for the books,
the most important book of all, the Dream
Books.
So as always, just before hitting the
sack in my little Michigan swamp log
cabin, I go to the front door and switch
on the big floodlights and have a look at
what might be in the cabin foodplot.
Whoa! What have we here! Amongst
the scattering of does, fawns and young
bucks stands Sir BuckO, a handsome 4
or 5-year old something, mature, classic,
tall, wide, very symmetrical 8 pointer
that we have no history with in the field
or on trailcams.
I study him intently with my
Bushnells as he stands regally surveying
the deer activity all around him.
I immediately call son Toby and
convey my discovery and lay out a plan.
I tell Toby how since the buck is on
the high ground by the cabin at 9:30 at
night, that maybe, just maybe, he will
cruise the north marsh ridgeline looking
for stinky does through the night, and
maybe, just maybe if I walk the mile
west before dawn and get in the new
ladderstand, maybe, just maybe, I can
ambush the 8-pointer in the morning.
Toby chuckles at his old man’s
eternal optimism and says, “…sure dad,
that’s what we dream every day we head

FRANK’S REAL BAIT SHOP & TRADING POST
Cold Beer & Wine • Soda • Ice
Groceries • Live Bait & Tackle
Adult Movies & Novelties
CORNER OF RT. 3 & RT. 149 • GORHAM, IL 62940

618-763-4217

409 Grand Tower Road • Grand Tower, IL 62942
On the Mississippi River • Hwy. 3 (Halfway between IL 146 & IL 149)

618-565-1064 • Your Hometown Store!

Every morning serving biscuits and gravy and fresh doughnuts!
Buffet Pizza made fresh the way you like it! Order yours today!
Sub sandwiches made to order or meats/cheese by the lb.
Hours: 6am-8pm 7 Days a Week
Open until 9pm during the Summer

See You at the Corner…THE CARDINAL CORNER!

SESSER SUN MART
CONVENIENT DRIVE THRU
COLD BEER & LIQUOR • ICE • SNACKS
HUNTING & FISHING LICENSES
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!
Sun - Thu: 6am - 11pm • Fri & Sat: 6am - 12am
203 W. Franklin • Sesser, IL • 618-625-5858

OPEN 7 DAYS 6AM - 9PM

CARDINAL CORNER

out there! Wouldn’t that be wonderful.
Go for it!”
Early next morning in the dark of
pre-dawn, without firing up the Polaris,
SpiritWild VidCamDude Ethan Wiskur
and I trudge the long walk due west and
don’t turn north across the cut bean field
until we are just above and perpendicular
to my new north ridge set, thereby
minimizing our disturbance to the area.

As Ethan ascends the ladder, I walk
25 yards below and scrape away all the
leaves and forest debris in a large 40”
circle next to an autumn olive branch and
put some Conquest doe pee in my brand
new mockscrape before joining him.
As the beautiful morning came to
life overlooking the magical marsh and
ridgeline, all was quiet except for the
enchanting wild symphony that is the
soundtrack for every dawn on a deerhunt.
The hours ticked away with nary a
deer till a little after 9 when a breathy
“shooterbuck” came out of my mouth.
As if guided by the exact script I
shared with Toby 12 hours prior, my
dreamy cabin foodplot 8 pointer came
walking right on cue out of the marshgrass
and took the trail up the ridge straight to

Archery
Check
Station!

PEORIA FLAG
& DECORATING
Central Illinois Flag Headquarters!
Decorations For All Occasions,
Exhibition Decorators
920 E Glen Ave. Peoria Heights, IL 61616
Call: (309) 685-8989 • www.PeoriaFlag.com
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my mockscrape as if he’d made it himself
and visited it a thousand times before.
With a little twisting and crouching
and bending and maneuvering, Ethan
had him and with my 50# Mathews
Halon at fulldraw, I kissed the button
and found the 20-yard pin in the middle
of my peepsight and before you knew it,
the mystical flight of my 400 grain zebra
GoldTip arrow jammed a razorsharp 100
grain DeadRinger Butcher broadhead
clean through the beast’s right shoulder
and disappeared out the other side.
Are you kidding me? My mind reeled
in disbelief that this had all played out
lick for lick from the dreamy hopes of last
night’s prediction.
Believe me, such dreams have
always been part of my deerhunting life,
but I don’t believe any had ever come true
with such detail for detail accuracy.
We followed the DeadRinger
bloodtrail for about 100 yards to where
the gorgeous stag died in the very cut
bean field we had crossed three hours
earlier.
The deerhunting lessons are clear
and start with believing in our dreams!
The plotseed1.com foodplot played a role.

It was also important to walk the
mile or so to the stand in the dark instead
of starting up the ATV.
The new ambush set was established
months earlier based on nearly 40 years
of hunting this ridge above the marshland
sanctuary in such a way to optimize a shot
off my left shoulder without standing up
or moving unnecessarily.
The mockscrape is standard
operating procedure for me on every
hunt.
My daily archery practice includes
various body maneuvering configurations
so as to force me to adhere to killer
archery form no matter the conditions,
and my aim small miss small shot
sequence mantra is burned permanently
into my bowhunting predator psyche.
What a hunt! What a morning! What
a buck! What a dream!

TedNugent.com
facebook.com/
tednugent
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IDNR ANNOUNCES LAND & WATER
CONSERVATION GRANTS

Federal funding helps local communities
acquire recreation open spaces
SPRINGFIELD, IL – The Illinois Department
of Natural Resources (IDNR) today announced
$1,270,500 in federal grant funding has been
approved for local governments to purchase
land to be used for public access and
recreation. Funding for the program is made
available through the National Park Service’s
Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF).
“These federal grants provide local
governments the opportunity to buy land
that will allow more public access to outdoor
recreation opportunities close to home for local
residents and visitors to these communities,”
said IDNR Director Wayne Rosenthal.
The LWCF grant program, which is
administered in Illinois by the IDNR, provides
up to 50 percent of the cost of projects to
help purchase land to be used for public
access, with the local governments matching
the value of the grants awarded.
This year’s LWCF grant projects are
outlined below.
Champaign County
• Champaign Park District, $137,000, for the

acquisition of Human Kinetics Park, a 5.6acre park that is privately owned but currently
leased to the Champaign Park District. It will be
developed into soccer fields, a multi-purpose
field, a multi-purpose path and parking.
Cook County
•
Glenview Park District, $383,500, for the
acquisition of 2.95 acres of property adjacent
to the Grove National Historic Landmark.
This critical parcel is needed to reassemble
the original acreage owned by the Kennicott
Family and preserve the ecosystem on the
property. Trails will be established on this
property to connect to the existing trail system.
Kane County
• ForestPreserveDistrictofKaneCounty,$750,000,
for the acquisition of 149 acres adjacent to the
Binnie Forest Preserve. Acquiring this property
will add further protections to the wetlands
on site and the Kishwaukee Headwaters.
Wetlands and floodplains will be interpreted
through signage and trails.
The LWCF grant program has been in
existence since 1965. Prior to this year, more
than $126 million has been awarded for 733
park projects in Illinois.

WE BUILD STORAGE BUILDINGS, GAZEBOS,
PERGOLAS, PAVILIONS, OUTDOOR FURNITURE

112 East High Street • Hennepin, IL 61327

815.925.7216

www.hennepinmarine.com

Mon – Sat 8:00am – 4:00pm • Closed Sunday
1069 East Columbia St. • Arthur, IL 61911

217-543-3162

www.bearcreekcreations.com

Late Model Recycled Auto & Truck Parts

Call us Today for Closeout Prices on
All Remaining 2017 Models!

18561 Knight Rd. • Virginia, IL
800-346-4540 • www.ScottysAutoParts.com
Mon. - Fri. 8am - 5pm • Closed Sat. & Sun.
6 MONTH WARRANTY ON MOST PARTS!
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SHADOWS
ON THE WATER
AND IN THE WOODS

BEETLES
FOR SKULLS
by Dave Shadow

davidsha@consolidated.net

EUROPEAN SKULL MOUNTS
AND TINY BEETLES, TROPHIES,
TAXIDERMY, AND TINY BUGS
So, you’ve got a respectable whitetail
buck, now what do you do to preserve the
memories as well as the physical identity
of your trophy? There are several options
and the costs vary as much as the options.
If he is really nice or if you don’t already
have a wall full you may wish to go the “full
way” and do a nice wall mount of either the
head/rack or maybe even a shoulder mount.
These are beautiful ways of
remembering your hunt experience as
well as showing off a bit to you fellow
hunters etc. They are however, somewhat
expensive. I suspect if you were to add up
all the peripheral costs that went into the
harvesting of the deer, the mounting cost
would not look as big. But let’s consider
some alternatives.
First, some info about taxidermy. If you
are considering a full mount my advice is
to select an experienced and professional
taxidermist. There’s nothing wrong with
new craftsmen joining in the craft and they
have to learn somehow. It is sad however
when the hair starts falling out of your
trophy or maybe it smells like a “dead deer”
on warmer days. Good taxidermy is an art
as well as a craft. It is very time consuming
and the importance of the artistic ability
involved is probably equal to the crafting of
the horns and hide. Most of the reputable
taxidermists have some display mounts and
also some references that will help in this
selection.
If a full mount isn’t your desire or
maybe not in your budget, consider a
European mount or sometimes just called a
skull mount. These also are quite variable in
the amount of artistic work that is involved.
I recently looked at some that involved
dipping in variegated colors including
camo patterns. This was pretty cool. Also
given the artistic talent some airbrushing,

or scrimshaw work makes some amazing
artwork out of a rather plain skull.
Not every taxidermy shop has facilities
to do skull mounts. Also, the techniques
to rid the head of the hide and all the
undesirable parts and pieces varies widely.
Some guys boil the head to loosen the
meaty parts and then blast them off with
a power washer. This works but the boiling
process is kinda touchy and may cause the
horns to loosen from the skull. Also, it’s very
hard to remove everything out of the inside
cracks and crevices. Anything left inside is
a potential problem. There’s a better way!
Universities, archeologists, and
museums found an excellent way to
preserve and prepare skull and bones. They
discovered this process long before it was
adapted to the taxidermy trade. They simply
let the bugs eat everything out of and off of
the entire objects and then evict the little
critters back into their home environments.
These “bugs” are called Dermestid beetles.
They are quite interesting and are dedicated
to their work. Not a bite of edible product
will be left inside or outside of the skull.
This process isn’t quite as simple as is

would first seem. The beetles are always
hungry and must be fed year-around not
just during hunting season. They are also
very critical of their living environment. If
the temperature varies too much they will
simply die. Some more dedicated “bug
men” actually have an environmentally
controlled separate building where the
bugs are kept in comfort and they will
multiply rapidly.
Another option is to simply cut the
antlers and top portion of the skull away
from the remainder and mount them on a
wall plaque. This is by far the least expensive
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and still leaves you with the objects that
revive the hunt memories. This process can
be done by almost anyone with a saw and a
small amount of talent. Many sporting goods
stores even have pre-made plaques with
velvet covers for the skull part.
No matter which route you select be
sure to identify the mount as per IDNR
requirements and you’ll be all set to
revive those hunting memories on those
cold winter days when you’re confined
to the house. Good hunting and pleasant
memories!
It’s Health, Happiness, and Hunting

Old, Rustic Building Materials Available at…

BARNS N BOARDS

Show Times & Admission Fees:
Sat.: 9:00am - 5:00pm
Sun .: 9:00am - 3:00pm
(Friday Set-up Time: 12-noon - 9pm, Tables $45)
Admission: $6

Barn Siding • Planking • H& Hewn & Sawn Timbers
Dirk Fox • Morton, IL • 309-253-1317
www.barns-n-boards.com • dndfox@aol.com

Gas • Pizza
Subs • Burgers
OPEN:
Mon. – Sat.
5:30am – 10pm
Sun. 6am – 10pm

Located on Hwy. 24 in
Downtown Astoria, IL

JAN. 6-7
IL STATE FAIRGROUNDS
801 E. Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL

JAN. 13-14
BELLE-CLAIR EXPO
200 South Belt East, Belleville, IL

JAN. 20-21
LINDENDALE PARK
1999 Park Drive, Highland, IL

309-329-2929

FEB. 3-4
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
1501 W. Fayette Ave, Effingham, IL

FEB. 24-25
INTERSTATE CENTER
2301 W. Market St. Bloomington, IL
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DON’S TREASURE
By Andy Bugos

As I am sitting watching a little tv I received a call that
was very intriguing. Don Tassart from Pekin Illinois was
hunting Mackinaw State Fish and Wildlife Area during the
second shotgun season when he decided it was time for
lunch.
As Don was making his way out of the woods, he was
getting tired of walking through the brush, so he thought he
would go through this large thicket of grass to get to a field
where the walking would be much easier.
As Don walked through the grass he looked down and
saw an old tree limb that had fallen to the ground. As he
walked past it a light bulb went off in his head and he thought
that might be an antler. When Don reached down to pick it up
he realized this was no ordinary antler.
Both antlers were there but there were no bones, skull or
anything to suggest this was a dead head. After a call in the
Game Warden to report his discovery he realized this was a shed. This deer had grown antlers all the way across
his skull.
At the time of discovery there is 20 scorable points but the sad thing is there could have been several more.
This antler looked like it maybe a year or two old and the squirrels have been chewing on it for some time. The
excitement in Don’s face was worth a million dollars. For someone who had spent many years hunting deer this
was a find of a lifetime.
We only wish this could have been discovered before the squirrels did just to see how majestic this rack
could have been. The bases measured right at 6”. Thanks Don for sharing your story with us.

5700 W. Plank Rd.
(Rt. 116) in Bellevue, IL

(309) 697-4723

GREAT SELECTION OF BEER, WINE & SPIRITS.
LARGE VARIETY OF VAPING & E-CIGS,
FLAVORS & SUPPLIES!

BLACK BOX WINE 3-LITER $19.99
2013 Chevy Silverado, 1-owner, 50,000 Miles.................................................................................$25,000
(Cocoa not included)
2013 Buick Lacrosse CXL Premium, 1-owner, 80,000 Miles.............................................$13,999
2011 Dodge Dakota 4x4, Crew Cab, V6, 106,000 Miles...................................................$14,999
2007 Buick Lucerne GXL, 3800 V6, Leather, 80,000 Miles................................................$7,999
2002 Dodge Durango 4x4, V8, Leather, Third Seat.............................................................$3,999

See www.McCormickAutoPlace.com
for more photos and vehicle details!

FAETH’S

FOWL PLAY

2470 235th St.
Fort Madison, IA
1-877-BIRDHUNT
www.FaethsFowlPlay.com
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SNOW GOOSE HUNTING:
TIPS FOR STAYING HIDDEN

By PJ. Reilly

SNOW GEESE ARE NOTORIOUSLY
SPOOKY. DITCH THE CAMO AND THE
LAYOUT BLINDS AND LEARN HOW TO
REALLY HIDE IN A SNOW-GOOSE FIELD.
Snow goose hunting is a spectacle
like none other. There are few sights in
the waterfowling world as thrilling as a
snow goose tornado descending on your
rig. With enough birds in the flock, it looks
like a corkscrewing swarm of bees pulsing
and undulating as the birds lose altitude
and their circles get tighter and tighter.
At least, that’s what I remember it to
look like. Truth is, ever since I got glasses
I haven’t really seen the underbelly of a
snownado. Can’t risk them seeing a glare
off my lenses. My face is pretty much
always covered up by a snow goose shell.
I have to rely on my buddies to verbally let
me know what’s happening, and when it’s
time to sit up and shoot.
Snow geese are the FBI detectives of
waterfowl. They can be deadly meticulous
in looking for evidence of foul play as they
descend on a decoy rig. The glint from an
eyeglass lens, the shadow from a layout
blind, the movement of an ungloved hand
— any of these and a million more can send
the flock reeling before they sail within
shotgun range. It’s terribly frustrating.
You’d think that simply deploying
1,000 to 2,000 decoys would be enough to
keep them from pegging you. I mean, that’s
a lot of white objects to sort through to find
you. But if your camouflage plan has any
holes, the white devils will find them. And
they’ll find them from 100 yards away. And
then? Your snow goose hunting is done.

But just because the snow goose is a
superb detective, doesn’t mean it can’t be
fooled. You just have to put some serious
thought into your hide.
For starters, the more decoys you
have, the easier it is to disappear. The
more objects the birds have to look over,
the tougher it will be to find you. The
guys I hunt with regularly deploy 2,000plus decoys on every hunt. And the more
hunters there are in the group, the higher
the decoy count rises above the 2k mark.
Yes it’s a long, arduous task to
individually stake 2,500 decoys into the
ground. But if you want to kill snows, you
gotta do what you gotta do.
There’s no question layout blinds are
comfortable. They’re easy on the back,
they protect you from wind, snow and
rain, and they’ll hide any movement you
might make as a flock approaches. But my
crew leaves them at home when snow
goose hunting.
We’ve found layout blinds make
hiding more difficult. They cast unnatural
shadows on sunny days and create oddlooking lumps in an otherwise flat field on
overcast days. Plus, it’s usually difficult
— and sometimes impossible — to
effectively cover up the blind covers you
eventually will have to fling open in order
to sit up and shoot.
We like to make ourselves part of
the spread. We wear white clothing from
head to toe. Almost always when snow
goose hunting, we’re wearing the Tyvek
suits commercial painters wear to protect
their clothes when they’re working.
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Believe it or not, the color
white is not universal. Some white
garments have a pink hue to them;
others have a bluish quality. For
whatever reason, the Tyvek suits
you can buy at the hardware store
are the perfect shade of white. They
match just about any snow goose
decoy on the market, which, of
course, is what you want.
These suits are easy to pull on
and off, you can wear them over
just about any clothing, and they’re
fairly inexpensive, so it doesn’t sting
when they tear. Buy a case of Tyvek
suits and you’ve got enough camo to
last you an entire season.
With a white hat and a white
facemask added to your ensemble,
you’ll blend in nicely with the decoys.
Knowing my hands will be moving
as I maneuver my shotgun and the
decoy covering my face, I wear black
gloves on my hands to imitate a snow
goose’s black wingtips. Those things
are always moving around, so they
shouldn’t attract undue attention.
For comfort laying on the ground,
get a camouflaged mat or reclining
seat. MOmarsh makes a recliner called

the Invisilounge that’s the bee’s knees
for snow goose hunting. It’s got thick
padding and it reclines way back to
allow you to lay almost flat, but with
your head raised a bit so you can sit up
easier when it’s time to shoot.
With your white suit and ground
pad, now you and your buddies can
spread out in the rig to hide. Don’t
line up shoulder to shoulder —
you’re easy to spot like that. Set
up in a line facing the direction you
intend to shoot, but leave about 4
feet between each hunter.
Because you don’t have a
blind to block places to set decoys,
you can really cover yourself with
decoys when you’re snow goose
hunting. Plant decoys tight around
your body and even stake one or two
between your legs. If you’re using
socks, you’ll be facing downwind, so
the socks will be dancing over your
body, hiding you perfectly from
When snow goose hunting,
te way we set our decoy rig helps
our hide. We plant decoys in a long,
snaking line up the length of a field.
The spread is thin, with lots of space
between decoys at the extreme

downwind edge, and it widens and
thickens as it moves upwind. We
usually leave a few gaps in the
spread, about 20 yards in front of
the hunters, to encourage the geese
to land there.
From our hiding spot extending
about another 20 yards behind our
heads, the decoys are the thickest.
We pack them in tight, which helps
us disappear.
Once you’ve got everyone
situated and hidden in the rig, have
one person take a walk around
and look for problems. If a guy has
glasses or no facemask, give him
a shell decoy to hold over his face.
Hide extra gear under shells or
somewhere away from the spread
where it’s not going to spook birds.
The ultimate test will come
when the snows descend. If you
have flocks that keep bailing out at
70 or 80 yards, something’s wrong.
Take a critical look at your setup and
find the problem.
It doesn’t take much to spook a
snow goose off a decoy rig. But hide
effectively, and you’ll make it rain birds.
www.grandviewoutdoors.com
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Dressing in white and becoming part of the rig is
an effective way to hide when snow goose hunting.

This many birds means there are thousands upon
thousands of eyeballs looking for danger. Hiding
from all of those eyes is no easy task.

H&H Fish & Seafood
CARRY OUT OR DINE IN!

FRESH, FROZEN OR FRIED:
FISH • SEAFOOD • CHICKEN

FUL L SE RVIC E R E S O R T ! O P E N Y EA R R O U ND !
CAL L F O R B R O C H U R E ! 1 - 8 0 0- 222- 2537
w w w . Z i p p e l B a y . c om
6080 3 9 th St. N W • W illia m s , M N 5 6 5 8 6

CHARTER FISH MINNESOTA’S LAKE OF THE WOODS AT

ZIPPEL BAY RESORT!
WALLEYES • NORTHERNS • WILDLIFE • CABINS • JACUZZIS • FIREPLACES • CHARTERS • CAMPING
BOATS • CANOES • KAYAKS • PADDLE BOATS • LODGE • DINING • LOUNGE • HOT TUB • FLOATING GAZEBO
HEATED SWIMMING POOL!!

3 Night Cabin / 2 Day CHARTER

Starting at $390/person • Deluxe Cabin $460/person

Week cabin

Starting at $840 • Deluxe Cabin $1740

Scored Buffalo, Catfish, Walleye,
(Fish Fried by the Pound), Flathead,
Jumbo Frog Legs, Alligator, Clam Strips,
Fantail Shrimp, Calamari, Breaded
Oysters, Smoked Fish, Turtle,
Chicken Wings, Gizzards,
HM Tenderloins & More

Winter Hours:
Tues – Sat 12:00pm – 6:00pm
Closed Sunday & Monday
401 E. Dearborn St., Havana, IL
(across from McDonald’s)

309-543-0062

“A SALES & SERVICE MARINE DEALER”
1640 N. 12th St. • Quincy, IL
jnjmarine@jnjmarine.com

www.jnjmarine.com
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By Bob Park, Owner/Maker
Raptor Premium Spinnerbaits
(309) 694-1774
We’re all familiar with the old saying,
“you get what you pay for,” but we also
know there are products out there that
are overpriced for what you’re actually
getting. Fishing tackle is like any other
commodity, there are bargains that aren’t
worth the time it takes to carry them out
to your car, and there are products that
cost so much they should make the fish
jump into your boat! Rods and reels are
two of the most expensive components of
our fishing tackle and therefore should be
the most thought out purchases we make.
Selecting a good fishing rod can be a very
bewildering experience for a fisherman
who wants the most for his money. We
ask questions like “What makes this rod
so expensive?” and “Is this $150 rod
really twice as good as this $75 rod?”
With the unbelievable selection of good
fishing rods available to fishermen today,
it’s very easy to find a great rod that is a
perfect fit for what you want to do with
it. However, at the same time, you could
end up with a rod that might not be right
for the job and you’d be spending money
for something you won’t end up using! In
my book, the most expensive rod you own
is the one you never use! Even if it was
very reasonably priced, it was a waste of
money if it sits at home un-used. On the
other hand if you have a rod that cost a
small fortune, is used every time you go
fishing and you love it, then it was money
well spent!
Most rods sold to bass anglers these
days are casting rods, spinning rods and
rods used for specialized techniques.
By doing your homework and reading
articles on various techniques such as
dropshotting, cranking, frog fishing and
flipping/pitching, you can get a pretty good
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FISHING RODS EXPLAINED
idea of the type of rod and action that best
compliments each technique. If you are just
starting out in fishing and want a good allaround type of rod, my suggestion would
be to look at a selection of 6’ to 7’ medium
or medium heavy casting rods. These rods
will work well for most techniques and lure
types, and as your skills progress as a bass
angler they will always be useful to you.
Most often the choice simply comes down
to how much you may choose to spend on
your rod(s).
An expensive rod may not instantly
make you a better angler, but a “cheap”
rod can be a limiting factor for any
fisherman. Your rod is a tool, and a good
craftsman will always do better work with
good tools. A good rod will allow you to
“feel” much more of what’s going on with
you lure in the water. For instance, you’ll
be able to tell by feel if you’re dragging
your jig through mud, rocks, sticks, etc.
And more importantly, you will feel when
you get bit which can often be very hard to
detect. Also, part of being a good angler is
the ability to place your lure exactly where
you want it, often as quietly as possible. A
good rod will definitely help your casting
ability with more responsive graphite and
perfectly engineered actions. Creating
actions for specific techniques only comes
with rod building expertise and the ability
to use the best materials, which adds

considerably to the cost of the rod. As a
general rule then, a good rod will help and
a poor rod will hurt your fishing ability.
When you are shopping for a rod, many
different terms will be used to describe
the materials used in building the rod and
how it flexes. Different manufacturers use
these terms in different ways, so I will try
to define and make sense of a few of them
for you in this month’s article.
Action
This describes how much of the rod
deflects or bends when you put pressure

RANGER 900 FAMILY
RANGER® LINEUP: NEW! PROSTAR® PERFORMANCE UPGRADES
NEW! GRAPHICS & COLOR SCHEMES
PRO-FIT CAB INTEGRATION ADVANTAGE

SPORTSMAN® &
SPORTSMAN ACE® LINEUP:
NEW! PROSTAR®
PERFORMANCE
UPGRADES
SUPERIOR RIDE &
HANDLING
LOCK & RIDE ACCESSORY
ADVANTAGE
Vehicles shown with upgraded accessories.
Warning: ATVs can be hazardous to operate. Polaris adult models are for riders age 16 and older. For your safety, always wear a helmet, eye protection
and protective clothing, and be sure to take a safety training course. For safety and training information in the U.S., call the SVIA at (800) 887-2887.
You may also contact your Polaris dealer or call Polaris at (800) 342-3764. ©2016 Polaris Industries Inc.
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on the tip. A fast action rod will bend only
in the top third or less of the rod blank. A
medium or moderate action will bend in the
top half of the rod blank and a slow action
will bend starting in the lower third of the
rod blank. Sometimes you will see slow
action rods called “parabolic”, meaning
the bend of the rod is similar through the
entire length of the rod. Most bass rod
actions are fast to very fast because this
type of action provides better sensitivity
and faster power for a good hookset. By
faster power, I mean the rod bend ends
higher on the blank, which means you
don’t have to move the rod as far on the
hookset to get into the stiffer part of the
blank. Fast action rods are great for most
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applications where a short to long casting
distance is required and single hooks are
the rule, such as worm and jig fishing.
Medium and medium-fast rods will
usually a little more casting distance and
still provide adequate hook setting power.
This type of action is most often used in
applications that involve treble hooks, such
as crankbaits and top water lures and other
reaction lures such as spinnerbaits. The
bite of a treble hook is not as deep as a big
single worm or jig hook and it is easier to
tear or pull the hook out of a strong fish, so
the slower will not pull the lure out of the
fish’s mouth before it fully engulfs it. The
type of lure you use will usually determine
the action of the rod you should use. The
word “taper” is often used synonymously
with “action.” Taper describes not only the
thickness of the rod but also the thickness
of the wall of the blank and where along
the blank less material is used allowing
more bend. But for our purposes, consider
taper the same as action.
Power
This term describes the strength of the
rod, or it’s lifting power. When someone
says that a rod has a lot of backbone, they
mean it has a lot of power. Power ratings
are usually described as heavy, mediumheavy, medium, etc. Power is closely related
to the line strength; heavier power rods
will handle heavy line weights and lighter
power rods are good for lighter lines. It
should be noted that it is very important to
keep your line test within the limits printed
on the rod since a heavy power rod will
snap light lines very easily and heavy lines
can in turn break a light power rod. Power
ratings vary by the type of rod described;
a heavy bass rod and a heavy offshore rod
will definitely not feel the same. The bass
rod might be rated for 25Lb line and the
offshore rod for 80Lb line. The type of water

along with the lures will help determine the
power of the rod you should select. Thick
heavy cover will require a strong rod to get
the fish out of cover before it can tie you
up, whereas clear open water will most
often require thin hard to see lines in order
to get bit, meaning you will need a lighter
power rod.
Graphite/Fiberglass
This is the most common material
used in building bass rods today and was
first introduced in the 1970’s by Fenwick.
These days graphite is produced using
extremely high temperatures in a two part
process, one to create tensile strength
and the other to produce stiffness. These
temperatures can exceed 3000 degrees.
Generally the hotter the furnace in each
process, the more tensile strength and
stiffness the graphite fibers have. This
translates into the ability to use less
material to build the rod blank, and the
rods built using these fibers can be lighter
and more sensitive. Good rods use more
graphite and less resin whereas poorer
quality rods useless graphite and more
resin thus giving you a rod that is heavier
in actual weight but brittle and not as
strong as the good rod with the abundance
of strong graphite fibers and just enough
resin to hold it all together. This gives
you a strong and lightweight rod that is
worth much more money! Fiberglass is
a material that has been in use in the
fishing rod industry dating back to the
1950’s. The old rods many of us remember
as kids were the heavy sloid fiberglass
rods our Fathers and Grandfathers were
so proud of. Fiberglass has come a long
way since those days. “Glass” is noted for
soft actions and toughness, and is used
to build some really great rods. Many
professional fishermen today use “Glass”
rods for throwing crankbaits or other lures

where a medium to slow action is required.
Some rods are built using a combination
of both graphite and fiberglass, enabling
rod designers to produce some very very
great rods.
Line Guides
Most of the line guides you will find on
bass rods feature a metal frame and a
ceramic ring that the line glides through.
This ring can vary greatly in price, and one
single guide on a spinning rod can cost in
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excess of $30 or as little as a couple of
bucks. Silicon Carbide, or SiC, is usually
considered the best material today. It
offers a super smooth for less friction on
the line during the cast and retrieve. Less
friction means longer casts and less heat
from friction. And heat kills fishing line,
by breaking it down and weakening it
dramatically! Alconite is another smooth
material that is much less expensive
than SiC, and is another type of ceramic
material that is quite serviceable, and

MACEDONIA GAME PRESERVE
Guides & Outfitters

618/728-4328

HUNT QUAIL, PHEASANT,
CHUKAR, DOVE & TURKEY!
Owner: Keith Neal
From Interstate 57 - get off at Benton Exit 71
Take Route 14 East - 11 miles to Macedonia sign,
turn south, follow signs

www.macedoniagamepreserve.com

Quail & Pheasant Hunting • November 1 thru April 15

Doctorman’s Cache Core Hunting Preserve
• Upland Game Bird Hunting At Its Best
• Guide & Dog Available
• Excellent Quail and Pheasant Hunting
• Over 500 acres of corn
• Southern Illinois Habitat

DEAN DOCTORMAN, OWNER
104 Doctorman • Ullin, IL 62992

Located 3 Miles West of Jct. 37 & 169 or 4 Miles
East of I-57 Just Off Shawnee College Rd.

(618) 845-3367

Todd Hodgson
217-473-1009

Gary Hodgson
217-81-7975
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very inexpensive. Alconite is found on
many rods on the market today. Some of
the newer guides feature Titanium wire.
These guides will spring back into place
even when bent flat and are very strong.
Standard stainless steel guides will break
instead of bending like Titanium, and
can cost you for some expensive repairs
or replacement. Some guides on lesser
quality rods have a stainless steel ring
instead of ceramic and are not nearly as

smooth, but are lightweight and cheaper
to use. Additionally a rod with more
guides on it will generally cats better and
cost more than the same rod blank with
fewer guides. Also with more guides, a rod
will bend more consistently throughout
its length, allowing it to utilize all of its
power for longer casts and fighting fish.
The Fuji Concept Guide System is the best
example of this development in guides on
rods today.

In conclusion, when you take all
the above factors into consideration it’s
easy to see why the best rods cost more
money. This is especially true of modern
bass rods, since anglers demand fast
actions, the lightest weight possible,
and the ability to take a beating on the
deck of your boat, in a rod locker, or in
the back of your truck. So, if you are one
of those guys who lives by “a $40 rod is
as good as a $150 rod,” you couldn’t be
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more wrong and are limiting youe fishing!
Buy the “Best” equipment you can afford
and focus on “Quality” of the rod and not
the “Quantity” of the rods you can buy for
the same money. Match the tool with the
job you want to do, and you’ll be much
more happy with the performance of you
equipment… Next month we’ll talk reels
for thos rods! Until then, Good Luck, Good
Fishing and hope to see you on the water
somewhere!

Illinois Concealed Carry Class
FOR LADIES ONLY
Certified NRA Instructor- Mark Millichamp

January 20 & 21, 2018

Classes Held at Sherrard Fire Station • Classes Begin at 9:00am
Class Fee: $100 per day
Saturday: NRA Basic Piston (learn about handguns)
Sunday: Required to obtain ILCC Permit
Bring Sack Lunch on both Saturday and Sunday

Must qualify with a B-27 silhouette target. You may bring your own firearm
on Saturday and Sunday. 40 Rounds of Factory ammo also needed. Firearms
and ammo provided for those who need them at an additional cost.

Any Questions contact Mark at 309-235-9619

GAME PRESERVE AND SPORTING CLAYS, LLC
57290 Cumberland Trail • New London, MO 63459

Feel free to stay the day, stay the night,
or stay the week! We have a 5,000
square foot lodge capable of sleeping
up to 13 people.
•Quail, Chukar, & Pheasant Hunting
• Turkey Hunting
• Deer Hunting
• On-site Campground
• Lodging - Home Cooked Breakfast
included
• European/Continental Style Tower
Shoots

We are Missouri’s largest
Owen’s dog box distributor.
Call for in-stock units.

Missouri’s largest Ruff
Tough Kennels Dealer.
Our prices won’t be beat.

Call Today: 573-985-7477 • www.katonkaclaysports.com
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MDC HOSTS DISCOVER NATURE
SCHOOLS WORKSHOP FOR
PRESCHOOL TEACHERS IN MEXICO
By Robert Hemmelgarn

MEXICO, Mo. – The Missouri Department
of Conservation (MDC) invites preschool
teachers interested in improving
conservation education in their classrooms
and home-schools to attend an upcoming
free training class in Mexico.
This Discover Nature Schools workshop will
focus on the Nature Revealed curriculum
designed for early childhood educators. The
course will take place 5:30 – 8:30 p.m. on
Jan. 16 at the Medico-Audrain Library, 305

West Jackson St. in Mexico.
“The Nature Revealed workshop is
a fun, exciting way for early childhood
educators
to
gain
professional
development clock hours. Educators will
take home the Nature Revealed teacher
guide and tons of ideas to engage young
minds,” said MDC Conservation Education
Consultant Kathi Moore.
The Nature Revealed Workshop is
part of MDC’s Discover Nature Schools

DEER PROCESSING AVAILABLE!
810 Deal St. • Highland, IL

618-654-3813
korte-meats.com

PRODUCTS INCLUDE:
Variety of Bratwurst, Variety of Burger, Breakfast Sausage, Polish Sausage,
Variety of Salami, Variety of Salami Sticks, Bacon, Bologna, Hot Dogs,
Jerky, Summer Sausage and Snack Sticks
OPEN: Tues - Fri 8am - 6pm & Sat 8am - 3:30pm
Drop off during Archery season: Sunday 9:30am-10:30am & 7pm-8pm and Mondays 8am-10am
Check Facebook for Weekend Hours During the Seasons!
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program that helps prepare educators to
teach hands-on courses for their grades.
Teacher guides are provided at the
workshop for free, along with additional
resources to support the curriculum.
“Students will learn important
lessons including how to recognize poison
ivy and to leave a place cleaner than they
found it,” said Moore. “The book also has
fun activities like puzzles that illustrate
the connection between plant and animal
products, animal tracks, and the different
types of energy. These lessons focus on
observing and respecting nature, which
can help Missouri students become
conservationists for life.”
MDC’s Discover Nature Schools
program provides no-cost curriculum
materials to teachers and schools in the
state of Missouri. Curriculum materials
are available for preschool through twelfth
grade and are aligned with Missouri
state standards in order to help teachers
and students meet required learning
expectations. Approximately 98% of
school districts and 40% of schools in the
state participate in the program.
Nature Revealed is a curriculum guide

filled with activities for preschool-aged
children. The teacher’s guide is based
on the Project Construct framework. This
course is MOPD- approved, and attendees
will receive ChildCare Aware Clock hours
for their time in the workshop.
Space is limited for this workshop and
teachers must preregister by signing in to
MDC’s teacher portal here: https://nature.
mdc.mo.gov/discover-nature/teacher-portal.
For questions or more information,
visit mdc.mo.gov(link sends e-mail) or contact
the Hannibal MDC office at 573-258-3530.

MDC invites preschool teachers to
a FREE Discover Nature Schools
workshop in Mexico Jan. 16. The
workshop will focus on the Nature
Revealed curriculum guide which
helps early childhood educators get
kids outside in nature.

BUZZY’S TACKLE
Quality Tackle • Fishing Permits • Live Bait • Hunting Permits

208 N. Lincoln Dr. • Troy, MO 63379

(636) 528-4060

OPEN:
Mon.-Sat.
at 7am

Cassens Bait & Sporting

Live Bait Wholesale & Retail
Call for Night Crawlers & Minnows
Open Year Round!
Sporting Goods • Archery • Fishing Supplies
Fishing & Hunting Licenses
NEW ADDRESS: 1446 W. Main St., Grafton, IL

(618) 786-3614

Archery
Range
Now Open!!!
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MDC REPORTS MORE THAN
7,700 DEER HARVESTED
DURING
ANTLERLESS
PORTION
By Lucas Bond
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. – Preliminary
data from the Missouri Department of
Conservation (MDC) shows that deer
hunters in Missouri harvested 7,728 deer
during the antlerless portion of the fall
firearms deer season, which ran Dec. 1-3.
Top harvest counties were Callaway with
250, Macon with 212, and Pike with 205
deer checked. Last year’s harvest total
was 6,503.
MDC reduced the length of the
antlerless portion of fall firearms deer
season starting in 2016 from 12 to three
days so harvest numbers prior to 2016 are
not comparable to this season.

For the latest preliminary deer harvest
totals by county and portion, visit MDC’s
website at http://on.mo.gov/1jjz7Ew.
Archery deer hunting continues through
Jan. 15, 2018. Up next for deer hunting in
Missouri is the alternative methods portion,
which will run Dec. 23- Jan. 2, 2018.
Get more information on deer hunting
in Missouri through MDC’s free 2017
Fall Deer & Turkey Hunting Regulations
and Information booklet available where
permits are sold, from MDC regional
offices and nature centers, and online
athuntfish.mdc.mo.gov/sites/default/
files/downloads/2017FDT.pdf.
Preliminary data
from MDC shows
that deer hunters in
Missouri harvested
7,728 deer during
the antlerless
portion. Top
counties for the
fall firearms
antlerless were
Callaway with 250,
Macon with 212,
and Pike with 205.

Sydney Lascelles, 18 years old
from IPAVA, IL harvested here
first deer during the 2017 Firearms
Season amidst a down pour of rain
on November 18th. The 11 point
buck weighed 230 pounds.
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Triston Dugger, 14 years old of Bartonville, harvested his 1st buck
with his bow, a nice 10 pointer in Fulton County, Illinois . . .
broken ankle and all! Nice job Triston!!!

When you think batteries…............THINK

BATTERIES FOR:

DEEP
CYCLE

Car, Truck, ATV, Marine, RV, Camera, Camcorder, Cellphone, Cordless Phone,
Watch, Keyless Entry, Scooters, Medical, Alarm, Drill Pack
& Many More. We Also Carry Blem & Reconditioned Batteries.
We Offer Fast Installs & WE PAY TOP DOLLAR FOR JUNK BATERIES!
We Accept:

Open: M-F 8am-5pm • Sat. 9am-1pm • Sun. Gone Fishin’
4041 W. Outer Rd. • Arnold, MO 63010

1-800-455-0206 • 636-464-8688
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MDC ENCOURAGES PEOPLE
TO HELP PREVENT WILDFIRES
By Lucas Bond

JEFFERSON CITY, MO – The Missouri
Department of Conservation (MDC)
reminds people that strong winds, low
humidity, and dry conditions this time of
year means extra caution is needed to
avoid unexpected wildfires. According to
MDC’s Forestry Division, the main cause
of wildfires is improper burning of debris
such as leaves or brush piles.
“It’s been drier and warmer than
usual, which means fires could get out of
control very quickly,” said Forestry Field
Program Supervisor Ben Webster. “We
want everyone to check the weather and
be extremely careful if they plan to burn
leaves or debris.”
Each year, MDC staff work with fire
departments around the state to help
suppress numerous wildfires that can
consume thousands of acres. MDC urges
landowners, hunters, campers, and others
in the outdoors to help prevent wildfires
and offers the following tips.
OUTDOOR BURNING
• Do not conduct outdoor burning during
times when grasses, brush and other
fire fuel are very dry, humidity is low and
weather is windy. Dry fuel -- combined
with high temperatures, low humidity
and high winds -- makes fire nearly
impossible to control.

•
Check with local fire departments
regarding local burn ordinances or burn
bans that may be in place.
• A person who starts a fire for any reason
is responsible for any damage it may
cause.
• Done properly, prescribed fire can be
a beneficial tool to improve land for
wildlife habitat and grazing. For more
information on using prescribed fire
as a land-management tool, visit mdc.
mo.gov and search “Prescribed Fire.”
DRIVING OFF ROAD
• Wildfires can start when fine, dry fuel
such as grass comes in contact with
catalytic converters on motor vehicles.
•
Think twice before driving into and
across a grassy field.
• Never park over tall, dry grass or piles
of leaves that can touch the underside
of a vehicle.
• When driving vehicles off road, regularly
inspect the undercarriage to ensure that
fuel and brake lines are intact and no oil
leaks are apparent.
•
Always carry an approved fire
extinguisher on vehicles that are used
off road.
• Check for the presence of spark arresters
on ATV exhausts.

THE SHOTGUN SHOP
GUNSMITHING
• Choke & Mechanical
Specialist
• School Trained,
20+ Years
• Best Recoil Pads

• Improvement of Turkey,
Match, Steel Shot
Performance
• Stop Bruises

P.O. Box 212 • Arnold, MO 63010

636-282-4379

Interesting Articles & Detailed Work Listing at:

TheShotgunShop.net

MAKING A CAMPFIRE
• Clear a generous zone around fire rings.
When humidity is low and wind is high,
debris can become tinder for a stray
spark or ember.
• Store unused firewood a good distance
from the fire.
• Never use gasoline, kerosene, or other
flammable liquid to start a fire.
• Keep campfires small and controllable.
• Keep fire-extinguishing materials, such
as a rake, shovel and bucket of water,
close by.
•
Never leave a campfire unattended!
Extinguish campfires each night and
before leaving camp, even for a few
moments.

Smokers: Practice Extra Caution
•
Extinguish cigarettes completely and
safely, and dispose of butts responsibly.
Don’t Delay Calling For Help!
• Call 911 at the first sign of a fire getting
out of control.
Report Forest Arson
• Many wildfires are set by vandals.
• Help stop arson by calling Operation
Forest Arson at 800-392-1111. Callers
will remain anonymous and rewards are
possible.
For more information on preventing
wildfires, go online to mdc.mo.gov/yourproperty/fire/wildfire-prevention.

BACKWATERS MARINE
4136 Pontoon Rd. • Granite City, IL
sales@backwatersmarine.com

618-931-0919 • www.backwatersmarine.com
Our Prices Won’t Be Beat On War Eagle Boat, Motor & Trailer Packages!!!
War Eagle 648 LDV with 25hp Evinrude E-TEC Tiller: War Eagle 648 LDV, Camo, Tread Plate
Floor, Navigation Lights, Bilge Pump, 25hp Tiller, Prop, Trailer . . . . . $9,600.00
War Eagle 860 with 50hp Evinrude E-TEC Tiller:
War Eagle 860 LDV, Camo, Tread Plate Floor, Navigation
Lights, 50hp Tiller, Prop, Trailer . . . . . $14,695.00
War Eagle 754 with 40hp Evinrude E-TEC: War
Eagle 754 LDV, Camo, Tread Plate Floor, Navigation
Lights, 40hp Tiller, Prop, Trailer . . . . .$12,795.00*

OPEN: M-F 10am-6pm
Sat 10am - 5pm
Other Times By Appt.

WE DELIVER ALL OVER THE MIDWEST! WE WON’T BE
UNDERSOLD . . . CALL US TODAY!
Custom, All-Aluminum Duck Boat Blinds & Flotation Pods!
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SHOULD CLOSED STATE
PARKS BE OPENED?
ECONOMIC IMPACTS SAY YES
by Bill Cooper

Four newly purchased state parks
remain closed after heavy debates sprang
up immediately after their purchase by
the Missouri Department of Natural
Resources last year.
Former Governor Jay Nixon
announced the purchase of the four state
parks, Bryant Creek, Ozark Mountain,
Eleven Point and Jay Nixon State Park on
December 16, 2016, a mere three weeks
before his term ended.
Nixon had been at odds with
members of the Republican-led state
legislature last year over his attempts to
open more land to public use. The battles
roared on in 2017.
Opponents of the four parks site loss
of property tax revenues as their major
complaint against creating more state parks.

Senator David Slater, R-Cassville, went so
far to say, “I think there is a little bit of a land
grab going on. That concerns me.”
Senator
Mike
Cunningham,
R-Rogersville filed legislation last year
requiring the state to begin paying
property taxes on land belonging to DNR
as a way to offset the loss of revenue
incurred by local governments. The idea
was debated, but did not move forward.
Proponents of opening the four state
parks contend that DNR does pay in lieu of
taxes for the first five years of ownership.
Too, they say that park visitors spend lots
of money in and around parks.
The four parks in contention include,
Ozark Mountain State Park in Taney
County, Bryant Creek State Park, in
Douglas County, and Eleven Point State

Park in Oregon County and Jay Nixon
State Park in Reynolds County.
The Eleven Point State Park became
one of four state parks Governor Nixon
created late in his tenure. Many felt
the move was a major land grab by the
state while utilizing funds acquired from
a suit against mining interests in the
state. Others contend that it is a bad time
to acquire more lands for state parks,
because of a huge backlog of maintenance
issues in other parks.
Missourians are known around the
world for their affinity for wild places.
They love the outdoors and they clearly
demonstrate their desire to pay their
own way. The people of Missouri created
the politically independent Missouri
Department of Conservation in 1936 and

later voted in a 1/8 of one percent sales tax to
fund the world-class Missouri Department
of Conservation, which has become the
model of conservation agencies around the
world. We, the citizens of Missouri paid the
way and still do.
In 2017 Missouri State Parks
celebrated 100 years of protecting and
interpreting Missouri’s exceptional natural
and cultural resources. The parks also

A Great Year To Catch Cats And Crappie With B’n’M.
Three “Silver Cat Magnum” Rods for hauling in the heaviest
catfish, and our exclusiveline of “Duck Commander”
Crappie Poles and Rods.
Snag ‘em while they’re hot . . .
at your local retailer or at
www.bnmpoles.com

Post Office Box 231, West Point, MS 39773
Toll Free: 1-800-647-6363 • Voice 662-494-5092
Office Hours: 7 am - 5 pm CST
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provided outstanding outdoor recreation
opportunities. Missouri State Parks are
recognized as among the best in the
United States. Citizen support has been
the key to the success of the Missouri
State Park system.
In 1982, Missouri voters approved
a $600 million statewide bond issue
that included $55 million for major
renovation and construction projects in
state parks. In 1984, Missourians once
again demonstrated their solid support by
approving a sales tax to be used for state
parks and soil and water conservation
efforts in Missouri. In 1988, 1996, 2006 and
2016, the tax was renewed by more than
two-thirds majority of Missouri voters.
Missourians maintain a loud and clear
voice about their love of the outdoors, yet
many legislators choose to ignore the
voices and the votes of the citizens. It is
amazing that such legislators remain in
office. They are relatively few and their days
in office may be numbered. They waste
many thousands of taxpayers’ dollars each
legislative session attempting to undo what
Missouri voters have already approved
regarding conservation and park issues.

Most Missourians have long
recognized the value of using our natural
resources wisely and promoting outdoor
recreation opportunities in our state.
The National Fish and Wildlife
Foundation reported in 2006 that the total
contribution from outdoor recreation in the
United states was over $730 billion a year,
generates 6,435,000 U.S. jobs and $88
billion in federal and state tax revenues.
Outdoor recreation sales (gear and trips
combined) of $325 billion per year are more
than annual returns from pharmaceutical
and medicine manufacturing ($162 billion),
legal services ($253 billion), and power
generation and supply ($283 billion.)
In July 2017 the Outdoor Industry
Association reported that the outdoor
recreation economy in Missouri directly
contributes 133,00 jobs and annually
generates $4.6 billion in consumer
spending and $889 million in state and
local tax revenue.
Amy Roberts, executive director
of OIA, stated, “The outdoor recreation
economy is a powerful economic engine
across our country. Today’s report
reminds us that no matter where we

come from or our political affiliation, we
all thrive outside. We see that in every
state, the outdoor recreation economy is
contributing to healthier economies and
healthier communities, and we’re calling
on elected officials to continue supporting
and advocating for policies that invest in
outdoor recreation.”
No one argues against the physical,
mental, and spiritual benefits of being
in the outdoors anymore. It is all solid
science. How can legislators continue
to argue against the values of outdoor
recreation and the creation of new state
parks? The economics are solid.
Perhaps the best solution to our
current dilemma involving closed state
parks is to replace those legislators who
haven’t done their homework, or who
simply choose to ignore the historical
record of Missourians in regard to
conservation and outdoor recreation.
Don’t forget to voice your opinion
about the closed state parks. https://
mostateparks.com/page/70456/closedstate-park-properties. And be sure to vote
in the next election.
	 Eleven Point State Park is one of

…is the Premier Outfitter in the Area!

563-243-4696 • RandRSportsInc.com

SOLD & INSTALLED
LOCALLY BY:

GREG’S

GARAGE DOOR
Sales & Service
Insured

four newly purchased Missouri state
parks which remains closed until further
decisions are made about their fate.
Eleven Point State Parks includes six miles
of Eleven Point River frontage.

ASO Writer Bob Park with the
beautiful 12 point buck that
weighed 225lbs field dressed.
Congrats to Bob on a great buck!

Family Club with Lots
of Activities for Kids!
Fishing Tournaments,
Playground, Camping
& Banquet Facilities!

CALL our knowledgeable staff for help with all your hunting and fishing needs…
Large supply of hunting, fishing & marine equip.
Special orders available at no additional cost!
Lots of Firearms & Discounted Bows!

NEW LOCATION: 3250 Fields Dr. • Bettendorf, IA 52722
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Open to the Public for delicious
evening meals on Tues & Fri.

MEMBERSHIPS
NOW AVAILABLE!
VIDEO GAMING!

Peoria Sportsmens Club
6404 Bass Rd. • Manito, IL
309-545-3007
Open Daily: 12noon-10pm

MEL’S SPORTING GOODS
• Custom Built Bowstrings
• Pro Shop
• Indoor Range
•N
 OW SELLING

FIREARMS!

618.662.8663
2218 Court St. • Pekin, IL 61554 • 309-347-8610

520 S. Elm • Flora, IL 62839

Rt 50 to Flora, Main St. South over tracks, right at 3-story Self Storage

HOURS:
Mon-Fri 10am - 7pm
Sat 9am - 3pm
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RITUALS AND MEMORIES
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Memories of waterfowling are built upon
on the traditions and rituals of the hunt
By Wayne Herndon

Suddenly, a darker blackness
loomed. The shore, overhung by willow
and maple, was like a cave within a
cave; a blacker entity in the dark. Along
this primordial river, long stretches of
timbered banks still persisted despite
mans’ tampering.
With a final oar stroke the old,
wooden boat glided forward and nosed
into the soft, gently sloping mud. Wisps
of fog, acknowledged more by touch than
sight, entwined around the trunks of
trees. With an old strand of rope I tied
the bow to a gnarled root and collected
my paraphernalia:
•
A shotgun, some shells, thermos,
sandwiches.
• Clothing to protect me from freezing
temperatures, waist waders and a rain
coat completed my gear.
The short path between river and
bottomland lake was negotiated without
light. Prior knowledge of what existed
was as familiar as the number of foot
steps required. Passing the last thicket of
dog hair willow, the feel of open water
and the sweep of faint breeze on my
check indicated my arrival. Sitting on the
transom of a boat upon which a blind
was built. I listened quietly to the murmur
of a feeding chuckles from numerous
mallards. They were rafting birds, over a
mile away on the big, shallow lake.
A glance at my watch indicated 4 am,
plenty of time to locate the blind in a good
open water area. The sound of the birds and
the damp smell of decomposing vegetation
in the marsh provided a moment of solitude
and reflection before the intense activity of
setting up for hunting.
Pulling the willow stakes that
held the boat blind was but the work
of a minute. The shallow water, barely
enough to float the Jon boat, bristled
with chufa, millet and burr. Putting a
shoulder to the corner of the blind, the
boat made grudging headway against
the riffle stirred by the gentle breeze.
Ten yards, 20, 50, finally enough depth to

push the blind using the antique hickory
pole with the duck-bill end.
The wind was from the east,
preceding a cold front with snow and
sleet. A string of decoys was easy to set
with wind pushing the boat at just the
right speed. The placement of decoys
was an individual thing. Each hunter
has his own style. I would string several
lines in a tight pattern and hook the end
into a pipe bowl, placing the blind a few
yards to the upwind side of the hook. The
willow stakes, driven into the soft bottom
held the blind securely. Another glance at
the watch…5:45. I had time for a hot
cup of coffee from the thermos before
shooting time.
The unseen birds hurtled through
the air above with a whiffling sound as
wings beat the cadence. Now and again
a soft whistle from a passing pintail or
a chuckle from a mallard was distinct
above the rustle of the winds through the
will leaves on the blind.
The sky grew lighter by increments.
In the east, lines appeared to rise from the
dark water surface and bob erratically as
they lifted higher. Individual formations
of waterfowl on
their early morning
flights
soon
became distinct. In
the distance, a soft
rumble becomes a
roar as thousands
of ducks and
geese, excited by
contagious sounds
of their brethren,
began to lift off to
continue on their
path of migration.
How
many
times
had
I
experienced this
feeling of inner
glow, in concert
with all around
me, senses tuned
to every stimulus?

IDNR fisheries biologist Wayne Herndon weighs a large fish during TWI’s BioBlitz
at the Dixon Waterfowl Refuge in June 2015. Thanks to: www.wetlands-initiative.org
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Wayne on the cover the Illinois
Fishing Regulations &
Information Guide. IDNR

The ritual of attending the last rites of
a season, the death of a year? Such
an intense experience cannot continue
indefinitely. Perhaps the memories
outshine the doing, but at least, they
will continue. Even though opportunity
declines with a dwindling resource, many
more potential users are in the marsh
each year. At what point does the inferior
quality of the experience outweigh the
philosophical need for a closeness with
natural circumstance?
For those of us that have experienced
the glory days of the fast fading waterfowl
resource, perhaps that time is upon us.
Even though I still revel in the pleasures
derived from seeing waterfowl in natural
surroundings, some tarnish is present
when one considers what no longer is
observable. As recently as 30 years ago,
one backwater lake (Chautauqua) held
three times saw many ducks in one day
as were present during peak migration on
the entire Illinois River in 1987.
What we have known in the past is
what our expectations are built upon.
Perhaps this is the reason that today’s
waterfowl hunters are of a young
median age. Those of us that have
been around for a while have decided
to hang up the old double barrel while
we can cherish experiences of the not
too distant past, and at the same time,
encourage today’s waterfowl hunters to
build their own memories.
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IDNR Capitol Outdoors Illinois’ waterfowl
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IDNR Fisheries biologist Wayne Herndon has seen and
done a lot during his 45-year career. Over that time, he has seen
changes in technology and management strategies. IDNR is
grateful to Wayne, and the other biologists like him, who devote
their careers to the care of our natural resources.
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DRAW DOWN ON
LAKE OF THE OZARKS
WINTER CRAPPIES
by John Neporadny Jr.

The annual winter draw down of
water levels at Lake of the Ozarks can be
rather unsettling for both crappies and
crappie anglers.
Every year AmerenMO draws down
the reservoir’s water level either the
winter in preparation for the flood season.
The lowering of the lake level provides
room for the impoundment to hold runoff
produced by winter or spring storms.
The draw down process becomes
a hassle for crappies when the dropping
water level pushes the fish out of shallow
feeding zones to deeper structure. Good
cover for crappies becomes scarce as the
lower lake level makes many of the fish
attractors too shallow and unsuitable for
winter sanctuaries.
The crappie migration early in the
draw down process and the scarcity
of cover late in the draw down creates
problems for crappie anglers trying to
locate the fish. Then the fishing really gets
tough at the end of the draw down when
the impoundment is at its lowest level and
the water is at its coldest point.
Bluffs provide the depth crappie seek
whenever the dam authority drops the
lake down to winter pool.
“Whenever they pull the water down
it kind of scares the fish to be in shallow
water so during draw-down time steep
banks or bluff areas tend to be where the
fish migrate to,” says Lake of the Ozarks
guide Terry Blankenship. “Not only that
but if it is on a channel with current it will
bring the fish some bait to the rocks or
brush or whatever holds the crappie.”
Blankenship targets bluffs both on the
main lake and in the larger coves. “The creeks
are good too if you have a pretty large creek
cove,” he says. “Most of those will have a
bluff line somewhere which will be good
because it creates that quick deep structure
that will hold crappies all winter long.”
Certain spots on bluffs produce better
for Blankenship when Lake of the Ozarks is
at winter pool. “If it is real deep water I
look for a rock slide or a cut or indentation
into the bluff line,” he says. The local

guide claims rock slides make the bluff a
less vertical structure that provides better
shelter for crappies than a sheer bluff wall.
Once he finds crappies along the
bluffs with his Humminbird 360 imaging
system, Blankenship either casts jigs or
presents the lures vertically along the
structure. “In the winter as the water gets
colder the vertical fishing gets better and
better because you just have to present
that bait really slow,” Blankenship says.
“It has to be a slow presentation because
they are not going to chase it.”
By the end of January, Lake of the
Ozarks is at its lowest and coldest point.
Blankenship notices the crappie fishing
really gets tough then because the fish
tend to suspend along the bluffs. “You
have to do some serious vertical fishing
and sometimes deadsticking it is by far
the best technique because they just don’t
seem to be very active at that time,” he
says. “They are still adjusting to all of the
conditions.” Relying on his Humminbird
360 unit allows Blankenship to stay on top
of the suspended fish and keep his lure in
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the strike zone longer.
Blankenship’s favorite lures for bluff
crappies are Bobby Garland Baby Shads
and 2- or 3-inch Slab Slay’Rs attached to
1/16-ounce jigheads. He prefers the 3-inch
Slab Slay’R in the dead of winter because
the shad are larger then. His favored lure
colors are blue ice for clear water, bayou
booger for clear and dirty water and
tadpole, which resembles a minnow hue.
For information on lodging and other
facilities at the Lake of the Ozarks or to
receive a free vacation guide, call the
Lake of the Ozarks Convention & Visitors
Bureau at 1-800-FUN-LAKE or visit the
Lake of the Ozarks Convention and Visitors
Bureau web site at funlake.com.
For copies of John Neporadny’s
THE Lake of the Ozarks Fishing Guide
call 573/365-4296 or visit
www.jnoutdoors.com.

Corrie Merritt, in from
Massachusetts and his 11 point buck
taken 1st season hunting with Bob
and Deb Park. Thanks to Bob and
Deb Park for the great photo.
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THE FALLEN HEROES
TREE OF HONOR

By Patti Smith

America’s Gold Star Families and
the Sergeant Anthony Maddox Memorial
sponsored the Fallen Heroes Tree of Honor
again this holiday season. The Tree of
Honor is situated in the Illinois State Capitol
Rotunda in Springfield. Dedication took
place Monday, November 27 with Rep.
Ryan Spain as Master of Ceremonies. Guest
speakers were State Senator Dave Koehler
and Gold Star sister Marlene Van Matre.
Marlene shared her family’s story of her
brother during the Viet Nam War.
The project expanded this year to
include a second Tree of Honor in the Central
Illinois Regional Airport, Bloomington, IL.
Master of Ceremonies was Rep. Dan Brady
and guest speakers were State Senator
Jason Barickman and Gold Star mother
Vonda Rodgers. Mrs. Rodgers shared their
family’s story of her son U.S. Army Ranger
Sgt. Joshua Rodgers who was killed in
Afghanistan early 2017.
Both Trees feature 155 handmade
ornaments on them representing all conflicts

from 33 states of fallen military personnel.
Sgt. Maddox died at age 22 as a result
of injuries suffered in a fueling accident in
Afghanistan. His awards and decorations
include the Army Achievement Medal,
the Afghanistan Campaign Medal, Global
War on Terrorism Service Medal, the Army
Service Ribbon, the NATO Medal, the
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National Defense Service Medal and the
Combat Action Badge.
“Each ornament is created to provide
honor and remembrance for the fallen hero,
but also brings healing for the families,”
says Chairwoman Frances Maddox. “Never
forgetting the ultimate sacrifice, and
continuing to speak the name of the fallen her
is very important to each Gold Star Family.”

If you would like an ornament
created for a fallen hero visit www.
americasgoldstarfamilies.org and click on
Ornament Registration tab. America’s Gold
Star Families provides honor, hope and
healing to those grieving any military loss
and is a 501c3 not for profit. AGSF is 100%
volunteer supported. For more information
visit www.americasgoldstarfamilies.org.
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WOO’S
CORNER
BY WOO DAVES

Another year gone and way too fast.
Hope you had a wonderful Christmas and
looking forward to a great 2018. I’m also
hoping you had an awesome fishing year in
2017. I saw a lot of nice pictures of bass on
face book this year.
Here it is January and snow on ground
in a lot of places making fishing tough
and no fun. Good time to take a vacation
and visit southern Florida, South Texas or
somewhere like the Delta in California.
Now if I had one choice it would be Lake
Okeechobee in Florida. Several reasons I
like the Big O are plenty of bass with lots
of big ones. No matter how the wind blows
you can drive around the lake and put your
Nitro in at many different ramps and get out
of the wind. Another great deal is the bass
are almost always shallow.
If you can’t travel or get away, this is
what I call the maintenance month. Go over
your trailer, Z-20 boat and tackle making
preparations for the upcoming season.
Check lights and grease in hubs on trailer
as this can prevent you sitting on the side
of the road. Take everything out of your boat
and reorganize it, so not only will it be neat,
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A LITTLE FISHING AND
A LITTLE MAINTENANCE
but you will know where things are saving
you time. Check the lower unit on your
Mercury make sure no water is in it and
change grease. Check prop for nicks and file
out if you find any. Don’t be scared to use a
coat of wax on your boat. This maintenance
you take care of now, will pay big dividends
in the long run!
If you get a warming spell and you have
fishing fever and just have to go fishing, the
first thing I want you to do is put a life vest
or inflatable vest on. The air may be warm,
but the water temperature is cold and if you
happen to fall in, hypothermia is a bad thing.
I’ve seen this happen too many times so be
prepared, also put in a change of clothes, as
I want you to fish until your 95 years old.
There are fish to be caught all year
long, but the cold weather doesn’t make it
fun. I rely 110% on my Raymarine hybrid
touch screen ES12 to locate bait. Remember
bait equals Bass. Getting them to bite can
sometimes be the hard part. I’m going to go
to a bait I can keep in front of them for a
period of time as very seldom are they going
to chase anything. Drop shot a Zoom Finesse
worm or a Zoom Fish Doctor. I also like to
use a Zoom Fat Albert grub fished slowly on
a light jig head. A jig with a Zoom chunk,

a jigging spoon, and last
a suspending jerk bait
which can be a good
producer especially on
clear water conditions.
We are going to be
fishing extremely slow
and then slow down a
rod. The spoon I will modify by putting
little more for good measure. These baits
bigger O rings on each end, a Mustad Triple
and tactics I mentioned are tops for cold
grip hook, and a ball bearing swivel on front
water conditions. I will search for bait
of spoon. Simply go over bait with your
looking on long flat points, creek or river
MotorGuide trolling motor and let spoon to
bends, any ledges. Seagulls can get you in
bottom. Now the key is not to rip spoon up
the right area on a lot of lakes, Now I will go
but to use a gradual rise of about 14 inches
through the tactics I mentioned using lures
and drop back feeling it the way down. The
that stay in front of the fish for a period of
time. I’m going to
start with drop shot
or jig spoon most of
the time.
Get over top of
fish and work bait
right in front of them.
I use a 3/4 oz. Bass
Pro Strata spoon, on
Bass Pro Shops 17
lbs. fluorocarbon line
with a Johnny Morris
www.woodaves.com
6’8” medium action
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slightest tic could be a big bass so set the
hook. If you rip spoon lots of trash fish will
bite and the bass just seem to love the
subtle approach in cold water. I get a bass
on I don’t play with him, straight to the boat
and in as soon as possible. Play with them
at the boat because they tend to throw your
bait a lot.
Now boat docks especially on clear
lakes can be good. Look for brush around
docks and on bright sunny days look for fish
to be under docks. A drop shot is very good
for this type of fishing again as it keeps the
bait under the dock for a long period of time.
Look for a specific feature if you get a bite
on a dock. Was it on a point, or a bluff bank,
back in a creek, etc. This can lead you to a
good pattern on a cold day.
Another thing about going out a day or
two in January is that most lakes are in draw
down mode and there is a lot of cover that
can be seen. Stumps, rock piles, brush and
etc. that can be marked on your Raymarine
unit for future references when the water is
back to normal This can be a big bonus in
the spring time when you go back to fishing.
Remember to wear that life vest, spring
will be here before you know it and the bass
will be biting. Man, life is good and May
God Bless you and good fishing.
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OKLAHOMA HUNTER BAGS POTENTIAL
NEW STATE RECORD 28-POINT BUCK
By OutdoorHub Reporters

A man in Edmond, Oklahoma, is
anxiously waiting to hear if a whitetail
buck he shot this season will set a new
state record non-typical.
Steven Everett is the hunter who shot
the buck, and its rack initially measured 255
inches, and it will be officially scored next
month, News 9 reports. The rack had 28
points, weighed over 10 pounds, and could
potentially break the previous state record
non-typical, which measured 248 inches.
“He was a big deer. Probably the
biggest I’ve seen in my lifetime,” Everett
reportedly said.
He had been actively hunting this
deer, which he nicknamed Goliath, for 3
years in Logan County, but some years the
deer would never show itself.
“It haunted me until we got him this
year. Every day, I thought about it,” he said.
But on opening day of gun season in
November, Everett finally put those
nightmares to rest, taking the big, old stud

that was thought to be at least 10 years
old, maybe even 12. The deer had only two
teeth left in its mouth!
As far as life after taking this trophy
buck goes, Everett said, “I’m going to live
this up. I may never get to do something like
this again, so we’re going to tell the story
and then I’ll tell my grandkids about it.”
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MORE THAN A HUNT
By Colt Vinovich

I awoke to a small clap of thunder and
the smell of freshly brewed coffee filling
the air. I could hear dad rustling around
in the kitchen. Was it already time to get
up? I yawned, gave my eyes a rub and
walked in to find him already at the table,
coffee in hand, studying the forecast on
his laptop. Being a morning person was a
trait that he did not pass down to me. The
urge to retreat back to my old bedroom at
my parent’s house was all too strong, but
I had stayed the night here and was now
awake for a reason. I had a 4th season
turkey tag to fill and one day to do it.
It was the spring of 2013, and I had just
turned 21 years old. I was working,
living on my own and doing things that a
freshly turned 21-year-old does. At that
time in my life, there weren’t too many
things that could coax me into spending
a Saturday night at my parent’s house,
but the promise of my mom’s homemade
spaghetti and a turkey hunt that next
morning was definitely one of them.

My busy schedule only allowed me
to hunt that Sunday morning and, as fate
would have it, the rain was coming down
heavy and didn’t offer any hope of letting
up soon. “Looks pretty wet out there,” I
said, still feeling the strong gravitational
pull of a warm bed and a few more hours
of sleep. “Your call,” dad said, “but ya’
ain’t gonna’ kill ‘em if you’re layin’ in bed.”
There it was, my dad’s old expression that
had become all too familiar to me over
the years, but he was right. I wanted to
bag a big ol’ Tom, and I wasn’t gonna’ do
it unless I poured myself some Folgers. I
double checked my pack and laced up my
boots. Rain or shine, I was determined
to be in the woods before those birds hit
the ground. Hell, a little mud never hurt
nobody anyway.
Half an hour later, we were in the
truck headed to the property and having
our traditional argument that all father
and sons tend to have. Something about
not getting Poptart crumbs all over the

cab of his new Tundra, if I
remember correctly. Some
things never change. Our petty
squabble soon ended with the
help of some old George Strait
tune coming through the radio
waves. Suddenly, I was 10
years old again and dad and
I were headed to the woods
in pursuit of my first turkey.
This is what it’s all about, I
thought to myself. That same
feeling, I still get after all
these years. The preparation,
the anticipation, and the time
spent with my old man.
I was pulled out of my
daydream as we turned off
onto the dirt road leading to
the property. Time to put on
the game face. One last sip of
coffee and a quick once-over of my pack
as we parked along the edge of the timber.
Thankfully, the rain had diminished to
a slight drizzle. It was a chilly spring
morning that would have been perfect for
the long trek ahead of us had it not been
for the earlier downpour. Things were
about to get sloppy. If dad was worried
about the Poptart crumbs, he sure as hell
wasn’t gonna’ like all the mud we were
bound to bring back with us. Oh, well. I
grinned, can’t win ‘em all.
Decoys packed, facemasks on, and
the Benellis loaded, we took to the field.
Guided by the silhouette of the timber
edge, we trudged through the soupy earth
and headed toward our first spot. I had to
admit, it was still as difficult to keep pace
with dad as it had been a decade earlier.
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For 50 years old, he could still move.
We were halted from our steady pace
by a loud, resonant gobble that could only
be produced by one thing, a big ol’ Tom.
Dad and I locked eyes, and I wonder if he
could see the big s--- eatin’ grin on my
face through the mask. The birds were
waking up, and we were gonna’ be ready
for ‘em.
The sun began its ascent over the
horizon as we set the decoys in place and
settled into the brush along   the tree line.
We were soaked with sweat from the
long hike, but adrenaline was flowin’ and
the birds were talkin’. It was time to talk
back. Dad had the slate, box and mouth
calls all at his disposal, and he knew
how to use them. I’d heard it many times
before, but it never ceased to amaze me.
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That man can call! He had those birds so
riled up, they didn’t know what to think.
Unfortunately, as vocal as they were, it
seemed they had an agenda. Those boys
were henned up, and they were following
the ladies in a different direction. After
a few minutes of communication, we
determined their course and packed up the
decoys. If they won’t come to us, we’ll go
meet ‘em. After all, what’s a good turkey
hunt without some runnin’ and gunnin’?
We made our way across the farm and
into the woods where we’d anticipated
their destination. Stalking along the trail,
we tried to maintain communication,
but the birds had gone silent. Had we
guessed incorrectly? We made our way
down a steep ridge and up the other side
of the ravine. “Looks like I won’t need to
hit the gym tonight,” I whispered between
heavy breaths as I rested against a tree.
It had started to heat up and fatigue was
beginning to set in. We hadn’t heard a
gobble in over an hour, but we decided to
give it one more try and set up at the edge
of the field beyond the ravine. Decoys in
place, we sat and settled in. Dad started
to cluck a little bit and I was mid-drink
when we heard a deafening gobble off
to our immediate right. I about spit out
my water before I slowly set the bottle

The Start of Future Memories
down and got my gun in place. Dad was
to my left, hidden behind myself and
the tree. They were advancing upon us
quickly as he called and I watched. Next
thing I knew, I saw three heads bobbing
through the tall grass, surveying the scene
and coming towards our decoys. Dad
didn’t have a view, but I could see them
clearly, three big ol’ Toms. I was patient
as they got closer and began to strut,
giving me time to judge the trio and make
my selection. I saw the rear bird turn

broadside and display a beard that looked
as if it might drag the ground. “That’s
my guy,” I muttered under my breath. He
separated himself as I put the bead right
on his head. BOOM! Perfect shot, dead
before he hit the ground.
Next thing I knew, dad was embracing
me in a hug that was filled with pride and
unbridled joy. At that moment, I think he
was more proud of me than he was of
any touchdown pass I’d ever thrown or
any track medal I’d ever won. We went
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Colt with his soggy morning Tom
out to admire the big Tom that “took a
dirt nap,” as dad later so eloquently put
it, and hugged again. Standing there on
that unforgettable morning, I knew what
life was all about. It wasn’t about parties,
paying bills, petty differences, or even
harvesting a spring turkey. It was about
reconnecting with my old man and sharing
that precious time with a loved one.
Since that fateful spring day, a lot
has changed, but a lot has remained the
same. Dad and I still like to have our petty

8955 West Dam Lane • Benton, IL

618-724-7651
RendLakeMarina.com
Get a GREAT BUY on Meat Bundle Specials!

BLOOMINGTON MEATS
LOWE SS230
Walk-thru
LOWE Stinger 175

GET YOUR BEST
DEAL FOR 2018!

309-828-9731

2401 S. Bunn • Bloomington, IL
M-T: 8am-5pm • W-F: 8-6
Sat: 8-4 • Sun: 11-3

PREDATOR GUIDE SERVICE
309-347-1728 • 309-267-8309 • trolling@mtco.com

BOAT
RENTALS
AVAILABLE!

Bennington
SX21 Tri-toon

Book your trip with Dan Vinovich!
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arguments and mom still has to play referee now and again. I
suppose that’s just our unconventional way of expressing our
love for one another. But we all have a new focus now. I had
a son of my own, and as I watch him grow, I can’t wait to create
new memories with him in years to come. He’s already become
Grandpa’s huntin’ buddy, and it looks as if he’ll be going on his first
turkey hunt before too long. As I look back on that day and as I
look forward to the journey that lies ahead, I think to myself, this
is more than a hunt.
This is a story my son sent me in handwritten form. It has
found a place in my heart and scrapbook and has earned a spot
to replace my monthly article in this great publication. I will again
have an article about my pursuits in the outdoors next month.
Just a reminder, I am booking ICE OUT MUSKIE TRIPS NOW! My
calendar is filling up quickly for a chance at an ice out monster. If
you are interested in sharing some time in my boat this spring, you
need to contact me soon as spots are limited. You can call me at
309-267-8309 or by e-mail at trolling@mtco.com. Last spring was
a year to remember with many fish over the 40 inch mark hitting
my net.
SEE ‘YA ON THE WATER OR AT ONE OF MY SEMINARS AT
THE BASS PRO SHOPS SPRING CLASSIC NEXT MONTH.
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Rancho Safari
CatQuiver® VII.5

Patent Pending

• Mini is detachable from pack.
• Dual water bottle holders.
• Internal lightweight frame.
• Bow & crossbow strap holders.
• Padded waist belt system with
3 pockets on each side.
• Compression straps and
D-rings for attaching
accessories.
Capacity: 2,200 cu. in.

Booking Spring Muskie Trips now 309-637-8309 or email trolling@mtco.com

Dave Simmons of
Peoria Heights caught
this spoonbill on
December 11th while sauger
fishing in a gravel pit
that runs into
the Illinois River.
This monster was over
five feet long.
Thanks to
ASO Friend
Jennifer Schmitt-Cantrall
for sending us the great
photos. Congrats Dave on
a really nice catch!

MCLEAN CO SPORTSMAN’S ASSOC.
WILD GAME BANQUET
SATURDAY FEBRUARY 3, 2018
Interstate Center, Rt. 9 Bloomington

Buy Tickets at: Chuck’s Harley-Davidson,
Smiley’s Sport Shop, Darnall Gun Range
& Wired 2 Fish

www.McleanCountySportsmen.org

Cat Prowlers

Cat Prowlers are great for covering hiking boots.
Eliminates 50% of noise from walking/stalking
or sitting in treestand.
Sizes available: 8-9 for size 8 boot, 10-11 for size 10 boot and larger.

MENTION THIS AD FOR YOUR
FREE GIFT WITH PURCHASE!
To view more of Rancho Safari’s
products, scan this code to access
our website.

www.ranchosafari.com

760 789-2094

03012016
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25TH ANNUAL

Tinley Park
Fishing & Outdoor Show
FEBRUARY 10th AND 11th, 2018
180,000 Sq. Ft of Exhibit Space
Saturday & Sunday 9am - 5pm
Tinley Park High School
6111 W. 175th St. Tinley Park, IL

TinleyParkFishingShow.com
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AGONY EXPERTISE!

By: David Herschelman
My philosophy
toward giving advice
on outdoor activities,
particularly
Deer
Hunting, is to not do so. Many with far
more know-how than yours truly should
be sought after for this purpose. One
exception is in the area of bad luck where
I have managed to move to the head of
the class in this endeavor!
Take this season to date: In late
October, while hunting over a set-aside
field, a beautiful ten pointer walked
across the wide open field in search
of a lady friend but stops in the only
spot where a shot is impossible! After
agonizingly waiting while he scent
checks and visually checks his position,
he moves to offer a shot but as I move
while drawing my bow the exposed cinch
straps on the nice pair of Irish Setter
boots on their maiden first date afield had
fallen out of the tuck position and rubbed
against the metal on my climber!

Mr. Wonderful heard this barely
audible noise and stops to look at me! To
make matters worse, I could do nothing but
continue my draw in slow motion hoping
the slight wind would hold him while he
watched! The bow however, decides
to fight my slow draw and tugs back
aggressively. To counter, all my strength
is mustered to offset her antagonistic will.
The pain in my shoulder felt as if a dagger
was being thrust directly into the shoulder
but the full draw was accomplished. The
window of opportunity had only seconds
remaining open, I calculated, and a spot
was chosen and arrow sent on target! The
small diameter tree limb proved enough
to alter the flight path and my ten point
Buck was gone! Less than twenty yards
distant, in a cut field as clean as my yard
on a sunny day with little wind – I had
blown it! Only days earlier a turkey was
arrowed from this same stand at thirty
yards distance! But no! A Deer at less
distance could not be accomplished?

Later that day a large ten point
buck, as nice as any I have witnessed on
this farm walked into the field. I spent
several days positioned to intercept his
movements to no avail! My neighbor on
his first day afield this season is successful
in taking him with his bow. Although
happy for my neighbors’ success, my
heartache was painful knowing he was
living out my fantasy scenario with this
animal!
A day later, real agony was about
to occur! At 9:15 a massive ten point
Bucks comes directly down the trail and
stops behind a tree trunk twelve feet high
broken by heavy winds. His distance from
me was only seven yards but his vitals
were hidden by the tree trunk. When
he moved my window of only yards was
closing quickly and the shot had to be
quick. My shoulder hurt but the pain was
ignored with the opportunity on this deer.
I angled the shot to make sure his vitals
would be targeted. The Buck walked off
as if only annoyed by the strange sound
of the bow going off! After two hours,
the weak trail of one drop per fifty yards
was not the sign I wanted. After several
hours a Buck jumped from his bed about
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one hundred yards distant. I backed off
and after permission was granted by my
neighboring landowner resumed again
in the next morning. This search was
fruitless.
After eight days, a note was left
on my truck’s windshield from another
neighbor asking if I had shot a large ten

Northwestern Ontario, Canada
Trophy Canada Fishing At Its Best!

CHECK US OUT - WE’RE #2!

Separation Lake on the lower portion of the English River System was ranked #2
of the 15 Hot Spots from 4 Providences. “Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta.”
Finishing well ahead of all high dollar fly-in camps.
By Outdoor Canada Fishing/2005 Jake MacDonald.

Fishing & Hunting Lodge Packages:

Full American Plan, VIP Cottages, Light housekeeping, 12 campground sites
with private access to the water.

Moose, Deer, Bear, Grouse & Waterfowl Hunting Packages

SEPARATION LAKE LODGE
Box 499 • Carthage, IL 62321

Winter Phone: 217.357.3069 • Summer Phone: 807.224.4537

www.separationlake.com

MENTION THIS AD AND GET A 10% DISCOUNT!

Drive, boat or
fly in . . . it’s your
choice! Only lodge on
the lake! Excellent
fishing all season!
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Agony Expertise . . . continued
pointer in the recent past. I was elated in
the fact that the Buck had been found but
after follow up with the neighbor – I was
advised he was still alive! A guest hunter
had watched the Buck for several hours
as he approached and bedded within
only a few yards of the hunters location.
In fact, after exiting his stand the Buck
stood as the hunter vacated the area only
yards away! My neighbor, his son and I
approached the area where the Buck was
last seen bedded but no Buck! The guest
hunter took video and pictures of the Buck
with my arrow entry hole easily identified.
Why the hunter did not shoot this animal
remains a mystery to me!
Broken hearted again but at least
the animal was still alive and would
possibly survive the encounter. On the
third day of the first Shotgun season, my
neighbor advised that his neighbor to the
north had found an expired Buck. My
hope rose again as at least the rack could
be salvaged. I contacted the landowner
where the carcass was found but the rack
was not of my animal. As I exited the
woods the final day of the first shotgun

season in Illinois, concerned more with
pulling small Bush Honeysuckle bushes,
roots and all, on my way out, a large
Buck was noticed slinking away at one
hundred yards distance. I can only hope
this was my animal and he has made a
full recovery.
In the midst of all of this chaos, a
large eight pointer was taken proving
once again the old adage “even a blind
hog will find an acorn every once in a
while”. While my potential good luck
still seems elusive in nature, I still can
claim to be a “Deer Hunter.”

Colby Martin is
7 years and this
is first deer!
Congrats young man
on your beautiful
first deer!
Thanks to
Dustin Martin
for the photos.

CUSTOM LEATHER & HAIR-ON TANNING
MOOSE | DEER | ELK | COW | BUFFALO

Hair-on Deer Hides $99.00
Natural Buckskin $78.00
6771 State Hwy 42/57, Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Call for pricing & instructions Monday - Friday, 9am - 5pm Central

920-743-7162 • www.yostfurdressing.com

SPRINGFIELD’S PREMIER BOAT SERVICES

BEAR | MTN. LION | COYOTE
RACCOON | FOX

OTTER | BEAVER | BADGER
BOBCAT | SKUNK

January 2018

HIPPO | RHINO | ELEPHANT | CAPE BUFFALO
ALLIGATOR | CROCODILE AND MANY OTHERS

Enjoy 315 Acres! Call Ray Gamber to get your membership today!

GAMBER COVE

New • Used • Financing Available • Certified Technicians

Roughneck 1860

COME SEE OUR
BOAT SHOW
SPECIALS!

Lowe RX1756

With over 10 well-stocked fishing lakes, miles of
hiking trails, berry picking, mushroom hunting, swimming
pool, shower house, shooting range & club house.
Camping: Full Hookups or Primitive • Near Victoria, Illinois

309.879.2490 • 309.696.0172

www.GamberCove.net

Lowe 1648M Rivoted Jon Boat
2525 N. Grand Ave. East
Springfield, IL 62702
Toll Free 888-235-1059 • 217-522-2408

EastSideMarine.com
esmboats@aol.com
SEE US ON FACEBOOK!
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The Show for Fishermen!
The Let’s Go Fishing Show is a Show dedicated
solely to anglers. For 25 years, Gateway Center in
Collinsville has hosted the Let’s Go Fishing Show.

Free Seminars from major names in the fishing
industry including:

Friday January 5
12:00pm - 8:00pm
Saturday January 6
9:00am - 7:00pm
Sunday January 7
10:00am - 4:00pm
ADMISSION PRICES:

ADULTS - $7.00 Each Day
SENIORS AGE 60+ - $5.00 ON FRIDAY ONLY
Ages 6-15 - $3.50 Each Day
Ages 5 & Under FREE
Parking is FREE each day!
Gateway Center in Collinsville, IL
Just 9 minutes from downtown St. Louis!

800.289.2388

www.letsgoshows.com

Kevin Rogers, Brandon Palaniuk,
Coleton Jennings, Mike Valentine,
Kevin Jones, Todd Huckabee,
Jeff Faulkenberry, Steve Welch,
Alan Corzine, Kyle Schoenherr,
Brad Chappell, Mike Mladenik, Tony Sheppard, Brett Ware
and that’s not all!

Visit over 120 exhibitor booths who will be showcasing
a wide variety of the latest and greatest in fishing gear

- Everything you need to stock that tackle box for success
- Boat dealers with the hottest fishing boats with dealer incentives
- Free seminars on bass, crappie, trout, catfish, muskie and other species
- Cabela’s Free Fish Pond
- Fishing Simulator from Illinois Department of Natural Resources
- Plan your next fishing adventure with Resort Reps and Fishing Guides
- Live Animal Exhibit from Treehouse Wildlife Center
- Antique Lure Display & Free Appraisals by National Lure Collectors Club
- Educational Displays and Live Demos
- Sports lounge with Fishing Buddy Beer & Wing Specials
- Win prizes including an All Inclusive 4 Night Fishing Trip in Canada courtesy
of Zup’s Fishing Resort & Canoe Outfitters
- Win a NuCanoe Frontier 10 Fishing Kayak courtesy of Tri-State Trolling Motors
- Win prizes including an All Inclusive 4 Night Fishing Trip in Canada courtesy of
Zup’s Fishing Resort & Canoe Outfitters on Saturday and a NuCanoe Frontier 10
Fishing Kayak courtesy of Tri-State Trolling Motors on Sunday
- First 300 in the door on Sunday receive Free Whisker Baits from Tightlines UV

All activities are included with admission.
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THROUGH SUNDAY, DEC.10, ILLINOIS ARCHERY DEER HUNTERS
HARVESTED A PRELIMINARY TOTAL OF 52,650 DEER,
COMPARED TO 48,228 FOR THE SAME PERIOD IN 2016.

Total harvest to date has consisted of 44% does and 56% males (23322:29328). During the past 7 days, harvest sex ratios have been 54% female and 46% male.
Top five counties were Pike (1852), Fulton (1474), Jefferson (1236), Adams (1155), and Williamson (1040). Preliminary Illinois archery deer harvest through 12/10.

County

2016

2017

Coles

464

595

Gallatin

215

244

Kane

200

259

Adams

1103

1155

Cook

78

100

Greene

575

715

Kankakee

247

233

Alexander

138

149

Crawford

733

823

Grundy

259

282

Kendall

143

151

Bond

316

325

Cumberland

337

422

Hamilton

592

599

Knox

782

832

Boone

108

114

DeKalb

151

138

Hancock

666

737

Lake

198

282

Brown

757

784

DeWitt

378

426

Hardin

356

399

LaSalle

636

605

Bureau

571

615

Douglas

124

171

Henderson

229

228

Lawrence

420

448

Calhoun

546

597

Dupage

20

33

Henry

381

425

Lee

370

359

Carroll

494

524

Edgar

341

379

Iroquois

305

303

Livingston

175

201

Cass

483

532

Edwards

187

204

Jackson

879

1015

Logan

229

260

Champaign

266

323

Effingham

389

389

Jasper

455

510

Macon

364

421

Christian

388

429

Fayette

618

700

Jefferson

1124

1236

Macoupin

790

969

Clark

698

747

Ford

41

45

Jersey

426

443

Madison

667

733

Clay

482

481

Franklin

832

878

JoDaviess

911

964

Marion

809

909

Clinton

304

371

Fulton

1338

1474

Johnson

574

614

Marshall

313

283

AUTOMOTIVE • TRUCKS • BOATS

RESIDENTIAL • COMMERCIAL • AGRICULTURE

Computerized Diagnostics
Mechanical Repair
Welding • Trailer Repair
Boat & RV Winterizing
& Storage

309-965-2020

JEFF SCHROCK, OWNER

SchrockRepair.com

Family Owned Since 1974

1422 US Hwy 150 • PO Box 10
Goodfield, IL 61742

Paying Top Dollar for all Collectibles, Gold, Silver & Guns

Christopher Coin, Gun & Pawn, LLC.
LUKE CHRISTOPHER - OWNER
Christopher.coin.gun.pawn@gmail.com

333 Derby Street • Pekin, IL 61554

309-353-7522

WE SPECIALIZE IN RELOADING SUPPLIES!

309-925-5205

20237 State Rt. 9 • Pekin, IL 61554

www.wagenbachbuilders.com
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Mason

276

333

Schuyler

795

948

Massac

294

292

Scott

183

221

McDonough

470

497

Shelby

598

678

McHenry

433

447

St. Clair

471

550

McLean

414

456

Stark

102

106

Menard

299

353

Stephenson

435

450

Mercer

394

476

Tazewell

425

484

Monroe

322

374

Union

663

682

Montgomery

546

584

Vermilion

681

720

Morgan

471

534

Wabash

176

183

Moultrie

227

320

Warren

233

248

Ogle

641

547

Washington

426

474

Peoria

728

807

Wayne

740

835

Perry

716

723

White

448

458

Piatt

115

154

Whiteside

426

431

Pike

1826

1852

Will

575

597

Pope

759

773

Williamson

863

1040

Pulaski

200

200

Winnebago

413

416

Putnam

216

194

Woodford

431

474

Randolph

904

975

Total

48228

52650

Richland

352

385

Rock Island

585

639

Saline

390

475

Sangamon

591

683

Up-to-date archery harvest figures
(for either deer or turkey) by county/
state sites can be tracked on the web
at http://www.dnr.illinois.gov/hunting/
Pages/IDNRHarvestQuery.aspx
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Mike Keup of Galva with some late-season mallards. Thanks to Mike
O’Bryan with REMAX Traders unlimited for sharing the photo.
Call Mike at 309-687-5069 for all of your commercial needs.

NEW FLY LURE

Charlie’s Cycle Supply

The Newest Innovation to Hit
the Fishing World in 75 Years!

“Specializing in 4-stroke Service”

Use the FLICK FLY® on a
fly rod or a spinning rod

MOTORCYCLE & ATV REPAIR ON ALL MAKES & MODELS!

Complete engine rebuilding, parts & accessories

Over 35 Years Same Location!
RR1, Rt. 78, Toulon, IL 61483

309-995-3319

MOTORCYCLE
TIRE SALE!

GREAT PRICES ON LOWE BOATS!
YOUR LOWE &
MERCURY
DEALER IS STILL
CLOSE BY, SERVING
ST. LOUIS WEST –
CENTRAL ILLINOIS!
2525 N. Grand Ave. East • Springfield, IL 62702
Toll Free 888-235-1059 • 217-522-2408
EastSideMarine.com • esmboats@aol.com
SEE US ON FACEBOOK!
New • Used • Financing Available • Certified Technicians

Lowe RX1756

COME SEE OUR BOAT
SHOW SPECIALS!

TROLL IT
for
best results!
All g

ame

Nymph Style

Streamer Style

fish!

So, what’s this?
You guess! It
So you want big
was caught while Trophy smallie
crappie - troll a
trollig during Flick
caught while
Flick Fly
Fly® testing.
trolling a no. 1.0
Bobber Anne with
Trolling does it!
Flick Fly
a whiper caught on
streamer Flick Fly

Wet Fly Style

gh fi

ou
All r

sh!

Young and old ladies find the Flick Fly when trolled, a
deadly lure when using on a spinning rod.

Check with your local sporting goods dealer or contact: For a FREE Brochure
call Toll Free:
1-877-623-2099
or
17910 87th St. • Becker, MN 55308 www.gapen.com

THE GAPEN CO.
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SUMMER HEAT BASS
By Kevin Wright

It was still dark when I was loading up
the gear and already you could tell it was
going to be one of those scorching days. The
humidity was so thick you that felt like you
were going in slow motion as you tried to
push your way through it. But that is why I
am out here so early. At least I can be on
the water by sunrise and by the time it starts
to get really rough with heat I can be back
home and setting in the air conditioning.
Once I get to the water I will be
looking for the thickest and baddest
cover I can find. Of course, I already have
that location locked in. The bass will be
seeking cover from the harsh sun and heat
in this cover. Their prey will be doing much
the same and it will be here that I will be
tossing big deer hair frogs and mice.
Beads of sweat form while taking
the gear from my rig. The sky is a brilliant
orange and I can see the fiery ball nudging
over the horizon. The air is heavy, wet,
sticky. It will be a work out tossing these
big flies in such conditions but if the action
is good, well, you know how it goes.

I start out with a frog and toss it right
on top of the thick carpet of vegetation.
The fly of course is weedless, or at least
as weedless as you can get when fishing
this type of cover. My leader is nothing
more than a straight piece of 10lb. mono.,
about seven feet long. Leaders that are
knotless are preferred here because they
do not pick up any weedy trash as you drag
it over the cover. A knotted leader tends to
pick up pieces of moss, grass, whatever,
meaning you have to clean it off more,
same reasoning with the weedless fly.
A seven- weight rod with a matching
weight-forward floating line will get the
flies right where you need them. I really
don’t need to go any bigger than this and
the same with the leader only because the
fish are not monsters here, generally two
or three pounds, so this outfit is more than
capable of handling these fish. If you have
bigger fish swimming in your waters, you
could stay with the seven-weight, but I
would up your leader to maybe a twentypound test.

The fly lays with a quiet smack on
the surface. I let it rest for a few seconds.
The sun is full force now and tearing at
the world it shines upon. I do nothing
more than slid the frog along the surface,
wondering how a bass could even tell it
was there. But I know that even if it seems
invisible to the bass that the vibrations the
frog puts out give its whereabouts away.
The strike always comes as a surprise,
even though you are waiting on it. I’ll never
understand that part of it, but that surprise
element is what it is all about. Take that
part away and the fun is gone.
A wisp of any kind of breeze would
be welcome right now. My concentration
is faltering from the heat and then I am
re-awakened by the gulp of a bass, the fly
disappears. I wait, and then set the hook.
There will be no jumping, or any kind
of display here as heavy cover will weigh
your catch down, many times giving you
the idea that the fish is bigger. But this is
only a two-pounder.
Now I am refreshed. A gentle breeze
starts to blow. Clouds hide the sun. I think
I will stay a little longer.
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Kevan Cooper of Galesburg
with a nice Southern Illinois
Buck taken at his family farm.
Thanks to Mike O’Bryan
with REMAX Traders
Unlimited. Call Mike at
309-687-5069  for all of
your Commercial needs.

YOUR BEST-EVER FISHING SEASON STARTS HERE!
A SPORTFISHING SPECTACULAR!

ONCE-A-YEAR DEALS ON EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO
IMPROVE YOUR CATCH–ALL UNDER ONE ROOF.

JANUARY 25–28, 2018
SCHAUMBURG CONVENTION CENTER

CELEBRITY SPEAKERS

CATCH ALL THE FUN!

Musky Madness Friday, The Hawg Trough,
Fishing Simulator, Casting Pond, Northern Illinois
Raptor Center, Sunday Family Day and much more!

BRANDON
PALANIUK

ISH
MONROE

BUY TICKETS AND GET SHOW DETAILS AT SPORTSHOWS.COM

Shop 50,000 sq. ft. of fishing gear, tackle and cutting-edge
products from small and large manufacturers
Gear and advice for multi-species and techniques—
Baitcasting and spinning, fly fishing and trolling
More than 100 travel exhibitors—Resorts, lodges, charters,
guides and outfitters
The Boatyard—20,000 sq. ft. packed with fishing boats—top
brands and new models
Daily Giveaways—Gear, trips and more

TOP PROS SHARE THEIR SECRETS! Featured speakers
include Brandon Palaniuk, Ish Monroe, Seth Feider, Jacob
Powroznik, Joe Bucher, Jim Saric and more!
A portion of all proceeds goes to the Keep America Fishing™ Initiative
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This report represents some events
the OLE handled over the weeks
of Oct 1 - Oct 19, 2017; however, it
does not include all actions taken by
the Office of Law Enforcement.
Northwest Zone – Captain Laura
Petreikis District 1 – Sgt. Tony Petreikis
(Counties: Carroll, Henry, JoDaviess, Lee,
Mercer, Ogle, Rock Island, Stephenson &
Whiteside)
CARROLL COUNTY
CPO Jones cited an archery hunter at
Mississippi Palisades State Park for not
wearing his required blaze orange while
hunting during the youth firearm season.
HENRY COUNTY
CPO Posateri responded to a complaint about
illegal trapping out of season. A resident in
Colona was found to be setting live traps out
for nuisance wildlife that were coming in to
eat the cat food that was placed outside for
the wild cats. He had two opossums in traps

which had been in there for about a week
during 90+ degree weather. The man was
cited for numerous trapping violations.
JODAVIESS COUNTY
CPOs Jones, Teas, and Posateri participated in
an enforcement detail, and several hunters were
checked. The detail resulted in five citations and
18 written warnings being issued. Three of the
five citations were for non-permitted hunters
in restricted areas, and two were for no blaze
orange during the youth firearm season.
CPO Teas was patrolling the Thompson Unit
of Apple River Canyon State Park when he
located an archery hunter in a restricted area
due to the youth firearm season. The hunter
had archery permits but did not have a hunting
license or habitat stamp. When asked why
he did not have a hunting license or habitat
stamp, the hunter told the CPO he thought he
only needed deer permits because that is what
the vendor told him when he purchased them.
CPO Teas informed the hunter of the required
license and stamp and explained it was his
responsibility to know what he needed to hunt.
The hunter was issued a citation for hunting
in a restricted area and was issued warnings
for the license violations. The hunter was also
given a hunting digest.
MERCER COUNTY
CPO Francisko completed a wildlife
investigation of a nonresident purchasing
multiple resident licenses and permits. It was
determined the subject defrauded the State
out of $1,207.75 in license and permit fees
in 2014. The subject harvested three deer,
including a 10-point buck, on fraudulently
obtained permits. The subject was arrested

TOM’S GUN SHOPPE INC.
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on several counts of “License, Permit or Tag
Fraudulently Obtained” for the different dates
it occurred. The subject was also charged with
multiple counts of “Illegal Taking or Possession
of Protected Species” and assessed a civil
penalty of $250 for two of the three deer. The
10-point buck rack was also seized.
OGLE COUNTY
CPO Teas located multiple baited stands on a
hunting property prior to the opening of archery
season. CPO Teas spoke with the subject, and
he admitted to placing the bait for his stand.
While speaking with the subject, two other
hunters on the property were identified. At the
end of the investigation, it was determined
two of the subjects had baited their stands,
and the third had killed a deer last year during
firearm season but failed to tag or check it in.
Two of the subjects were cited for placing bait,
and one was cited for failure to check his deer.
STEPHENSON COUNTY
CPO Beltran responded to a hunting without
permission complaint from German Valley as the
hunter was killing geese. Shot from the hunter’s
gun landed on a house in town. CPO Beltran
issued a citation for hunting without permission.
CPO Alt is working multiple unlawfully baited
archery deer stand complaints.
WHITESIDE COUNTY
CPO Palumbo issued a citation and written
warnings to a Hinckley man for killing and
possessing a hen wood duck during the closed
season and being in possession of two boxes of
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lead shot while hunting teal in Potters Marsh
on Pool 13 of the Mississippi River.
CPO Palumbo issued a citation and written
warnings to two Sterling hunters for failing to
tag/possessing untagged deer, archery deer
hunting with no valid deer permit, and failure
to/improper reporting of harvest of an archery
killed buck.
District 6 - Sgt. Phil Wire (Counties:
Boone, Bureau, DeKalb, LaSalle, Putnam
& Winnebago)
LASALLE COUNTY
CPO Filipiak was checking deer hunters at
Matthiessen State Park and observed two
individuals off the trail system. They were on
their knees illegally harvesting ginseng. The
individuals removed 18 juvenile plants. The
individuals were issued five citations each.
CPO Kaufman was on foot patrol in
Matthiessen State Park when he observed
a family, consisting of a mother, father, and
three children, climbing down into Lower
Dells Canyon. It was a 60-foot descent into
the Canyon from the upper trail. The father
said it was their first time in the Park, and
he admitted to not reading the signs at the
trailhead prior to hiking. A citation was issued.
District 7, Sgt. Scott Avery (Counties: Fulton,
Henderson, Knox, Marshall, McDonough,
Peoria, Stark, Tazewell, Warren & Woodford)
FULTON COUNTY
CPO Thompson arrested a Lewistown man
for unlawfully archery deer hunting without
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Police . . . continued
licenses or permits. The man was also found
to be hunting over a large pile of cracked corn.
Subsequent investigation revealed multiple
baited stand sites on the property. The man
admitted to the placement of the bait and
stated he did not know it was illegal. Four
citations and multiple warnings were issued.
CPO Thompson received a phone call from
a Canton man explaining an incident of
poaching had taken place. The man called to
report he was supervising a youth hunter, and
they had accidentally killed a bobcat. While
walking to their truck following the hunt,
they encountered an unidentified furbearer
suspected to be a coyote. The man encouraged
the youth to take the shot on the approaching
animal. The youth shot the animal and then
they regretfully identified the animal to be a
bobcat. Citations and warnings were issued to
the adult for the violations.
District 9 – Sgt. Eric Myers (Counties:
Adams, Brown, Calhoun, Greene, Hancock,
Jersey, Macoupin, Pike & Schuyler)
GREENE COUNTY
CPO Gushleff arrested a subject for trespass to
property. The subject resides in Morgan County,

but trespassed on property in Greene County.
The landowner caught the subject on a trail
camera and gave CPO Gushleff clear pictures
of the truck and driver. When CPO Gushleff
located the suspect, he began telling CPO.
HANCOCK COUNTY
CPO Wheatley met with a complainant
regarding a trespassing complaint near Dallas
City. The complainant explained people were
trespassing on his hunting ground, and he was
upset about it. CPO Wheatley met with the
parties involved. After a counseling session,
all parties agreed to who has the right to
be where. All parties were told that future
complaints can, and will most likely, result in
enforcement action.
JERSEY COUNTY
CPO Goetten received complaints of a
convicted felon consistently hunting with a
gun. The approximate location of his illegal
activity was identified, and a photograph of
the subject carrying an air rifle was obtained.
CPO Goetten and an assisting City Officer
conducted an interview with the subject. A
consent search of his residence revealed two
illegal air rifles and some shotgun ammunition.
No immediate enforcement action was taken.
Both guns were seized pending consultation
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with the State’s Attorney.
MACOUPIN COUNTY
CPO Gushleff was contacted by the campground
host at Beaver Dam State Park. A woman
from Nebraska came to camp for a week. She
then disappeared, leaving her belongings at
the campsite. After a week, the campground
host called CPO Gushleff to inform him of the
odd circumstances. CPO Gushleff found out
the Nebraska woman purchased a oneway
Amtrak ticket to Chicago in nearby Carlinville,
and she left her vehicle at the Amtrak station.
After several weeks, the vehicle disappeared
from the Amtrak parking lot. The woman
never came back to claim her belongings. CPO
Gushleff talked to a detective with the Police
Department in Omaha, Nebraska and learned
the woman had mental health issues.
CPO Gushleff responded to a residence in
Brighton. The woman said she found a timber
rattlesnake in her bathroom. CPO Gushleff
talked to Scott Ballard, a reptile expert, and
it was determined that the snake was a baby
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black rat snake. It was released in a brushy
area away from the subject’s residence.
PIKE COUNTY
On opening morning of archery deer season,
CPO Blazinic arrested two individuals for hunting
white-tailed deer over a baited area. The area
was heavily baited with corn and mineral/salt.
CPO Blazinic issued citations to subject one for
unlawfully archery hunting white-tailed deer
over bait and unlawfully feeding/making food
available for white-tailed deer. Subject one was
also issued a written warning for failure to sign
archery deer permits. Subject two was issued
a citation for unlawfully archery hunting whitetailed deer over bait.
District 10 – Sgt. Chris Stone (Counties:
Cass, Christian, Logan, Mason, Menard,
Morgan, Sangamon & Scott)
SCOTT COUNTY
During the youth firearm deer season, CPO
Wichern located a 14-year-old old bow hunter
hunting deer by the aid of bait. The hunter also
possessed a youth hunting license without
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being supervised by a licensed adult. It was
determined the hunter had attempted to plant
a food plot; but due to the dry conditions, the
plot had failed. He attempted to supplement
the area with a purchased acorn mixed. CPO
Wichern also determined the hunter had
successfully completed a hunter safety course
and was eligible to purchase a regular hunting
license. The hunter’s mother was contacted, and
written warnings were issued for the violations.
Northeast Zone – Captain Brett Scroggins
District 2 – Sgt. Eric Schreiber (Counties:
Kane, Lake & McHenry)
LAKE COUNTY
CPO Winters spoke with an individual from a
licensed nuisance removal company who stated
that someone was interfering with his traps
by intentionally placing newspaper inside his
traps. CPO Winters spoke with a homeowner
who admitted to placing the newspaper in the
traps because she did not like the squirrels
being trapped. A citation was issued.
A subject cited by CPOs Kelley and Winters for
snowmobiling without permission was fined a
total of $436 in Lake County court. The subject
stole a small jon boat from a neighbor and used
it as a sled behind his snowmobile. The boat
was recovered and returned, but the subject was
sentenced to 90-days supervision and fined.
MCHENRY COUNTY
CPO Davis cited two hunters for archery deer
hunting over bait. One hunter was also cited
for violation of the Chronic Wasting Disease
Administrative Rule for unlawful placing of a
food source for white-tailed deer.
CPO Kelley cited a Ringwood man for failing
to register a salvage deer. The man had

FOR SALE!

Joseph Vandervort, Owner
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contacted the District Wildlife Biologist and
was told how to register the deer. More than
a month later, however, the man had not
registered the deer.
District 3 – Sgt. Dave Wollgast (Counties:
Grundy, Kankakee, Kendall & Will)
KANKAKEE COUNTY
On opening morning of the 2017 archery deer
season, CPO Farber arrested a subject for
unlawfully hunting by the use/aid of bait.
CPO Farber observed a subject in full camo
and a bow in his possession exit a section of
timber. While conducting a hunting license/
permit compliance check, the bow hunter
stated that he left all his paperwork at the
house. CPO Farber was unable to find proof of
the subject purchasing any licenses or permits
for the 2017 season. After a short interview,
the subject admitted to not purchasing the
required documents to harvest deer in Illinois.
Enforcement action was taken.
District 19 – Sgt. John Williamson
(Counties: Champaign, DeWitt, Ford,
Iroquois, Livingston, Macon, McLean, Piatt
& Vermilion)
DEWITT COUNTY
While on patrol at Clinton Lake, CPO Viverito
pulled into the Rt. 10 cove to check anglers. CPO
Viverito observed a man fishing with his family.
When the man spotted CPO Viverito, he began
throwing fish back into the Lake. CPO Viverito
instructed the man to cease his actions. The
man then began kicking fish back into the Lake.
CPO Viverito arrested the man for no fishing
license and obstructing identification.
CPOs Wright and Viverito caught a Wapella
man deer hunting over bait. After talking to
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BAIT FISH
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the subject, it was determined that there were
others that hunt the property; and they have also
placed bait. The Wapella man was given two
citations for hunting over bait and not wearing
blaze orange during the youth firearm season.
MACON COUNTY
CPO Wright was checking fishermen on Lake
Decatur when he observed a Decatur man with
a largemouth bass in his bucket that appeared
to be undersize. Upon measuring, the fish was
one and one-half inches short of the limit.
The man said that he had actually caught the
bass on the Sangamon River. After a short
interview, the man admitted to catching it on
Lake Decatur; and he was given a citation.
VERMILION COUNTY
CPO Cottrell investigated a complaint of
unlawful hunting on state property. During
the night, a Danville man shot a doe with a
crossbow out the window of a car at Middle
Fork State Fish and Wildlife Area. The man
received the following citations: unlawful use
or aid of motor vehicle to harvest deer; unlawful
transportation of uncased bow in vehicle;
hunting without permission; unlawful hunting
on roadway; unlawful take of white-tailed deer;
and unlawful deer hunting outside of permitted
hours. Four written warnings were also issued.
South Zone – Captain Jim Mayes District
11 – Sgt. Brian McReynolds (Counties:
Clark, Coles, Cumberland, Douglas,
Edgar, Moultrie & Shelby)
COLES COUNTY
While
conducting
recreational
boat
enforcement on the Embarrass River, CPO
Mieure issued three written warnings to a
Mattoon man for minor equipment violations.
While patrolling for deer enforcement over the
youth firearm deer season, CPO Mieure issued
four written warnings for failure to wear blaze
orange to subjects from Fairland, Villa Grove,
Charleston, and Hindsboro.
CPO Greuel cited a Gays man for hunting
without a valid hunting license and failure to
wear blaze orange required during the youth
firearm deer season. The subject was also
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issued warnings for no valid deer permit and
no valid habitat stamp.
CUMBERLAND COUNTY
CPO Moody cited a Montrose man for trapping
out of season. The man was also given a
warning for trapping without the landowner’s
permission.
DOUGLAS COUNTY
CPO Moody cited an Arcola man for hunting
deer over bait.
SHELBY COUNTY
CPO Moody cited a Shelbyville man and
woman for hunting without the landowner’s
permission.
District 13 – Sgt. Eric Manker (Counties: Bond,
Clinton, Madison, Monroe, Montgomery,
Randolph, St. Clair & Washington)
CLINTON COUNTY
CPO Tapley checked two crappie fishermen
and found that they had 13 short crappie in
their possession. The fish were returned to the
water, and citations were issued for failure to
immediately release short fish.
MADISON COUNTY
CPO Liebl was checking archery deer hunters
at Horseshoe Lake State Park at a draw area.
Only eight hunters are allowed to hunt the
area per week. A check of the vehicles in the
parking area revealed a hunter that had a
permit for the previous week, but not for that
day. CPO Liebl waited for the hunter to come
out for the evening and spoke to him about
hunting during the wrong dates. The hunter
stated he thought he could hunt through the
youth season, even though the exact dates
were listed on the windshield card that he had
in his vehicle. The man was issued a citation
for unlawfully hunting without a valid state
park permit.
CPO Gushleff investigated a complaint from
a landowner in rural Bethalto. It was found
that the subject had a deer stand right on
the property line, facing the complainant’s
property. The suspect also had a mineral block
right under the stand. When CPO Gushleff
showed up on October 1 for the archery
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Police . . . continued
opener, the subject was hunting in the stand.
The suspect had removed the mineral block.
When asked about it, he said he removed it
because he was told if he removed it 10 days
before he hunts, it was legal. CPO Gushleff
cited him for putting food out for deer.
RANDOLPH COUNTY
CPO Sievers checked an archery hunter who
had placed deer cocaine on his hunting property
last winter and had broadcast soybeans on top
of the ground in an attempt to make a food plot.
The hunter was not hunting over the salt lick
or the soybeans. The hunter believed that since
the deer cocaine was not visible, it was no
longer there. The subject was advised that the
salt lick and soybeans needed to be removed,
and he was issued a written warning for making
food available to deer.
District 14 – Sgt. Jeff Cariens 14 (Counties:
Franklin, Gallatin, Hamilton, Hardin,
Jefferson, Pope, Saline, White)
FRANKLIN COUNTY
CPO Diggins made a traffic stop on a UTV
operating on IL. Rt. 34. The female operator,
who was traveling to a nearby field to pick
her husband up from farming, was issued
a written warning for operating on a state
highway. CPO Lay continues to patrol and
monitor deer stands. CPO Williams cited a
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subject for hunting over bait.
JEFFERSON COUNTY
Numerous deer complaints have been received
regarding multiple dead deer being dumped
in creeks, hunting by the use/aid of bait, and
unlawful take of a deer from a vehicle with a
firearm. Investigations are ongoing.
POPE COUNTY
CPO Williams investigated a TIP complaint
concerning the unlawful take of a deer.
Although no deer was found, an unlawfully
taken wild turkey was discovered; and a
citation for possession was issued.
CPO Johnson is investigating the unlawful
take of two deer. One deer was shot with a
rifle from the road. Another deer was killed
with a crossbow from the road.
District 15 – Sgt. Dave Hyatt (Counties:
Clay, Crawford, Edwards, Effingham,
Fayette, Jasper, Lawrence, Marion,
Richland, Wabash & Wayne)
CRAWFORD COUNTY
CPO Roper was checking youth shotgun
hunters when he observed a hunter pulled
off in a known hunting area. When the hunter
walked out of the timber, CPO Roper performed
a compliance check. It was discovered that the
individual was not wearing the required blaze
orange for archery hunters during the youth
firearm season, and a citation was issued.
EFFINGHAM COUNTY
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After being advised of an issue by a concerned
citizen, CPO Smith issued several written
warnings to a landowner who was trying to
control the muskrat population in his pond
because the muskrats were destroying the pond
embankment. The landowner set out some leg
hold traps and caught a raccoon in one. CPO
Smith, with help from the concerned citizen,
released the raccoon from the trap. CPO Smith
met with the landowner and explained the
legalities of what he was doing. The landowner
was given the contact information for licensed
nuisance trappers in the area.
JASPER COUNTY
CPO Taylor received a complaint about two
groups of dogs chasing deer. CPO Taylor
identified the owner of the dogs and issued him
two citations for allowing dogs to pursue deer.
This subject had already been warned multiple
times in the past about his dogs chasing deer.
District 16 – Sgt. K. Taylor (Counties:
Alexander, Jackson, Johnson, Massac,
Perry, Pulaski, Union & Williamson)
PERRY COUNTY
CPO Lewis was on patrol the first day of the
youth firearm deer season when he observed
a pickup truck parked on the side of the road in
a remote area. An investigation of the vehicle

determined the vehicle owner was likely bow
hunting nearby. So as not to disturb the hunter,
CPO Lewis continued down the road to a dead
end where he had to turn around. As he was
approaching the truck the second time, CPO
Lewis observed a bow hunter, in full camouflage,
walking toward the road. Upon seeing CPO
Lewis, the hunter ducked into some brush to
hide. CPO Lewis stopped and spoke with the
hunter. The hunter advised he was attempting
to hide because he did not want CPO Lewis to
see him. He had just remembered it was gun
season and forgot to wear the required blaze
orange. The hunter was cited for failure to wear
blaze orange while archery hunting during the
youth firearm season.
CPO Lay received information and photographs
of a baited deer stand. The investigation is
ongoing. CPO Johnson gave a presentation
to six groups of children at the DuQuoin State
Fairgrounds. The presentation engaged the
children in topics ranging from boat safety to
hunting safety and ethics. One 5-year-old was
very excited about seeing the 17 animals.
During the introduction, the CPOs laughed
because the boy raised his hand and asked,
“How long you gonna talk because this is
boring, and we want to see the animals.”
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of course and may or may not
be deemed as necessary to
The Shotgun Shop • PO Box 212 • Arnold, MO 63010 • 636-282-4379 disclose or charge for such
a slight effort. In the event
theshotgunshop@hotmail.com • TheShotgunShop.net
of sufficient input being
13 years published in ASO Magazine!
necessary, it is advisable to
notify the owner about the
discovered error and let the
choice of expenditure belong
in their hands, if the error
does not call for mandatory
correction or isn’t necessary
Nobody expects blame for a fault
in a mechanism untouched since the
for the job to proceed.
factory, mainly due to an owner unwilling
discovered but not caused by them, but
it has been known for the mechanism
to entertain the thought that the maker
could ever do anything improper (even
defect(s) in question to sometimes create
undeserved attitude directed at the one
though worker errors are well-known, like
encouraging correction. Some conditions
automobile “lemons”), so it must be the
fault of the discoverer. This is known as a
getting temporary alleviation may have
been compromised by the lack of time
“time bomb”, or the last one that touches
it – dies. Potential or repeated (and in their
or proper materials for lasting repair,
but pragmatic temporary decisions to
mind, unwarranted) blame events have
made some decide that defects or rigged
hurry something back into use will need
eventual correction later. If the earlier juryrepairs located are to be re-rigged or left
unannounced to the owner and pass the
rig has not been disclosed to the owner,
Recoil pad or buttplate screw
buck to the next unfortunate set of hands.
or if ownership changes without relevant
holes being loose is a common
notes passed along, the next one inside
Minor problems are bound to
problem encountered, and some of the
be discovered in mechanisms with
just might get tagged with the problem –
“improvements” to pad/plate retention or
sometimes even if it was disclosed upon
considerable use and/or age, and in many
screwhole fit can be a mere inconvenience,
cases these will be corrected as a matter
discovery. This situation may also occur
and others might be the equivalent of

OWNING PROBLEMS
OTHERS CAUSED

the “can of worms”. The recoil pad in the
center was enterprisingly snugged by
wrapping the screw threads with strips of
electrical tape (double yellow arrow), and
a similar “genius” improved the screw fit at
the right arrow tip by using what looks to
be string wrap to keep the pad snug. That
proved to be insufficient since the holes
also have had sleeves of aluminum foil
jammed in place, and one segment is seen
in the top right image stuck on the screw
tip used for extraction from the nearby hole
in the wood. The two pads seen on the left
were special cases, with the first having
some white caulk or similar residue affixing
the pad to some extent, and the next pad
showing evidence of incidental varnish (or
similar finishing product) creating a sticky
joint line that in both cases could have
made stock edge damage likely if prying
tools needed to be brought into action. A
razor can usually work better to separate
surfaces in a similar condition if a slight
gap of opportunity can allow the slim blade
enough entry to complete the division.
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A trio of extractors in this next picture
has the pivot-to-plunger span bracketed
to show that the end two are similar, and
the knock-off specimen in the middle has
considerably more inbuilt dimension. The
two end items are comparable, but the
thickness and other differences make
interchange inadvisable especially due to
the hook corner differential being greater
in the item on the right. The left extractor
might go in, but not be correct, and an
interchange is not certain to be recognized
by someone (such as an average shooter)
unfamiliar with these differences. The
“special” center sample might be able to
go in, as the others might, but if the excess
length bottomed out in the recess, strikes
in the barrel/chamber area or during the
bolt stroke might cause incidental damage
due to interference or parts clash.
The level of damage revealed during
disassembly can at times be extensive,
as this stock happens to show. A pair of
opposing sides each cracked (indicated by
the arrow ends) and the main structural
center developed a 3-legged Y split.
All together, each side has become an
independent section not acting as a
whole, with the remainder support being
due to the structural surroundings of the
frame sections and sidelock plates. The
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contact present for the recoil forces was
bound to be absorbed just in the edges
instead of across a broad contact section,
and being so highly localized would tend
to find any grain line faults that could
be encouraged to separate. As it was,
the age of the shotgun and level of use
made it seem fortunate that no sections
had become free pieces – with all of the
relocation difficulties of getting more
than one end properly located during reattachment.
clamping forces of the assembled parts in
place can inhibit independent movement
of the separated segments, but the
fractures make the creeping of contact
faces and split lines during recoil impact
forces an encouragement for the splits to
widen and wear down the matching faces
needing to be rejoined.
After the stock cracks were remedied,
the fit that was missing from the time of
manufacture became evident in the lack of
wood contact along the back of the frame.
Note the apparent gap between the metal
and wood that is rather considerable
in the red bracketed section at the top,
and the lower bracket denotes the light
seen between the faces that should be
contacting, not gapped. The minimal

Todd and Derek
Stephens with their
Fulton County Bucks.
Congrats on a great
day spent with your
brother. Thanks
to Shae Birkey for
sharing the photo.
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Thurs: All-You-Can-Eat Walleye • Fri. & Sat.: Roasted Prime Rib

BUSINESS FOR SALE!
410 Locust St. • 309.244.9488

OPEN 7 DAYS!
Tutt’s is a complete supply
store for fishing, camping
& much more…
Right next to
MILLE LACS LAKE
27358 State Highway 18
Garrison, MN 56450
320-692-4341
Fish@TuttsBait.com
www.TuttsBait.com
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ILLINOIS MUZZLELOADER DEER
SEASON PRELIMINARY RESULTS

During the 3-day Muzzleloader Deer Season (Dec. 8-10), Illinois deer hunters harvested a preliminary total of 3,700
deer, compared to 3,308 in 2016. Harvest sex ratios were 55% does and 45% males (2040:1660). Top five counties
were Pike (168), Adams (120), Jefferson (112), Randolph (103), and Fulton (102).
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Johnson

46

56

Kane

1

6

Kankakee

14

20

Kendall

5

5

Knox

52

50

LaSalle

34

20

County

2016

2017

Clinton

7

21

Gallatin

22

18

Lawrence

37

36

Adams

105

120

Coles

19

20

Greene

41

40

Lee

33

18

Alexander

28

31

Crawford

27

23

Grundy

13

20

Livingston

16

5

Bond

14

13

Cumberland

24

18

Hamilton

39

37

Logan

19

24

Boone

2

0

DeKalb

2

3

Hancock

76

85

Macon

25

21

Brown

57

78

DeWitt

15

25

Hardin

44

63

Macoupin

49

59

Bureau

65

54

Douglas

7

8

Henderson

25

31

Madison

33

24

Calhoun

46

62

Edgar

19

23

Henry

20

20

Marion

51

66

Carroll

26

27

Edwards

17

22

Iroquois

32

40

Marshall

26

24

Cass

27

43

Effingham

26

23

Jackson

68

90

Mason

15

27

Champaign

15

29

Fayette

43

47

Jasper

29

52

Massac

23

18

Christian

26

27

Ford

4

4

Jefferson

84

112

McDonough

37

39

Clark

52

60

Franklin

60

65

Jersey

16

20

McHenry

10

13

Clay

31

47

Fulton

92

102

JoDaviess

84

72

McLean

25

19

UPCOMING CONCEALED
CARRY CLASSES:
FEB 24 & 25 • MARCH 24 & 25

16hr classes are $100 8hr classes are $50
We also offer Basic Handgun, Advanced Concealed
Carry, and Tactical AR15 classes. ITFT is your one
stop shop for all your shooting and hunting supply
needs, including ammo, magazines and
firearm sales/ rental available.

309-306-1359

Email: ILTacticalFirearmsTraining@gmail.com

www.TacticalFirearmsSupply.com

BUY • SELL • TRADE

SALES & SERVICE ON ALL OUTBOARD MOTORS!

310 Derby St. • Pekin, IL 61554
(309) 346-7018

Let us
help you
keep your
boat in
the water!

Like Us on Facebook.com/ShipmanMarineandGun

QUILLER’S OUTBOARD AND KAWASAKI
922 South Park Street • Hardin, Illinois 62047
PHONE: 618-576-9466
QuillersOutboard.com

*************************************************************************************

BOATING SEASON IS HERE!

2017 SILVERWAVE 210 ALSO AVAILABLE
ISLAND F PONTOON
Dealer Demo
230
ISLAND
CL
with a 150 HP
4-Stroke Suzuki

Champagne in color
Powered with a 90 HP 4-Stroke Suzuki Call for special pricing
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Menard

32

25

Mercer

32

50

Monroe

22

28

Montgomery

19

24

Morgan

22

26

Moultrie

9

10

Ogle

41

20

Peoria

37

42

Perry

40

75

Piatt

6

6

Pike

160

168

Pope

48

77

Pulaski

18

25

Putnam

19

14

Randolph

88

103

Richland

29

18

Rock Island

39

22

Saline

37

57

Sangamon

40

40

Schuyler

50

71

Scott

12

20

Shelby

36

45

Stark

9

9

St. Clair

13

21

Stephenson

17

22

Tazewell

14

25

Union

63

64

Vermilion

46

31

Wabash

19

9

Warren

29

28

Washington

36

35

Wayne

46

65

White

37

40

Whiteside

31

29

Will

31

15

Williamson

45

47

Winnebago

13

13

Woodford

23

36

3308

3700

Totals
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IDNR CONSERVATION POLICE ISSUE MORE THAN
1,800 CITATIONS AND WARNINGS TO VIOLATORS
DURING ILLINOIS’ BUSIEST HUNTING SEASON

SPRINGFIELD, IL – While firearm deer
hunters in Illinois took more than 80,000
deer during the state’s busiest hunting
season, Illinois Department of Natural
Resources (IDNR) Conservation Police
report just four hunting-related accidents
were reported, three of them involving
injuries resulting from tree stand falls.
At the same time, Conservation Police
officers were busy enforcing wildlife laws
and hunting regulations in and around the
2017 Firearm Deer Season, issuing more
than 1,800 citations and written warnings
for hunting-related violations statewide
from November 13 through December 4.
“Our Conservation Police officers
want hunters to be safe, and we remind
them to make sure their elevated tree
stands are secure and in good working
order, and that they always use a Fall
Arrest System harness to be as safe
as possible when hunting,” said Rafael
Gutierrez, chief of the IDNR Conservation
Police. “We also want poachers and other
violators to know that our CPOs are in the
field with them, and violators will face
charges if they are hunting illegally.”
As part of the three-week hunting

• Fishing
• Moose Hunting
• Camping
• Cabins
•E
 xcellent Bear Hunting- 90%
Success Rate

enforcement effort, Conservation Police
officers issued 831 citations and 971
written warnings.
CPOs seized 16
firearms from violators, along with more
than 430 pounds of deer meat, eight deer
antlers/skulls, five deer heads, one truck,
one utility vehicle, as well as archery
equipment, tree stands, trail cameras,
bait samples, permits, illegal drugs and
drug paraphernalia.

The 2017 Illinois Firearm Deer Season
was conducted on Nov. 17-19 and Nov.
30-Dec. 3. Other Illinois hunting seasons
remain open, including waterfowl and
upland game seasons, and archery deer
and additional firearm deer seasons,
and details on all hunting seasons can
be found the IDNR website at www.dnr.
illinois.gov.

7995 North Gilmore Road • Fairfield, OH 45014

www.grubco.com

Mighty Mealys - 500 - $10.00
Great for trout. 2X large size
Waxworms - 500 - $14.00
Creamy white. 3/4” long
Superworms - 500 - $15.00
1-1/2” to 2” long.

Redworms - 100 - $7.00
2-3 inches long
Spikes - 500 - $8.00
1/2” long, red or white
Grub Pack - $6.95
50 large mealworms, 50 mighty mealys,
50 waxworms & 50 superworms

* prices do not include shipping

Great selection, low price, and unbeatable quality. Since 1951.

Phone orders call 800-222-3563
Visa, MasterCard, Discover & American Express
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THOSE FASCINATING
FISH OF ALASKA
By ‘Bobber’ Anne

Startled by the heavy ‘whooshing’
of water behind us, Dan Gapen, Sr. and I
turned just in time to see a huge fish tail
slip below the surface. It occurred a mere
30 feet away. The Humpback whale, one of
several in a pod, had snuck up on us; now
they surrounded our boat underwater as
they passed by.
Moments after their passage Dan’s rod
tip arched heavily toward water surface.
Something big and heavy had taken his oneounce Ugly Bug Jig®.
“Dan, that’s no Rockfish,” commented
Dan our guide from Pybus Point Lodge on
Admiralty Island, Alaska.
“It’s probably a Halibut--they often take

smaller jigs my guests use when fishing for
Rockfish and Lingcod.”
The heavy pressure continued on my
partner’s rod as line peeled off his reel. With
reel drag set at 30 pounds with 40-pound
Kevlar line, line still went out! Finally, it slowed
to a stop. It must have reached bottom.
Our guide now moved the boat directly
over the stubborn fish. Electronics showed
a depth of 120 feet. Dan’s fish had been
hooked on the edge of a hump that rested
50 feet below surface. The hump’s top was
a flat plateau holding dozens of Rockfish
and Lingcod. Dan’s presentation must have
slipped off the flat and down the slope where
it had come in contact with a big predator
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Pybus Point Resort and it’s beautiful surroundings
probably heading up to feed
on the cod or Rockfish.
When directly over
the heavy adversary, Dan
employed an odd trick
sometimes used to move a
huge stubborn Lake Trout off
bottom. He lifted the rod into a
deep arch, the beat repeatedly
on the rod’s butt. That did it!
Below, the big fish sped off
sideways, then upward.
After that it was just
give, and take---the fish ran,
he reeled in what he could.
Again, he beat on the rod
butt which made everything The 2 Dan’s, myself with
a couple of little guys
repeat itself. After a while

The Ol’ Man Dan
with his 26-pound
Yelloweye Rockfish
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the big ol’ fish had had enough. It slapped
towards surface. Still a few feet down, the
guide confirmed his suspicions.
“Halibut--a good one!” He gaffed into a
57-pound flatfish and it was hauled aboard.
“Anne, the next one of these is yours,
even if I hook it,” my partner announced.
“What?! You’re always saying that old
men can catch big fish-- I’m pretty sure you
can handle what presents itself on your line!”
I told him as he settled slowly into a boat seat.
This was our first day of a seven-day
trip. And yes, those huge halibut can wear
you out, so maybe that’s what he was
thinking about. Looking back, he did trick
me into fighting a whole lot of them to boat!
Fighting those over 100 lbs. has been likened
to hauling up a tabletop or Volkswagen!
On day two I hooked into a 90-pounder. If
you hold the rod butt into your stomach while
reeling, after a few big fish you’ll have a really
bruised stomach. So I found that if you just
stick the rod butt into the rod holder and crank
on it that way you won’t get as sore. Then it’s
just your arms that will be sore. Because those
big buggers fight on and on!
“Ok then, buddy---I’ll call your bluff if
I can fight these barn doors in this way!” I
told him after fighting one for 15 minutes
this way. He agreed with a big grin on his
face. He always appreciates innovative
ways to handle fish situations. So that
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sealed it--during the last days of the trip I
was picked to land in the monsters. But I did
get the ‘top dog’ coming in at 178 pounds.
But talking about big flatfish isn’t the
only reason for this article. The smaller
varieties of reef fish available to the angler
must also be mentioned. In our planet’s
oceans there are about five dozen species
of Rockfish, of these at least 36 varieties
inhabit many of the reefs and humps
surrounding Alaska and its islands. Of those
we encountered, all would make excellent
table fare, but we didn’t keep many. As far
as the tackle required to fish them, your
ordinary bass or
walleye rod and reel
combo will certainly
be substantial.
Fishing these
humps for the
smaller species is
entertaining to say
the least! You can
pull up spiny, polka
dotted,
striped,
spooky, gross, or
beautiful--weird
things come from
the depths. One of
the most common
This Octopus was
characteristics of a
incredibly strong
Rockfish, though, is

Let Raber Process Your Deer!
Raber does full processing of your deer &
all products are full processed in our plant.
Like us on

spines. There can be as many as 8 running
along the head and back. Pictured are a
couple types we caught.
When we were there a few years back,
it was normal to keep most of the halibut
guests caught. Our concern was eventually
a depleted fishery. At this time, though, the
fishery seems to be hanging in there just fine.
So if you’re headed there take along your
medium tackle to pursue the fun odd fish. Jigs,
medium for the smaller fish and HUGE for
halibut will be your primary bait. The Gapen
Ugly Bug® is perfect for this application.
To receive 5-star treatment at a beautiful

Author with a
Yelloweye Rockfish
and a China Rockfish

lodge, Pybus Point Lodge is one such
place. The food is remarkable, the fishing
tremendous, great cabins. Toll free number
is 800-947-9287 or check out their website.
See you on the water!

Humpback whale breaches next to
our fishing boat

Lingcod were also part
of our catch

Not the prettiest, the
Quillback Rockfish is
a fun and unique one
to pursue

On Beautiful Reelfoot Lake, TN
STAY FOR ONE DAY OR A MONTH!

We guarantee your stay to be
relaxing & enjoyable!
Come as a guest, leave as a friend!

The Peoria Area’s Premier Deer
Sausage & Salami Maker Since 1955

Choose from more than 20
different sausage products
made from your deer meat!
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WE ALSO
SMOKE TURKEY
& GEESE!

POPULAR CHOICES:
Barbeque Sticks • Salami & Cheese Sticks
Jalapeno & Cheese Salami
Bratwurst, Polish or Summer Sausage
1413 N. Raber Rd.
Peoria, Illinois 61604
Off Farmington Rd.
Across fom Peoria
Speedway

309.673.0721 • After Hours: 309.369.7631

FREE WiFi in all the Cabins!
Cottages with Kitchen
Phone • Cable TV • Pool

COME VISIT THE
“QUAKE LAKE”

Like us on
Facebook!

Crappie, Bass, Catfish,
Bluegill, Ducks, Geese,
Eagle Watching…
WE HAVE IT ALL!

HOME OF 8-TIME NATIONAL CRAPPIE
CHAMPION RONNIE CAPPS!
Watch his TV show, “Crappie Time”
on the World Fishing Network.

Call Toll Free: 888-465-6523
or 731-253-6523
www.lakereelfoot.net
boyettesresort@lakereelfoot.net
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PIGS AND PREDATORS
IN WEST TEXAS

By Darrell Sterling

How can you beat that combination
in West Texas? It’s impossible because
that area of the country cannot be beat
for the abundance of predators and the
size of their pigs especially their Javalina.
You can find this unique little vampire of a
pig throughout Central and South America
and in the southwestern area of the U.S.
The average size is around 35-50 pounds.
The biggest are in Brazil but here in the
states it’s in West Texas. The best part and
this is where it gets good, is the Javalina
average size jumps up almost 10 pounds
but only in West Texas! Percentage wise
that is an amazing increase in size. The
very largest of the species can only be
found in Brazil where they can weigh as
much as 80 pounds!
I personally have a thing for fangs,
tusks, and claws. The nastier the animal
the more I like it. I have had the privilege
of hunting warthogs in South Africa and
Russian boars so I was itching to get
after these tough little critters. You can’t
of course hunt in Texas without taking
advantage of the night life which isn’t
in the bars and honkey-tonks it means
you get your head lamps fully charged
grab your favorite caller and stay out late
hollowing at the moon and bagging some
coyotes.
I had hunted with West Texas Hunting
Organization before and Mike McKinny
can set you up on self-guided hunts giving
you access to some incredible country or
you can do semi-guided hunts where you
are shown around the property which
will have bait sites for the pigs and hot
spots for the predators. I choose to go
fully guided as I was hoping to take a
real trophy Javalina. I have never seen
one before other than on TV so judging
a 48-pound animal from a 54 pounder
might prove to be difficult. The guide can
tell you yes there are 7 pigs at the feeder
but the largest one in the bunch isn’t what
you are after. If left to my own devices I
would shoot the largest pig which could
be a waste of a tag. You are allowed to
take two Javalina per year so you do have
a mulligan if needed.
I wanted to take two studs boars as I
think these exceptional animals make for

an awesome mount. The problem was my
luck on this hunt was just about all bad.
My flight coming in was a half day late
costing me valuable hunting time. The
worst part was Mike was sick and could
not make the hunt.
The main problem was Mike had the
high rack which you really need to hunt
predators in this part of the country.
If your hunting on the ground which
we did some it’s a disaster because there
is such thick cover and tall grass by the
time you get eyes glaring back at you it’s
too late they are on top of you. I would
ease my gun over into place and poof they
would be gone. We had a coyote that got
to within 75 feet from us but believe it or
not he stayed in and out of thick brush
presenting us with no shot opportunities
from the ground. If we had been in a
high rack that would have been one less
predator wreaking havoc.
My guide was a local who lived in the
tiny town of Van Horn which was only 15
minutes away from camp. The man’s name
was Lee Choate and really this is where I
got extremely lucky because he was one
hell of a good guide and guy. I have done
a lot of guided hunts and you can get a
great guide but he has no personality

and it’s uncomfortable even being around
them. If your hunting pigs during the day
and predators at night that means your
logging a lot of time together so having an
enjoyable person to hunt with can make or

break the hunt. I had a blast with Lee who
has had an amazing life living in that area.
He shot three mountain lions off a tall
mountain just behind our camp back when
he was a younger man with his Dad, now

IN HOUSE BOAT SHOW JANUARY 31-FEB 4

TROUTT & SONS, INC.
18050 County Road 1000, St. James, MO.

800-843-9677 * www.trouttandsons.com

“Promoting hunter safety and enabling disadvantaged hunters
to turn outdoor adventures into lifetime memories”
Our organization provides opportunities to the disadvantaged of the community in order to get
them out into nature whether it be hunting, fishing, four-wheeling or anything in between.
We have gone as far west as Montana for an elk hunt and south to Louisiana for an
alligator hunt. We also promote hunter safety because the organization was formed in
memory of Jared Burke, as he was killed in a hunting accident in 1999.
“Turning Outdoor Adventures into Lifetime Memories”

JARED BURKE FOUNDATION RAFFLE
GRAND PRIZE:

All Expense Paid Antelope Hunt at Cayuse Hills Outfitters - Shawmut, Montana
for one hunter and one observer. Lodging will be in Big Timber, Montana
Hunt includes all permit fees - Lodging - Guide Service - $1,000 Visa Gift Card
Additional information on hunting in Montana Hunting can be obtained by visiting the Montana
Fish Wildlife and Parks Website. All permits need to be applied for by June 01, 2018
The hunt will take place in Sept-Oct of 2018

2ND PRIZE: 2 Night Weekend Stay at JJ’s Hideout and Lodging in Beautiful Shawnee
National Forest for up to 8 people • 3RD PRIZE: Winchester Super X 4 12 Guagem Shotgun
chambered in 3.5” • 4TH PRIZE: ARMSCOR 1911 9mm Pistol • 5TH PRIZE: Reconyx Game
CameraTo be drawn February 17, 2018 at theJBF Banquet at Germantown Legion

Tickets: 1 for $10 - 3 for $20

Please take a moment to check out our website www.jaredburkefoundation.com or check us out on Facebook.
You can also email jbfadventure@yahoo.com or call 618-973-3134 for more information or for donations.
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he takes his 11-year-old daughter hunting
all the time.
The farmers will pay him $1.00 per
rabbit he can kill. Lee drives around and
shines lights off the side of his truck as his
young daughter shoulders her 20-gauge
shotgun and lets them have it, this deadly
duo will kill 75-100 rabbits! Lee only does
this to bond with his daughter and to pass
along his hunting heritage. How can you
not get along with a guy like that?
I got to camp late after traveling from
Upstate New York right across the border
from Canada to West Texas right where
I was now right across the border from
Mexico. You would think I would have had
the sense to get some rest after all the
last 17 hours of traveling had been hell
but no I was too pumped up and had to
do a little predator calling before hitting
the rack. I was only calling for about 15
minutes when I get eyes crossing in front
of me wanting to find the jack rabbit in
distress which I was calling out on my Fro
Pro. I was hunting alone so clicked of my
head lamp and turned on my scope light
and tried to reacquire my target but to no
avail. The eyes had disappeared. I was
bummed. It is so much easier to call in
pairs than going alone.
I keep at it before getting some much
needed sleep. We woke up early the next
day and I was jet lagged and groggy from
lack of sleep. Lee had told me that the
Javalina were plentiful and we should
have no problems tagging out the first
day so we could really concentrate on the
predators. I have never taken a bobcat
and they were plentiful in our area. I was
excited to get it started. We headed out
to a promising area with lots of Javalina
tracks by a watering trough and a feeder
but nothing came our way. Lee was
surprised because they had seen some
pigs out of the same area just a few days
before my arrival. We loaded up and went
scouting other areas to decide which spot
would be best for our evening hunt. We
spotted two coyotes out in the middle
of the day chasing quail which were
everywhere. We were unable to get a shot
on the dogs as they were on the move. We
did however find a nice water hole that
was beaten down with tracks. It was a hot
day in the mid 80’s so we thought our best
bet would be to sit over water.
The plan was sound but once again
nothing showed up except for a white
coyote which ran across the far end of
the watering hole. I just admired that
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beautiful coyote as he cruised on by. I
had never seen a white coyote. We had
a long day of hunting but it wasn’t over
yet. We grabbed some supper and went
out calling. We were only 10 minutes into
it when I noticed eyes to my far left.
I told Lee I thought it was a bobcat and
although the animal would not break from
cover I was going to shoot for the eyes.
Lee agreed and I squeezed the trigger. The
eyes disappeared and we both heard the
hit. Lee laughed and said no more eyes
lets go get it. We made our way over but
never found the bobcat. Lee said there was
so much brush everywhere it probably just
died under some cover and we would find
it after our morning pig hunt the next day.
We went back to the watering hole and
had no luck but on the way out we spotted
mountain lion tracks all over the area so

we had a good idea why the Javalina
were making themselves scarce.
We went back to scouting to find an
area for the evening hunt. The problem was
high winds moved into our hunting area
with a steady 20 mph winds with gusts
up close to 40 mph. We stayed optimistic
but the high winds had us concerned, even
though we moved to a new area we still
had not seen one Javalina, not even off
in the distance. We went back to find my
bobcat but we never did. I was crushed
because we both had heard the whack
and thought the shot was good but we
looked hard and never found the cat. I had
a booked a standard 3-day hunt and it was
looking as if I might head home empty
handed. How could that be I was in hog
heaven and predator paradise?
The night hunt that evening did produce
some action as we had an owl swoop in and
literally try to pick up my external speaker
with its talons and fly off. It was a wild sight
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to see. I had complained to Lee that we
needed to get off the ground for tomorrow
night’s predator hunt as we couldn’t see
through the thick cover. Lee cleaned off
enough room in his pickup truck so could set
folding chair in the bed of the truck giving us
a higher vantage point. It wasn’t a high rack
but I was hoping this would work better for
us. We called for a while and moved around
to different spots finally we got eyes glaring
at us in the thick grass to the right of Lee the
only problem was I was sitting to Lee’s left.
We tried to play musical chairs so I could get
into position to take the shot but by the time
we got situated the coyote was long gone. If
we had a high rack I could have easily moved
over into position and we would have had
another dog down. The hunt was becoming
frustrating but I was enjoying the wonderful
scenery that is West Texas. Gorgeous
mountains and prairies. I also took pleasure
in getting to hang out with Lee.
The final morning, we went to a

Located in the beautiful Piney Region of Central Missouri.
It’s really Hog Heaven! Beautiful lodging accommodations!

Hunt Hogs • Rams • Black Buck
Spanish Goats • Sika • Elk
Fallow Red, Whitetail & Axis Deer

Call Justin at 314-952-4346
www.stonecreekhunting.com

6-YEAR

POWERTRAIN
WARRANTY

ON COMPACT UTILITY TRACTORS
You can search from one end of Illinois
to the other. You will not – we repeat –
you will NOT find a 6-Year Powertrain
Warranty on a compact utility tractor
that equals the one that comes
standard with every John Deere
Compact Utility Tractor.

PETERSBURG • 18517 Kelly Street • 217-632-7767
HAVANA • 1105 State Route 97 • 309-543-6303

Sloans.com
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new area where Tyler another guide for
West Texas Hunting Organization (WTHO)
had taken an elk hunter and saw a lot of
Javalina eating hay that was left out for
the elk.
We did not see any pigs that morning
as the wind was howling but we saw
a herd of elk with a couple of very nice
bulls. West Texas is not known for elk but
they do have free ranging herds. The elk
were introduced into the area in the early
1960’s and are doing quite well there. I
was wishing I had a bull elk tag as the
herd bull was 6 by 6 stud who stopped to
look us over.
I was seeing looks of game, like
quail, coyotes, elk, tons of jack rabbits,
road runners who are very cool looking,
mountain lion tracks, but still had not
seen a single Javalina. Lee was more
upset than I was as he baffled by the
disappearance of these critters. He kept
saying I have never had such a tough
time getting a Javalina. I considered the
hunt successful as we had accomplished
two of the most important things when
hunting #1. Stay safe and #2. Have fun,
which I was doing. Lee went to town that
afternoon and bought some deer corn to
spread around a couple of the feeders
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hoping it might be the attractant that
we needed. Lee also explained that they
accidentally got double booked and he
needed to go meet with some bird hunters
who were coming into camp that night.
He was going to set me up and come get
me once the shooting light was gone. I
was Ok with going alone the pigs were
either going to show up or not. I got out
of the truck and we started walking when
I noticed movement.
I knew right away the Javalina were
already at the feeder and it was only 1:30
in the afternoon! Javalina are mostly
nocturnal moving mostly at last light. I
grabbed Lee and whispered we have pigs
at the feeder game on!
I slowly laid my predator chair on the
ground and handed Lee my range finder.
I grabbed my shooting sticks and slowly
jacked a shell into the chamber. We bent
over low and slowly started stalking
toward them. Javalina have poor eye sight
but good hearing and an excellent sense of
smell. We had the strong wind blowing in
our face so it negated their sense of smell
and they were so busy crunching corn we
had no problem weaving our way from
bush to bush to get to within 130 yards.
Lee told me we could get closer to the

pigs who were pretty occupied but I didn’t
want to risk it and was quite comfortable
with the shot. We had seven Javalina at
the feeder milling around with a couple
of very large boars. Lee looked them all
over before telling me to shoot the one by
the water trough. I was setting my sites
on him when Lee changed his mind at the
last minute as he said wait there is an
even bigger one under the feeder do you
think you can hit him? I nodded I just had
to wait for a smaller pig to move out of the
way and for the big boy to turn just a little
for me. He did and I smoked him with my
223. He dropped like a rock.
It was chaos from there as the pigs
scattered everywhere. I jacked another
shell in and told Lee I can take two (as
that is the legal limit). The pigs were on
the run but I located what I thought to be
the next biggest one and found him in my
scope as he was running away. I broke the
trigger and just like that the shootout was
over and I had tagged out! I cowboyed up
real good blasting away at the two pigs
in short order. I was tickled I was able to
work the action so quickly and downed
what seemed to be two very nice hogs.
Lee was thrilled as well. The frustration
was over and on the last evening we got
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it done. Lee had to call his wife to meet
the bird hunters to bring them into camp
as we were busy collecting my pigs. The
largest of the two really turned out to
be a monster. I will have him officially
measured but I am pretty sure he will easy
make the top 5 in the record books. I not
only scored on a great pig to mount but
we took an all-time giant Javalina in the
process. I really want to thank Lee and
West Texas Hunting Organization (WTHO)
for another successful adventure. I flew
home a tired but happy man.
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PEORIA COUNTY DEER
SEASON SUCCESS
The first season of shotgun season
was very slow due to the warm weather.
We managed to get two 5-point bucks
during the first weekend. Gary Farris
and his wife Renee got them both in the
morning hours. Gary got his on-Friday
November 17th and Renee got hers on
Sunday November 19th.   Then during the
second weekend of shotgun season, it too
was very slow due to the warmer weather
and the wind. But Casey Farris, Gary and
Renee’s son got his 8-point buck and his
Godfather Jerry Weistart shot a nice 8
point also both on Sunday December 3rd in
the afternoon. This was on a private farm
in the north-west part of Peoria County.
There is nothing better than hunting and
getting meat for the winter for all of us and
all of us hunting and helping each other out
during the hunt. We all were there to help
field dress and get them in the truck. Thank
you ASO for providing a tool for all of us
hunters and fisherman to display our hard
work and accomplishments.

KRAIG’S GUNS

HOFSTATTER MATERIAL SERVICES
FIREARMS SALES AND TRANSFERS • NEW-USED-TRADES
Black Dirt-White Rock-Sand-Mulch-Decorative RockGrass Seed-Fertilizer-Landscape Supplies- TruckingExcavating, Landscaping, Mowing,
Brush Clearing on Trails, Dams & Levies

Kraig Hofstatter- Owner
205 Center St. Metamora, IL

Located on the West Edge of Metamora

Email: hms@mtco.com

Office: 309-367-6000

SALES, SERVICE & STORAGE

WWW.HOFSTATTERMATERIALS.COM

RIVERSIDE MOTEL,
CABINS &
BEULAH’S
COUNTRY HOME

19159 State Highway 19 • Eminence, MO 65466

Crestliner Boats

Crest Pontoon Boats

Open Year Round • Free Wireless Internet (at Motel Office)
Horsehoe Holler Horse Camp, RV Sites, Stewart’s Landing, Floating,
Fishing,Tubing, Hunting, Horseback Riding, Hiking and Golf
Enjoy the Ozark Mountains with us.

25565 Zier Rd. • Lanark, IL 61046
Email us at millersport@hotmail.com

573-226-3291 • riverq@centurytel.net
www.riversidemotelonline.com

www.millerssport.com

815-493-6401
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By John Simeone
If you intend
to
Squirrel
Hunt in the great state of Louisiana on
public land you have to contend with the
regulations on wildlife management areas
concerning Wild Hogs. You can’t carry
a center fire handgun to protect yourself
or buckshot or slugs for your shotgun
if its not modern firearm deer season.
Understandably this is suppose to protect
the deer from poachers. However a wild
hog may be hunted with small game
equipment. This includes all rimfires and
with shot no larger than #2 lead. I don’t
think I ever went squirrel hunting that I
didn’t run into a wild hog. Although a boar
seldom gets over 300 pounds it happens
and a 200 pounder can cut you to pieces.
This is why in these areas I carry a 22
Winchester Magnum.
A head shot on a hog at the base of
the ear even with a 22 long rifle will kill
instantly. Some have even done it with
an air rifle. To me the 22 magnum is the
bare minimum, but when its all you can
carry its better than nothing. You can take
a shoulder shot with the 22 magnum and
knock down a 200 pounder but be ready
for a second shot.

Of course the 22 magnum was never
intended for big game and is at it’s best
on small game like Squirrels and Rabbits
as far as edible game while Woodchucks,
Foxes, and Coyotes cover the vermin list. It
is certainly more powerful on edible game
than needed but the trick is to choose your
ammunition wisely and you can do just
about anything within the spectrum of the
22 magnum.
When I squirrel hunt with it I generally
use a full metal jacket for the first round
in the magazine. This acts about the same
as a 22 long rifle round and will not spoil
meat. If I encounter a hog either a FMJ or
a hollow point will do the job if needed.
I prefer Winchester standard 22 magnum
rounds as the Hollow Point and FMJ shoot
to the same point of aim.
With the trend toward suppressors,
subsonic ammo seems to be getting
popular. Now you can get sub sonic 22
mag ammo and this can be no different
than regular 22 long rifle rounds on edible

game. I suppose this is
great for the individual that
only owns a 22 magnum
although in my minds eye
I can see a rezero in order
to accommodate the lower My vintage Marlin Model 25 in 22 WMR and new
velocity.
Vortex Crossfire II 3x9 scope
I have tested the
properties of just about all 22 long rifle
at more than 50 yards and 25 yards is the
ammo types while exploring the World
reality rule. But there are creatures that
Squirrel Rifle Match (Top Gun Challenge)
warrant a little extra punch.
which I invented at Fort Polk Louisiana. The
While stationed at White Sands
22 magnum was also explored as many
Missile Range in New Mexico I discovered
wanted to know just what it would do.
Jack Rabbit Shooting. It was nothing to
     When you increase the velocity of a 22
shoot 3 to 4 hundred Jack Rabbits in one
long rifle round to 1500 fps you deal with
day with my Remington Speedmaster and
the law of diminishing returns as far as
a Bushnell 4 power scope. At first I used
accuracy due to the fact the bullet is not
Standard Remington Long Rifle hollow
jacketed like the 22 magnum. The hyper
points that I use for Squirrel Hunting.
velocity ammo seems to show this. Bottom
Ruark would have said that wasn’t enough
line you can’t make a 22 long rifle shoot like
gun. I then tried CCI Stingers, the results
a 22 magnum without the loss of bench rest
on impact were good but the accuracy
accuracy. The 22 magnum, however, is an
was a lot to be desired. I then discovered
inherently accurate round, good on small
Remington Yellow Jackets that made
game out to 200 yards. To be honest tree
everything come together as it had the
squirrels and rabbits are seldom engaged
extra speed to really thump a big Jack, but

MAX’S

COINS & FIREARMS
“SEE THE ROUND MAN FOR A SQUARE DEAL!”
GOLD & SILVER IS AT AN ALL TIME HIGH...
TURN THAT OLD JEWELRY INTO CASH!

This Gray Squirrel was not
damaged when proper ammo
is used for edible game.

OPEN M-F 9-5 • SAT 9-2 or by Appointment

217-774-4748

141 E. Main Street • Shelbyville, IL

OPEN 7 DAYS • 20+ YEARS OF SERVICE EXPERIENCE
Service on most Outboards, Mercruiser Sterndrives • Minnows, Fishing Equipment & More in Stock!

2018 Tohatsu Motors are in!

The little white spot on the shoulder
shows the exit holeof a 22 magnum,
a second shot was required.
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was slow enough to still be accurate. It
looked like about 1350 fps was about it
for a 22 long rifle as far as good accuracy.
Switching to the 22 magnum after
numerous running shots with the
Remington, the Marlin could bing a Jack
all the way out to 200 yards as long as it
would hold still. With the running shots
you learned the proper lead and with the
still shots you learn range estimation and
hold over. The Jack Rabbits themselves
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turned out to be cannibals and I never
felt sorry for them. The coyotes would
show the next day and with a little calling
I tried a few shots on them. Coyotes are
as tenacious as a Cape Buffalo and much
harder to kill than a wild hog with a
clean shot. Even at 2000 fps the little 40
grain bullet is marginal on Coyotes after
observing this I brought out the 270 and
the 300 Win mag to be sure.
The 22 magnum on the range is amazing

There was nothing wrong with the Henry 22 LR, it just didn’t like Hyper
Velocity ammo, lower target shows what it will really do. If this happens
switch to a 22 magnum if you need extra power.

when put in the hands of a competent
shooter. We ran several through the bench
rest part of the Top Gun Match at 25 yards
to 50 yards and found it to be 1/4 minute
of angle in the Marlin and CZ rifles, using
both CCI and Winchester ammo. That
is just plain awesome hunting accuracy
potential. Of course those rifles had custom
triggers but a well practiced shooter can
easily approach this performance.
It’s all about how you use it in the long
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run, a 22 Winchester magnum has many
uses when the 22 long rifle just won’t
make it that far. Both are fine small game
rounds and compliment each other. 22
magnum ammo is readily available from
sub sonic to light fast expanding varmit
bullets. Excellent rifles are built by many
American and European manufactures
that makes the 22 magnum available any
way you want it. Pass it on.

“Only Accurate Rifles are interesting.” Especially the CZ-452,
remember on flies, head shots only.
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Welcome to the
ASO BIRD SECTION
PET BIRD WINTER CARE TIPS
How to care for and keep your pet bird
warm during winter.

Q: Can birds catch a cold from drafts?
A: If such a notion were true, every wild
bird would succumb to a cold. Birds
are remarkably resilient and adaptable
creatures. They can withstand a wide
range of temperatures and environmental
conditions without becoming ill as a
result. That doesn’t? mean that a pet bird
would not be stressed by having a draft
blowing on it day in and day out. (Humans
cannot catch a cold from becoming
chilled or wet either; another common
misconception.)
Pet birds cannot catch our colds, nor
do they routinely suffer from any common
viruses that are for “colds, per se. There

Authorized Dealer

are viruses, such as avian influenza virus,
that can cause respiratory and other
organ system diseases in birds. But
many respiratory infections in birds are
caused by bacterial, fungal, mycoplasma
and chlamydial organisms, although some
can also be caused by viruses.
Drafts can cause a bird stress and
even possibly lower a bird? resistance
to disease, but there are many other
factors that affect a bird? immune system,
which may allow it to develop respiratory
disease, as well.
There are also other factors to
consider when the temperature drops and
your bird? health might be at risk.
Humidity in The Home
Homes have lower humidity during

the winter months, and heated air can
dry out mucous membranes. Many rain
forest birds suffer from sinusitis at this
time. Amazons seem particularly prone to
winter sinusitis. To keep the humidity up
in your house, follow these tips.
Use warm water during your
bird’s bath time, and maintain an adequate
ambient room temperature afterward,
during preening and drying-off time.
Take your bird into the bathroom
when you shower so it can inhale the
steam.
Keep bird-safe plants in the bird room
for their good effects on the air.
Health Alert
Birds are susceptible to carbon
monoxide (CO) poisoning. Carbon
monoxide is an odorless, colorless, and
tasteless gas. Install a carbon monoxide
detector in your home, and have your

heating system inspected by a qualified
contractor before turning on your furnace
every fall.
Check your chimney and flue for any
blockages. Keep your bird away from the
fireplace.
Use non-electrical space heaters only
in well-ventilated areas. Don’t use gas or
diesel generators indoors, and don’t burn
coal or charcoal in a closed space. Make
sure vents of fuel-burning appliances are
clear.

Doubet Seed Co.
Dusty Polhemus

Horse Feed - Pet Foods - Exotic Pet Food - Livestock Feeds - Bird Seed
Bedding - Hay - Straw - Special Order Feeds - Lawn & Garden

9701 W. Farmington Rd
Hanna City, IL 61536

PHONE: 309-565-4271

Pheasant, Quail
and Chukars
We Specialize in High
Quality Hunting in
Normal Field Conditions
Call to Book
Your Hunt Today

Office: 217-895-2677 • Cell: 217-246-7470
610 East 5th St. Neoga, IL 62447 • Exit 177 off I-57 to Neoga

BLACKTOP CONTRACTORS • FREE ESTIMATES

Snow Removal • Driveways • Parking Lots • Tennis Courts
Seal Coating • Mulch Firewood • Coal • Sand • Gravel • White Rock

BRIAN ROWDEN • DEREK VESTAL
225 N. Second St., Pekin, IL 61554

346-0564
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879 Bedford Road, Morris, IL 60450

2018 OPEN HOUSE

Saturday, February 17th & Sunday February 18th
9 AM - 5 PM
9 AM - 4 PM
Featuring Ranger Pros:

• Door Prizes
• Tackle Specials

MARK COURTS

BRENT EHRLER

JIM SARIC

Professional Walleye
Angler
Saturday & Sunday

Professional Bass
Angler
Saturday & Sunday

Hall of Fame Musky
Angler
Saturday Only

• Free Admission
• Free Parking
• Refreshments
• Seminars
• Boat Factory Promos
• Used Boat Specials
2018 Ranger Z519 Bass Boat

2018 Ranger RT188 Aluminum

2018 Ranger Reata 220C Pontoon

Visit us at www.bedford-sales.com

Email: bedfordsales@sbcglobal.net or call 815-942-1333
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FIND YOUR ADVENTURE AT THE FORD 64TH ANNUAL
INDIANAPOLIS BOAT, SPORT AND TRAVEL SHOW
By Josh Lantz

One of the oldest and largest outdoor
shows to be found takes place each winter
in Indianapolis, just a short drive from
most towns in the Midwest. The Ford
Indianapolis Boat, Sport and Travel Show
remains the biggest and most popular in
the nation, largely, because it has been run
by the same passionate family for over 60
years. Taking place February 16-25 at the
Indiana State Fairgrounds, the Ford 64th
Annual Indianapolis Boat, Sport and Travel
Show will consist of over 700,000 square
feet of pure outdoor excitement in six
super-sized buildings, providing plenty for
sportsmen and outdoor adventure seekers.
Tackle Town USA– At 70,000
square feet with over aisles and aisles
of all things fishing, Tackle Town has
everything for the individual angler or
fishing family.
Fishing Seminars – Between the
interactive-style Fishing Camp: Ask the
Pros and the giant Hawg Trough seminars,
visitors will find the best fishing seminars
from anglers like KVD (bass), The G Man
Gerald Swindle (bass), Ed Stachowski
(walleye), Ohio’s own Mark Brumbaugh
(walleye), Jason Przekurat (walleye), Joe
Thomas (bass), Mike Delvisco (bass), Jacob
Wheeler (bass), Jeff Currier (fly fishing),
Mark Martin (walleye), Matt Firestein
(musky), Jim Vitaro (bass), Matt Morgan
(crappie), Russ Baily (crappie), Steve
Coleman (crappie), Kent Watson (crappie),

Ronnie Capps (crappie), Billy DeHaven
(carp), Chae Dolsen (musky) and Ohio’s own
Dan Armitage (kids’ fishing fun).
Travel and Tourism Pavilion – No
matter what kind of travel experience
your readers are looking for, they’ll find
them at a great price at the Travel and
Tourism Pavilion, featuring over exhibitors
representing camps, lodges, outfitters,
guides and other destinations in over 25
states plus various Canadian provinces.
What makes this Pavilion truly unique is
the fact that so many of the exhibitors
are actual owners and operators of the
lodges, resorts and camps or facilities
they represent. When you plop down
your hard-earned dollars for any kind of
trip, it is extra nice to meet and chat with
the actual folks in charge, the experts.
And the fact that you’re dealing direct
means more of your money stays in your
pocket. While in this Pavilion be sure to
visit the Travel Café where you can sit in
on exciting travel presentations given by
industry professionals.
Boat Pavilion – More than 5 ½
acres of boats, boating-lifestyle products
and accessories. There’s no better place
to see a larger selection of makes and
the latest models all under one roof. This
one-stop shopping opportunity features
the first look at this year’s models! Onthe-spot financing is available.
RV Pavilion – See, touch, compare
and experience the latest motor homes,

CSI MANUFACTURING INC.

You can own the vacation home of your dreams for less than you think!

866-937-5544 • www.csihomesonline.com • PO Box 138, Cambridge IL 61238

THE “CABIN”

travel trailers, fifth wheels and campers.
from Indiana’s largest array of makes and
models. Whether you are a seasoned RV
traveler or just beginning to explore the
RV Lifestyle the experts will be on-hand
and ready share their knowledge. On-thespot financing is available.
K-9 X Games Presented by Alpha
K9 U – Thrilling exhibitions of canine
athleticism, including X-treme Retrieve,
X-treme Vertical, X-treme Air and Big Air!
Fun for the entire family!
Indiana Deer, Turkey and
Waterfowl Expo (Feb. 25-28 only) –
The Midwest’s Premier Hunting Expo,
the Indiana Deer, Turkey and Waterfowl
Expo has everything the hunter or hunting
family could hope to find in one place
– no matter what kind of camo they
wear. Special features include a new
Archery Alley, Outfitters from Around the
World, Deer Scoring and Hoosier Record
Book Trophy Deer Display and great
hunting seminars from Chuck Adams

(bowhunting), the Holder Family (Raised
Hunting TV), Greg Abbas (A-Way Outdoors
TV), Bill Epeards, Tom Nauman (mushroom
hunting), Byron Ferguson (archery) and
more. You won’t believe your eyes when
you see the Hoosier Record Book Trophy
Deer Display, the most amazing display
of record bucks you’ve ever seen. Have
you been dreaming of booking a once in
a lifetime hunt? You’re not going to find a
larger or better selection anywhere in the
Midwest. This is the place to meet one on
one with outfitters from around the globe
including the U.S., Canada and countries
from around the world.
Kids’ Day is Saturday, February 24
– Kids love coming to the show. From the
Hawg Trough, Kids’ Fishing Fun seminar
by Dan Armitage and Kids’ Trout Fishing
Pond in Tackle Town USA, to the K-9 X
Games, Peak Adventure Rock Wall, DNR
wildlife and hunter education programs,
Tree Stand Safety demonstrations and
the Youth Archery Range, the Ford

2 LOCATIONS:
3711 Amber • Pinckneyville, IL
618-357-2711
477 Hwy 6 West • Oxford, MS
662-236-7773

Find Details & Pictures of Inventory at:

MooreBrothersAutoSales.com
WELCOME TO

THE BULLET TRAP!
Experience state-of-the-art
indoor recreational target shooting!

279 N. Front St. Macon, IL 62544

Visit our New Online Store!
Our pro-shop, The Gun Vault, is now
open for business. We carry a variety of
firearms and accessories. We also accept
guns on trade and consignment.

(217) 764-5678
The-bullettrap.com

The Bullet Trap is available for private
parties and special events.

THE “CABIN” FEATURES:

Rustic Pine Millwork • Six-Panel Pine Doors • Vaulted Ceilings • EL Baseboard Heat
Tile Floor-Kitchen/Bath • Cedar Siding or Log Siding • Pine Wood Floors
Pella Double Hung Windows • Natural Hickory Cabinetry • Rustic Lighting
Modular Construction • Ready for Occupancy approximately 3 days after delivery
Buyer must provide Foundation & Hookups
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Indianapolis Boat, Sport and Travel Show
offers plenty to engage and excite kids
– no matter when they attend. But on
Saturday, February 24th they’ll love it even
more. The first 500 kids through the door
will receive their own fishing pole!
TEN FULL DAYS OF FUN!
Friday, Feb. 16: 1:00 PM – 9:00 PM
Saturday, Feb. 17: 10:00 AM – 9:00 PM
Sunday, Feb. 18: 10:00 AM – 5:00 PM
Monday – Thursday, Feb. 19-22:
Noon – 8:00 PM
Friday, Feb. 23: Noon – 9:00 PM
Saturday, Feb. 24: 10:00 AM – 9:00 PM
Sunday, Feb. 25: 10:00 AM – 5:00 PM
Tickets are $14 at the box office and
advance sale discount tickets are available
for $12.00 at www.IndySportShow.com
as well as hotel special for our out of
town attendees. There even an on site
campground available to show visitors.
If attending on February 16th – 18
your ticket also includes admission to the
Indiana Motorcycle Expo and if attending
February 22 – 25 admission to the Indiana
Deer, Turkey & Waterfowl Expo is included
at no extra cost.
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CONTROLLED PHEASANT HUNTING
HUNTER QUOTAS INCREASED AT
JIM EDGAR PANTHER CREEK SFWA

SPRINGFIELD, IL – The Illinois Department
of Natural Resources (IDNR) today
announced that the daily hunter quotas will
be increased on the Controlled Pheasant
Hunting Unit at the Jim Edgar Panther
Creek State Fish and Wildlife Area in Cass
Co. beginning Wednesday, December 6
through the close of the hunting season on
Sunday, January 14. Additional pheasants
will be released at the site as a result of the
hunter quota increase.
Hunters are encouraged to use the
online Controlled Pheasant Hunting
Reservation System at www.dnr.illinois.
gov to secure permits. Reserved permits
ensure hunters will have the opportunity
to hunt, and further ensure that the correct
number of pheasants are released for

each hunter trip. Standby permits are also
available for each hunt date, although
standby hunting opportunities are limited.
To access the reservation system:
•
Click on “Hunt/Trap” on the IDNR
website homepage
• Then click on “Upland Game”
•
Then click on “Controlled Pheasant
Hunting Permits, Hunting Areas, Regs,
etc.”
Hunters are reminded that the daily
permit fee for the controlled pheasant
program is $30 for resident hunters and
$35 for nonresident hunters. The daily
permit fee applies to each hunter. Daily
permit fees are collected during the online
application process for reserved permits,

or at the site hunter check station for
standby permit hunters.
Hunters without computers are
encouraged to gain access to the controlled
pheasant hunting online reservation
system by checking with family or friends
who have computers with internet access
or by using a computer at their local public
library. Completing a permit reservation
online takes less than five minutes.
For complete details, check the
controlled pheasant hunting website at
www.dnr.illinois.gov.
Follow the IDNR on Facebook and
Twitter

Your Hosts:
Phillip & Susan White
RR#2, Site 6 Comp 21,
Nolalu, ON Canada
POT 2KO

PHONE: 807-475-6947
FAX: 807-475-4730
• Windy Pine Cottages is located on beautiful Whitefish Lake in Northwestern
Ontario, Canada (only 60 minutes from the Pigeon River Border Crossing - all
paved roads)
• Windy Pine Cottages consists of 4 amazing cottages with one being wheelchair
accessible - Truly Wilderness with Comfort!
• There is 132 feet of floating docks with several slips to dock your boats and/or
rent one of ours
• White fish lake is one of the top ten lakes in Ontario Canada for Walleye, perch,
northern and bass
• After fishing or hunting treat yourself to your own personal outside hot tub or
shared sauna and heated swimming pool
• Many packages available: Fishing, Black Bear Hunting (Spring & Fall), Moose,
Timber Wolf/Ice fishing and duck hunting

Email your hosts at wwpine@xplornet.com or visit us on facebook

www.windypine.com

Is your pond ready for next season?
We can help!
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LATE SEASON SUCCESS
By Jason Houser

Rut has come and gone, and you still
have a buck tag burning a hole in your
pocket. The best chance a hunter had to
tag a big buck ended with the rut. For the
hunter that is willing to fight the snow and
bitter cold temperatures, opportunities
still exist for a successful hunt.
Chasing does can put a strain on a big
buck. By now he has lost up to 30-percent
or more of his body weight. With bucks
heading into late winter, their way of
thinking changes from breeding does to
survival. Deer need to find food in order to
gain weight, and raise their energy levels
before the cold strikes and it is too late.
As hunting season draws near an
end and you still have not killed a buck,
the advantage is now in the buck’s favor.
Bucks have been pressured all season
long by both gun and bow hunters. All of
this pressure has only educated the deer
to hunters and their techniques.
Concentrate on hunting available
food. If you can find high-calorie foods
such as acorns, beechnuts, standing crops
or grains left in the fields after harvesting

is done, you have probably found the main
source of food for the deer. Instead of
walking trails and eating as they walk,
deer will concentrate on any food that is
easily available to them. Bucks will not
be found wandering around aimlessly
through the woods, but will instead take
a straight path from bedding areas to
feeding areas, and back to their bedding
areas again.
This is the time of the year when deer
will eat foods that they normally would
have passed on earlier in the season.
Keep in mind that movement patterns
could change from year to year depending
on the food that is available.
Hopefully you are fortunate enough to
have a late-winter food plot available to
hunt. Many wildlife seed companies offer
special blends for late winter food plots.
Winter wheat, rye and brassica are good
choices of food that deer love. After the
first frost, the starches in these plants turn
to sugar that deer cannot seem to resist.
Even though you have found food, deer
still require water. Rely on the scouting

you did in the preseason to locate water.
When the weather turns cold, ponds and
lakes will freeze over. The best option is
to find water that is moving fast enough to
prevent freezing.
I prefer to hunt from the ground when
pursuing whitetails late in the season.
Hunting from the ground allows me to
easily switch hunting locations when the
wind turns around and starts to blow from
the “wrong” direction. It is also good to be
versatile when the whitetails have switched
from one source of food to another. With
time running out to kill a deer, hunting from
the ground is much quicker and easier than
moving to a new stand.
As the weather turns colder, deer
begin to travel in larger groups. This
means that instead of having two eyes and
one nose to bust you, there could easily be
ten times that amount ready to pick you
off. Of course, this is a problem for any
hunter, but it is especially a problem when
eye level with the deer.
Hunters need to set up off from the
whitetails preferred trails. Setting up
too close to a deer trail is a sure-fire bet
that you would be detected. Do not hunt
the same stands that you hunted at the
beginning of the season. Those stands
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were fine when only one, maybe two deer,
were traveling together through the area.
When the season first opened there was
more vegetation and leaves to conceal the
hunter. By now, all of the leaves that you
were hiding behind in October are on the
ground. If the deer see you before you see
them you will never get the chance to fill
your tag. Leave the early season stands
for what they are; early season stands.
Bowhunters need to remember that
late winter deer hunts will likely require
longer shots to be taken. Practice and
become proficient with the third and
fourth pins on your sight. There will not
be much use for the top pin like there was
2 months ago. I like to set up 15 to 20
yards further off the trails than I normally
would a couple of months earlier. If a
hunter is too close to a deer trail, the now
educated deer are sure to bust him, and
put and early end to his hunt.
There are many good portable blinds
on the market today. Choose a blind that
is capable of being tied down. A blind that
is flapping in the wind will send a deer
on its way without ever offering a shot.
Also, choose a blind with a black lining
on the interior of the blind. A camo mesh
window that can be shot through will help

VISIT OUR NEW
LOCATION!

1168 E 1500 North Rd.
Taylorville, IL

B&R Construction has new & used
Barges, Custom Barges & Work Boats . . .
They can design one for you!

217-287-2335 • BandRmarine.com
SALES & SERVICE ON MOST MARINE
MOTORS, BOATS & TRAILERS!

Boat Docks • Boat Lifts • Boat Houses
Pavilions • Shorewalls • Seawalls • RipRap
SEAARK ALL-WELDED ALUMINUM FISHING BOATS

BargesandWorkboatsforSale.com
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hide any movement on the inside. Blinds
come in a variety of camouflage patterns
that can be matched to the terrain that you
are hunting.
The problems that some hunter’s
encounter when hunting from a blind is
that they begin to get comfortable and feel
that they are invisible when they are not.
Even well camouflaged hunters inside a
blind with a black lining and camouflaged
mesh windows needs to be careful with
their movements. Sure, you are inside a
“tent”, but deer can still spot movement
through the windows.
Scent control is still an issue when
hunting from a ground blind. Always
spray yourself and your equipment with
scent eliminating spray. Do not forget to
spray down the blind before climbing in.
It should go without saying that the blind
needs to be placed downwind of where
you expect the deer to be.
Put the blind up several days before
you hunt out of it. It will take that long for
deer to get used to it. Placing branches
in front of the blind will help break up
the outline of the blind. Do not forget to
place branches on the bottom of the blind.
If the bottom is not broken up it will be
noticeable and spook deer.

Bowhunters should practice shooting
your bow from inside the blind, in both a
sitting and kneeling position. Make sure
you have plenty of room inside the blind,
and that your bow does not brush against
the blind. This could cause noise that
could possible scare deer away. Keep in
mind where your arrow is aimed in relation
to the wall of the blind. When aiming at
your target, even though your sight pin is
on the buck’s vitals, it is possible that your
arrow will not clear the wall of the blind.
Do not forget to throw on your hunting
garb during one of your practice sessions.
It might be a little hot in August, but this
will keep you from being surprised in
December.
It is possible to successfully hunt
deer from the ground without the use of a
portable blind, but it will be considerably
tougher. If you decide to go this route,
never shoot at a deer when it is looking
at you (this should apply to all hunters in
all situations). Always wait until the deer
is looking away or its head is behind an
obstruction to block its view. Also, keep
your shooting lanes natural and trimming
to a bare minimum.			
Now, there is a not so conventional
tactic that hunters can pull out of their

bag of tricks. It is not used every day, but
when used properly and at the right time,
you might just be able to shoot a deer you
otherwise would not shoot. I’m talking
about a deer drive. Yes, deer drives can
be successfully executed with archery
gear too.
In order to execute a successful drive,
use the wind to push deer to their escape
route and waiting hunters. Hunters that
are doing the walking should slowly move
through the woods in a zigzag pattern for
best results. Once a deer gets the whiff
of a human that is approaching, the deer
will slowly move ahead of the hunter
towards what the deer thinks will be
safety. In a perfect world, the deer will
slowly move ahead of the walker towards
safety. In a not so perfect world, the deer
will be running. The good news is that it
is not likely for the deer to be running if
the hunter that is walking uses his odor,
instead of noise and sight to cause a deer
to move away from advancing danger.
The toughest thing about hunting
later in the season is keeping your body
warm so you can focus at the task at hand
which is hunting for deer. Once your body
gets cold, you stop focusing on hunting
and more on staying warm. There is
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nothing worse than that feeling of figuring
out how to warm up. Because of the
synthetic inner and outer gear available
for hunters it is now easier for hunters to
stay warm than it has been in the past.
The arms, hands, neck and face are
the toughest for me to keep warm. I have

Don’t overlook water. Deer need
water no matter how cold it is.
Photo: Howard Communications
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WEDNESDAY, APRIL 25, 2018
Prairie Capital Convention Center
Join us in Springfield for Illinois Gun Owner Lobby Day
to protect your 2nd Amendment Rights.

50TH ANNIVERSARY HENRY DECOY SHOW
FEB 18TH, 2018

BE THERE AT 11:00 A.M. • PLAN NOW TO MAKE THE DATE!

AT THE HENRY HIGH SCHOOL
CALL JASON BALDWIN FOR TABLES & INFO • 312 316-7484

www.igold.isra.org

MIDWESTERN
BUILDING
SUPPLIES, INC.

Where Quality Matters!
THE BUILDING CONTRACTORS’ HEADQUARTERS
3 LOCATIONS:

Dupo Marine Fall Classic- Oct 20-21, 2017

508 East Pearl St. • Tremont, IL 61568
Phone: 309-925-2911

900 North Main Street, Dupo, IL 62239

2800 W. Main St. • Galesburg, IL 61401
Phone: 309-344-9171

www.dupomarinecenter.com

240 N. Bower St. • Macomb, IL 61455
Phone: 309-836-8058

618-286-5252 • Dupomarinecenter@gmail.com
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to wear less clothing on these areas of my
body to be able to shoot well.
Late in the season I almost always
wear bibs over my pants. Bibs enables
me to keep my body warm and able to
wear a lighter weight jacket that keeps
my arms smaller. This makes it easier to
draw my bow and reduces the chances
of the bow string slapping against my
arm. High quality long underwear with a
windproof outer garment is often enough
to keep warm.
During the summer, I am able to shoot
as well as Robin Hood while wearing my
t-shirt, but that all changes when I get on
stand and have my hunting garb on. That
is why I stress the importance in practicing
in real life hunting situations. You make
look a little silly to your neighbors shooting
your bow in August wearing a facemask
and gloves but it is vital to good shooting.
I cannot shoot a bow with heavy
gloves on therefore I wear lightweight
gloves from the beginning of the season
to the end. To combat the cold weather,
I use a hand muff stuffed with hand
warmers and my hands stay comfortable.

January 2018

The neck and face is a challenge for
me to keep warm. A consistent shooting
form is important and I must be able to
feel the string against my cheek. I wear
a facemask that is very good at keeping
me face and neck warm. I have got in the
habit of when I spot a deer I want to shoot
approaching my position I simply pull
down my mask and expose my face that
is covered with camouflage makeup. This
allows me to stay concealed and be able
to feel the sting. With a deer approaching
I never notice the cold on my face.
Hopefully by now you have a good idea
the best ways to stay warm that will keep
you hunting long enough to kill a deer.
Late season hunts can be tough.
The weather is colder, deer have been
pressured during the excitement of gun
season, and time is quickly running out.
Concentrate on what the deer are eating,
and you should have a better than average
chance on wrapping your tag around a
deer’s leg.

GUN DOG TRAINING
Specialize in all Pointing Breeds

Insuring A
Happy Dog
that Loves
What it Does!

Let 40 Years Experience Work for You!
Employing Patient, Positive Methods ...

Nolan Ryan, 8 years old of Bartonville, shot his first deer while hunting
with his father, Greg Ryan, while at his friend’s Randy Jones’ farm in Edger
County. He was using his grandfather’s Savage 220. Nice job Nolan!

EXCELLENT TRAINING GROUNDS, FACILITIES
& CARE FOR YOUR DOG SECOND TO NONE!
Competitive Rates . . . Call for Reservations & Directions

618-599-4789

Gerry MacKenzie • McLeansboro, Illinois

Special Care For Your Special Pet
We are dedicated to companion animal
cremation & burial. You can be assured your
pet will be treated with dignity & respect.
“We’d like to believe they’ll be with us
forever. . . and in our hearts, they are.”

ENGLISH POINTERS & ENGLISH SETTERS
SPECIALIZE IN TRAINING • Handle Most Pointing Breeds

Meadow Valley Center
2075 Washington Rd, Washington, IL 61571
(309) 745-3600
DeitersPetServices.com • info@deiterspetservices.com

FOR SALE:
• Trained Dogs
• Started Dogs
• Puppies

BRYAN CAMPER
815-716-3597

302 Harmon Rd., Walnut, IL

dogcamp1@wmccinc.com
www.swiftrockkennel.com
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Top left: Mike O’Bryan with some late-Season Mallards
Top middle: Mike Baietto of Peoria with a nice group of late-season ducks
Top right: Dick Frederick of Pekin Illinois with some nice late-season Mallards
Thanks to Mike O’Bryan with REMAX Traders Unlimited for the great photos.
Call Mike at 309-687-5069 for all of your commercial needs.
Bottom right: Dillon, Jack and Mike with Marley the dog and another limit
of ducks. Thanks to Mike Bowen for the great photos. Congrats on an amazing hunt.

WE SELL:
• Tracker Boats
• Nitro Bass Boats
• Ranger Bass Boats
• Ranger Walleye Boats
• Ranger Aluminum Boats

WE HAVE IN
STOCK NOW:
30+
17
2
5
50+
60+

New Tracker Boats
New Sun Tracker Pontoon Boats
New Nitro Bass Boats
New Ranger Bass & Walleye Boats
Good Used Boats- Great Variety
Good Used Motors

WE ARE YOUR AUTHORIZED
MERCURY & EVINRUDE
MOTOR DEALER

The 2nd annual YMCA of McDonough County

2018 FAMILY OUTDOOR SHOW FUNDRAISER

• Sun Tracker Pontoons

March 24, 25 • 9-4 Sat & 10-3 Sun

• Tahoe Runabouts
WE SERVICE:
MERCURY • MARINER • EVINRUDE • JOHNSON
FORCE • MERCRUISER • OMC • VOLVO

• FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS •
LARGEST INVENTORY OF
PARTS IN THE MIDWEST

Held at the YMCA of McDonough County
400 E. Calhoun Street, Macomb, IL 61455
HUGE ACCESSORIES
DEPARTMENT!

OUR WEBSITE FOR NEW & USED BOATS IS GREAT!!
GO TO: TEDSBOATARAMA.24HOURSHOWROOM.COM
• FAMILY OWNED SINCE 1958 •

TED’S BOATARAMA
102-31 AVE., ROCK ISLAND, IL • 800-540-3254 • (309) 788-1175 • M-F 8-5:30 • SAT 8-1

Speakers, Vendors, Fishing Pond and more
Admission $5.00 adults, $3.00 children 6-13 years,
Family $12
If you would like to attend as a vendor,
email ymcacarla@gmail.com or call 309-833-2129
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WATERFOWL 2017

SHOTGUN MODIFICATIONS TO UPGRADE YOUR DUCK GUN

By Jarrod Spilger

A FEW SHOTGUN MODIFICATIONS
CAN IMPROVE THE PERFORMANCE OF
AN OFF-THE-SHELF WATERFOWL GUN.
The turkey and tactical crowds are
notorious for tricking out their scatterguns
with all sorts of fancy gadgets. However,
waterfowlers should also consider
customizing their shotguns. The following
are some practical shotgun modifications
that will not only enhance your favorite
shotgun’s performance, but also make it
more user-friendly.
SHOTGUN MODIFICATIONS:
PERFORMANCE UPGRADES
One of the simplest shotgun
modifications you make is having its
forcing cone lengthened. The forcing
cone is the area of the bore just ahead
of the chamber. In most barrels, there is
a rather abrupt drop-off in this transition
zone between the larger chamber and the
smaller main bore.
Lengthening the forcing cone so it
has a longer, more gradual taper provides
the shot charge a gentler, less abrupt
transition into the main bore, resulting
in less pellet deformation, fewer erratic
flyers, and hopefully more even patterns
downrange.
After making a less-than-ideal shot
on a snow goose in which only one pellet
struck the bird (albeit in the heart), I felt
my Benelli Super Vinci’s barrel was in
need of some tweaking. I didn’t want to do
anything radical, though, like overboring.
Having recently tested Benelli’s SBE II
Performance Shop Waterfowl Edition,
which has many upgrades done by
noted gunsmith Rob Roberts including a
lengthened and polished forcing cone, I
reasoned that might be a good place to
start. So, off my Super Vinci went to Rob
Roberts to have its forcing cone relieved.
On opening day, the rejuvenated semiauto dropped two teal on the wing with
a single shot. A year later, it topped that
performance by felling three teal in flight
with one shot. I couldn’t be happier with
the results and believe the longer forcing

cone made an already good gun great.
Of course, you’ll want to have a qualified
gunsmith perform the task, but the
procedure is relatively affordable,
often under $100 per barrel. Forcing
cone lengthening might offer the most
bang for the buck in terms of improved
performance. Many shotguns, such as
Browning’s newer models, now come from
the factory with lengthened forcing cones,
as increasingly more manufacturers
recognize the rewards this relatively
minor modification offers.
Barrel porting is another popular
modification. While less recoil is claimed,
reduced muzzle rise is probably the real
benefit of barrel porting, allowing you
to get back on target quicker for faster

Rio Blue Steel • Great for Snow Goose Hunting
$99.95 per case
• Polymer Tip
• Alloy Jacket
• Lead Core
• Rapid Fragmentation

COME SEE US FOR ALL
OF YOU AMMUNITION NEEDS!

DISCOUNT SALES COMPANY
309-543-9163
discountsale@casscomm.com

Matanza Beach • Halfway Between Havana & Bath, IL on Rt. 78

HICKS
TRADING
STATION

Southern Illinois’
Largest Gun Shop
• RIFLES •
• SHOTGUNS •
• PISTOLS •
4952 State Rt. 13
Pinckneyville, IL

618-357-2583
Open 7 Days!

hicksforguns@gmail.com
www.hicksforguns.com
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follow-up shots. Again, be sure to have
qualified experts do the work, such as ProPort or Ballistic Specialties. Mossberg has
become a leader in factory barrel porting.
Many of its new waterfowl models have
ported barrels.
Outfitting your smoothbore with an
aftermarket choke tube can also drastically
improve its performance. Almost all
aftermarket chokes are extended, as
opposed to factory chokes, which fit flush
with the muzzle. Extended chokes have a
longer parallel section in which to more
gradually constrict the shot, resulting in
more uniform patterns.
Several companies, such as
Carlson’s and Trulock, offer affordable,
extended waterfowl chokes in various
constrictions. If you send Custom Gun
Works your barrel, they’ll measure its
exact inside bore diameter and custommake a long-range Drakekiller choke
tube designed specifically for your gun.
Some chokes, such as those
from Kick’s or Hevi-Shot, have ports on
their extended portions that not only help
separate the wad from the shot column, but
also aid somewhat in reducing felt recoil
and controlling muzzle rise. If you want to
reap some of the rewards of barrel porting

without having holes drilled into your barrel,
ported chokes are a less invasive option.
SHOTGUN MODIFICATIONS:
CONVENIENCE UPGRADES
Some shotgun modifications simply
make life easier. The most convenient
add-on is a sling. Many new waterfowl
shotguns, especially those with synthetic
stocks, come with factory-equipped sling
attachments molded into the stock and
integrated into the magazine cap. If not,
it’s usually not hard to find a replacement
magazine cap with a swivel stud for the
more popular shotgun models. Installing
a sling stud into a wooden stock isn’t
too difficult — simply screw it in — but
synthetic stocks might require some
drilling, so it might be best to let a
professional gunsmith perform the task.
Of all the slings I’ve tried, my favorite
is Browning’s X-Cellerator. The shotgun
model, available in black or Mossy Oak
Duck Blind camo, is adjustable and long
enough to be slung over both your shoulder
and neck while wearing a heavy coat.
Beware of shorter slings designed for rifles,
as they’ll usually just fit over a shoulder
and can slip off when you bend down to set
decoys or receive a duck from your retriever.

A soft
recoil
pad
that protects
the shoulder
is a creature
comfort no
shotgun
should
be
without,
especially
w h e n
magnum
waterfowl
loads are on
the menu. To replace an old, hardened pad
with a newer, softer pad, simply remove
the two recoil pad screws (a #2 Phillipshead screwdriver usually works), take off
the old pad and install the new one.
Pre-fit recoil pads are available
for many popular shotgun models. The
softest aftermarket pads I’ve tried are
available from Limbsaver and KICKEEZ. The softest factory pad I’ve felt
is Remington’s SuperCell. If you are one
of the many waterfowlers who own a
synthetic-stocked 870, try a SuperCell
pad and see what I mean. It will make a
world of difference to your shoulder and
enhance your overall shooting experience.
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To protect the face, wrap a Wrapid
Comb around the stock. Crafted from a
soft, cushiony material that protects the
cheek, the Wrapid Comb also comes with
spacers for adjusting comb height.
A final do-it-yourself upgrade is a
fiber-optic front sight install. HiViz, Unidot and Truglo all make bright sights in
various colors and configurations that are
easy to see in low-light conditions, and
they’re easy to install with adhesives,
magnets or minimal tools.
Featured photo: John Hafner Photography
www.grandviewoutdoors.com

SPRING SNOW GOOSE HUNTING

Show me your Snows Outdoors
Hunting in Central Illinois
Booking for February & March
Hunt from Heated Pits • Over 10,000+ Decoys!

Find us on Facebook at “Rick Hamm Snow Fox”
and“Show me your Snows Outdoors”

CALL RICK HAMM: 309-635-5200
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HENRY DECOY SHOW:
SUNDAY, FEB 18TH, 2018

Don’t miss it, 50-year Anniversary of Illinois River hunting tradition. The best
one-day decoy show in America, The Henry Decoy Show, SUNDAY February 18th,
2018 at the Henry High School, home of the Mallards. 1023 College St. Henry, IL
61537. 8 am until 2 pm.
Don’t get there late as many dealers start packing up early. This is it the 50 th
year Anniversary. There will be thousands of antiquities to see, buy, and you can
bring your collectibles in to sell as well. We will have a silent auction Table at the
show.
There are 90 display tables full of all types of duck decoys, hunting items,
antique and decorative carvings and all types of related collectibles. This is one
of the longest running antique hunting/fishing related shows in the Country.
Below is a photo from the beginning with some gunning birds on the table.
Also, there are the only two collectors still attending and that have attended
all 49 shows to date (Donna & Joe). Breakfast, lunch pie and coffee will be
served. So, break the fever and get out of the cabin for a day.
“The show must go on” Rain, SNOW, and shine we will be there, so don’t
miss it, mark your calendar now. It is the third weekend in February (SUNDAY
the 18th, 2018) Don’t forget to bring in your old stuff to show off, silent auction
(everyone in the room will have a chance to bid on your stuff), or just to find out
what it is worth. See you there.
For more info, (tables may be sold out, sometimes we get a cancellation so
call me and see) contact Jason Baldwin 312 316-7484 or go to Henrydecoyshow.
com or TerraIncognitaUSA.com.
Thank you JB!

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 2018
1023 College Ave. (IL Rt 29), Henry IL 61537 • 8am - 2pm

A GREAT WAY TO SPEND A SUNDAY IN FEBRUARY AT
THE LARGEST 1 DAY DECOY SHOW IN THE COUNTRY!
Adult Admission: $6.00 • Children 12 & Under, FREE
Breakfast and Lunch Served
Snacks & Soft Drinks Available
THE FIRST 250 SHOW GOERS RECEIVE A COMMEMORATIVE
COLLECTIBLE PINBACK WITH ADMISSION OF $8.00

TING
CELEBRA
OUR 50TH
SARY!
ANNIVER

FEATURING ILLINOIS RIVER DECOYS…
THE PRIMARY FOCUS OF THE SHOW!

• Antique decoys & game calls
• Wildlife art, prints & jewelry
• Hunting & wildlife books
• Miscellaneous folk art
• MDCA Representatives
• Lakeview Museum display
• Perdew-style decoy door prize

• Contemporary carvings & calls
• Waterfowl hunting supplies
• Old fishing gear
• Waterfowl decoy books
• Perdew Museum display
• Various sporting collectibles

FREE DECOY & CALL APPRAISALS!
90 Display Tables • TABLES VERY LIMITED!
For more info & dealer inquires contact:
JASON BALDWIN 312-316-7484 • email: jasbebelle@comcast.net

HenryDecoyShow.com • TerraincognitaUSA.com
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3 TIPS FOR HUNTING COYOTES
THE SIMPLEST WAY POSSIBLE
By Mark Kayser

lone howls, mimicking the tone of coyote
seeking out others in the area. It consists
of a lonesome wail, not the yipping-style
howl associated with a family group and
pups. Its basic message is “I’m here. Are
you there?” After a brief series, wait 20
to 30 minutes, keeping a sharp eye out for
coyote investigators. Some may answer
your howls, but in pressured regions expect
a coyote to show up silently. After 20 to
30 minutes end your setup with another
series of lone howls. I tend to wait another
15 to 20 minutes or leave in the dark after
shooting light when on a dusk setup.
2. Staying longer is better when
howling. Your message is extending a mile
or more depending on terrain and weather
factors. My coyote log clearly shows that
I’ve shot more coyotes on the 30-minute
mark than on or before the 15-minute mark.
Most of my hunting is done in open-country
settings, so your response time may vary
depending on the coyote habitat you hunt.

2 Great Locations . . .
on the North & South end
of Beautiful Reelfoot Lake!

(Min. 2 days and 2 nights)
Book 7 nights get the 7th night free.
ANY DATE EXCEPT MARCH 16 THRU May 25

2018 RATES AND FISHING PACKAGES
March 16 Thru May 25

2-Day 2-Night $199.00 • 3-Day 3-Night $299.00
4-Day 4-Night $349.00
ALL FISHING PACKAGES INCLUDE:
BOAT, MOTOR, GAS, BAIT AND ICE

Per person, Plus Tax, 2 Person Min. 15 and Under are Free
(limit 1 child per each paying adult)
$100 Deposit Required Per Person Non- Refundable
WE WILL MATCH ANY FISHING PACKAGES AT REELFOOT
LAKE FOR THE TIME OF MONTH THEY ARE OFFERED! CHECK
OUT ALL PACKAGES & PRICES ON OUR WEBSITE!

Lakefront Cabins & Lodge
Units all with Fully
Equipped Kitchens!
Jon & Pontoon Boat Rental
Bait & Tackle Shop

100 SPORTSMANS RESORT LANE, TIPTONVILLE, TN. 38079
sportsmansresort@reelfootlake.com

731.253.6581 • www.ReelfootLake.com

I see lots of tire tread along the trails I keep
it simple. My first setup of the year last
season was a series of lone howls. Thirtyfive minutes later I was Nikon-ranging a
coyote peeking over the sagebrush at 200
yards. I barked back, but this time it was
with my Bergara speeding along a V-Max
bullet.
www.grandviewoutdoors.com

STEFFEN’S CURIO/GUN CABINETS
NEW YEARS SPECIAL

OFF SEASON RATES 2018
$149.00 Per Person + Tax

3. If you plan on making howls a major
play in your playbook, you’ll eventually
want to master challenge howls, group
howls and the yipping that young coyotes
are particularly fond of. Aggressive and
dominant coyotes may approach your
howling setup site using the challenge
howl, and adolescent coyotes may seek
companionship after hearing a group howl.
On much of the public land I hunt, my
go-to ruse is a lone howl. I tend to add in
some magpie chatter for confidence, but if

NEW YEARS SPECIAL

COYOTE HUNTERS SOMETIMES
TRY TO DO TOO MUCH. CONSIDER
TAKING A STEP BACK AND MAKING
THINGS SIMPLE.
Coyotes have a natural tendency
to investigate howls. They may not be
prodded every time they hear a cousin
calling, but in the right situation a howl
sounds more inviting than the fifth time
they heard a rabbit getting tromped.
If you want to find success with
howls, consider using them when coyotes
feel comfortable traveling to investigate.
Dawn and dusk are perfect. Howling in the
dark just a few minutes before shooting
light builds confidence in coyotes that
may want to investigate the visitor under
the cover of darkness. The same is true of
dusk. Howling 45 minutes prior to the end
of shooting light, particularly on a cloudy
day, shadows a coyote just enough where
it may sneak in for a peek.
1. Begin your setup with several

$100 OFF NEW YEARS SPECIAL. CALL FOR PRICING
BMW Custom Cabinets
Made with Cherry, Oak or Hickory Wood
Made in America with Quality Wood by American Craftsmen
Patented for Consistent Quality
Magnetic Lock Provides Gun Security
Lighted Curio/Hidden Gun Storage Area
53” Gun Storage Area to Accommodate Long Goose Guns
Half-Inch Wood Back to Accommodate Hooks & Brackets for Mounting Pistols
Large Storage Area in Bottom Compartment

101 E. FRONT ST., EL PASO, IL 61738

309-660-5349
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2018 SPORT SHOW SCHEDULE

Event
Dates
Let’s Go Fishing Show
Jan. 5-7
Collinsville, IL
Chicago Muskie Show
Jan. 5-7
			
Chicago Boat, RV & Sail Show
Jan. 10-14
			
All-Canada Show
Jan. 11-14
			
West Kentucky Boat & Outdoor Show
Jan. 12-14
			
Chicagoland Gun Show & Outdoor Expo Jan. 19-22
			
Iowa Boat, RV & Vacation Show
Jan 19-21
			
SHOT Show
Jan. 23-26
			
Chicagoland Fishing Travel & Outdoor Expo Jan. 25-28
			
The Pantagraph’s Fish & Feather Expo Jan. 26-28
			
St. Louis RV, Vacation & Travel Show
Feb. 1-4
			
St. Louis Boat & Sport Show
Feb. 8 – 11
			
Central Illinois Outdoor Expo
February 9-10
			

Location
Gateway Center

Pheasant Run Mega Center
St. Charles, IL
McCormick Place-South
Chicago, IL
Pheasant Run Mega Center
St. Charles, IL
CFSB Center
Murray, KY
Rosemont Convention Center,
Rosemont Convention Center
UNI Dome
Cedar Falls, IA
Sands Expo Center
Las Vegas, NV
Schaumburg Convention Center
Schaumburg, IL
Interstate Center
Bloomington, IL
America’s Center
St. Louis, MO
America’s Center
St. Louis, MO
Otto Center
Arthur, IL

January 2018

Tinley Park Fishing & Outdoor Show
Feb. 10-11
Tinley Park High School
			
Tinley, IL
50th Annual Chicago RV & Camping Show Feb. 15-18
Donald Stephens
			
Convention Center, Rosemont, IL
QCCA Fishing, Hunting & Outdoor
Feb 15-18
QCCA Expo Center
Adventure Show		
Rockford, IL
Rockford Boat, Vacation & Fishing Expo Feb. 16-18
Indoor Sports Center
			
Loves Park, IL
Pheasants Forever National Pheasant Fest Feb. 16-18
Sioux Falls, SD
Ford 64th Annual Indianapolis Boat,
Feb. 16-25
Indiana State Fairgrounds
Sport & Travel Show		
Indianapolis, IN
7th Annual Indiana Motorcycle Show Feb. 16-18 Indiana State Fairgrounds- Expo Hall
			
Indianapolis, IN
Rockford Boat, Vacation & Fishing Show Feb. 16-18
Indoor Sports Center
			
Loves Park, IL
21st Annual Indiana Deer, Turkey
Feb. 22-25
Indiana State Fairgrounds
& Waterfowl Expo		
Expo Hall, Indianapolis, IN
Belleville RV & Camping Show
Feb. 24-26
Belle-Clair Fairgrounds
			
Belleville, IL
The Boat Show
Feb. 23-25
Illinois State Fairgrounds
			
Springfield, IL
Northern Illinois Boat Show
March 1-4
New Lake County
			
Fairgrounds, Grayslake, IL
Iowa Deer Classic
March 2-4
Iowa Events Center
			
Des Moines, IA
Central Illinois Recreation Show
March 2-4
Peoria Civic Center
			
Peoria, IL

End of
Summe
r S al

20% OF e
F!
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Elmwood All Outdoor Show
March 3-4
			
Rockford RV, Camping & Travel Show March 9-11
			
Eastern Iowa Sport Show
March 9 – 11
			
River City Outdoor Show
March 10-11
			
Traverse City Hunting and Fishing Expo March 16-18
			
Whitetail Classic Sports
March 16-18
Show/Antler Auction		
Springfield RV & Camping Show
March 17-19
			
Fish & Hook Sports Show
March 18
			
The Chicago Outdoor Sport Show
March 22-25
Wisconsin Deer & Turkey Expo
April 6-9
			

Elmwood Jr Highschool
Elmwood, IL
Indoor Sports Center
Loves Park, IL
UNI Dome
Cedar Falls, IA
Muscatine Mall
Muscatine, IA
Traverse City Civic Center
Traverse City, IL
Jackson County Fairgrounds
Maquoketa, IA
Prairie Capital Convention
Center, Springfield, IL
American Legion Post #13
Plainfield, IL
Arlington Boat & RV Pavilion
Alliant Energy Center
Madison, WI
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MCLEAN CO SPORTSMAN’S ASSOC.
WILD GAME BANQUET
SATURDAY FEBRUARY 3, 2018
Interstate Center, Rt. 9 Bloomington

Buy Tickets at: Chuck’s Harley-Davidson,
Smiley’s Sport Shop, Darnall Gun Range
& Wired 2 Fish

www.McleanCountySportsmen.org
www.nelsoncharters.net

Call Capt. Mike to book your
trip today!

616.990.4421

Roy Buchanan who
works at Eastside Marine
in Springfield harvested
this 15 point buck on
the Sangamon River
Bottoms. Thanks to Deb
at Eastside Marine
for this great photo.
Call Eastside for all of
your boating needs.
217-522-2408.

WHERE YOUR FISHING FUN BEGINS!

Fish Port of Grand Haven, MI for King Salmon, Coho,
Lake Trout, Steelhead, Brown Trout & Perch!
CORPORATE & GROUP CHARTERS WELCOME!

Spend More Time Fishing

Don’t Miss The Boat ...

Aboard the

NOBLE II

36 Foot Tiara Sport Fisherman

Charters
“We Catch The Big Ones”

and Less Time Boating

NO Fish - NO Pay

Aboard the

NOBLE II

36-foot Tiara Sport Fisherman

17 yr old Egan Dickerson...
1st ever Buck. 8pointer with a
20 gauge. Thanks to Bob Park
with Raptor Premium
Spinnerbaits for the great photo.

“We Catch
the Big Ones!”

www.noblecharters.com

Captain Dale Florek
Cell:

224-588-7263

Call for Free Color Brochure
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HIGGY’S STAND
By Don Higgins

TRUMPS LAST STAND

Back in the second
week of October I
was contemplating
writing about my
pursuit of the buck
I called Trump. At
that time, I had not
yet filled either of my Illinois buck tags
and had hunted for Trump several times
without laying eyes on him. In fact, I was
starting to think that Trump might be one
of those bucks that was impossible for a
bowhunter to kill, at least on purpose. I
was going to title that blog post “Is Trump
Unkillable”. Oh, but the fickle winds of
trophy whitetail hunting started blowing
in my favor in a way that I could not have
even dreamed.
On October 15th I shot a 206” buck
that I had named Smokey. It was the
culmination of a 13-year quest to shoot
my second whitetail over 200”. Just 2
days after shooting Smokey I did two
podcast interviews and both times I was
asked about Trump and what I thought my
chances were of tagging him. Up to this
point I was giving myself no better than
10% odds of even laying eyes on Trump
in daylight. On both of those podcasts I

dropped my odds to 1%; not a 1% chance
of killing Trump but 1% of even laying
eyes on him!
I started really paying attention to
Trump in the summer of 2016 when his
rack exploded. He is the only buck that I
ever created a spreadsheet to track every
detail of every photo I got of him. I did this
because I knew so little about him and was
trying to gain whatever edge I possibly
could. The spreadsheet included not only
the obvious info like time and location of
the photos but also every other detail I could
glean from those photos. I noted things like
the direction he came from when I got his
photo and the direction he left, any other
bucks that were with him, etc.
I got a lot of photos of Trump in 2016. In
fact, I got photos from 8 different locations
spanning 3 miles including photos taken
just 17 hours apart at locations 3 miles
apart. In 2017 the number of Trump photos
really went down. Often, I would get only
one photo from a location and then not get
another photo from that camera, although
if I would move it just a few yards I would
again get a single photo. On the cameras
where I did get his photo multiple times
there was no pattern at all. I would get

Present this ad at check in time and get an additional 10% discount on the regular room rate!

Gateway
INN

of Sullivan, IL

www.gatewayinnsullivan.net

GATEWAY TO LAKE
SHELBYVILLE...

Recently Remodeled • New Carpeting
Color Cable TV • Refrigerator • Microwave
Free Internet/WiFi • Adjacent Restaurant
Free Electric Hookups for Boat
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hopefully eventually kill him. I figured that
a random photo and then 3 weeks or a
if I just randomly hunted the stands I had
month later I would get another. I might
in place I would probably always be one
add that all of these photos were after
step behind him. I knew that he had a
dark. Clearly Trump as onto the trail
summer range where he stayed until the
camera game.
crops were harvested and he would then
Often as a buck enters older age
shift to a fall/winter range. I had stands in
classes he will become more active in
both areas as well as between them.
daylight and his home range will shrink.
My plan was to stick to 3 stands
That might have eventually happened
within his summer range and hunt them
with Trump but it sure didn’t happen
in 2017 when he was 7 ½
years old. This left me with
treestands scattered over
his 3-mile range on those
properties where I could get
permission to hunt. I might
add that Trump was as “real
world” as any buck alive. I
don’t think he ever fed in a
food plot or had a managed
property within his home
range. There were other
hunters on every property
where I had permission to
hunt him.
All of this factored in
to giving myself only a 1% Don Higgins considers this buck which he named
“Trump” to be his greatest whitetail hunting
chance of laying eyes on
Trump but it also figured accomplishment. Trump is the first buck he set his
into my plan to hunt him and sights on and took more than one season to kill.

Real World Wildlife Products
Your Hunting Blind Headquarters!
Redneck
&
360 hunting blinds

217-728-4314

YOUR HOSTS: Vipul (Vic) & Vilas Patel
1320 S. Hamilton St. • Rt. 32, Sullivan, IL
info@gatewayinnsullivan.net

After a full day of fishing, come to the Spillway Motel
and relax in one of our clean, comfortable rooms.
Micros, frig, cable TV, Wi-Fi, coffee pot, hairdryer.
All rooms have 2 beds. Ask about our Hot Tubs!
Ask about our Pet policy.
Park near your room to unload fast & easy.
Ice & Soda Available! Restaurants & entertainment nearby.
BAIT SHOP ON SITE & MOTEL OPEN YEAR ROUND!
1/2 mile to Beach and 9th Street boat launch.
Within walking distance to river and spillway!
Under New Ownership

Shelbyville, IL
For Reservations:
(800) 845-0414
(217) 774-9591

(217) 994-3721
www.realworldwildlifeproducts.com
Food Plot Seed – Deer Nutrition Products
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every day possible until the crops there
were harvested. These 3 stands would
allow me to hunt all wind directions. There
was one exception to this plan however;
I needed a NW wind to hunt my other
target buck Smokey so any time there
was a NW wind I would not be hunting
Trump but instead would shift my focus to
Smokey who lived several miles away in
a different county. With Trumps random
wanderings I figured if I stuck to hunting
a couple of stands where the wind was
right, I might eventually be there when he
passed through instead of jumping around
and always being a step behind him.
After shooting Smokey on October 15
I took a few days off from hunting to take
care of some things and get my gear (and
mind) back in hunting mode. I would now
be focusing the rest of my season entirely
on Trump.
The afternoon of October 19 I climbed
back into a stand in Trumps area. It was
my 10th hunt for Trump since season
opened and on those hunts, I had yet to
see a single deer, not even a doe. I knew
that I would not see many deer hunting in
this area but to sit for 9 hunts in the same
2 stands and not see a single deer was

starting to test my patience but I knew it
was my best chance for success.
The wind was dead calm, and my
stand was in a wooded fencerow looking
out over a standing cornfield and soybean
field. With about 20 minutes of shooting
light left I heard a cornstalk rustle about 30
yards in front of my stand. I could tell it was
a deer moving through the standing corn,
so I stood in anticipation of soon seeing
my first deer in 10 hunts. Within a minute
Trump stepped out of the standing corn and
into the soybeans just 30 yards away and
immediately started walking right at me.
I knew when Trump hit the treeline
where I was waiting he would either
turn right or left and give me a broadside
shot so I drew my bow in anticipation.
Trump turned to my left and I immediately
released the arrow.
The hit was not perfect, and I watched
as Trump ran about 100 yards out into the
soybeans and soon bedded down. A few
minutes later another buck walked out
from the standing corn and got Trump back
on his feet. I watched the bucks standing
in the soybeans until it was dark and then
slipped away.
The next morning, I returned with good

BOOK NOW FOR 2018 SPRING SNOW GOOSE SEASON!
WE HAVE LOCATIONS FOR SNOW GOOSE HUNTING IN ARKANSAS

(License fees are free for Arkansas. No limits, no plugs required for conservation season.)
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friend and business partner Kevin Boyer
range. I honestly thought I had met the
along with Ron Slifer and his bloodhound
unkillable buck. Trump certainly earned my
Dio. I was concerned about the hit and
respect and taught me many lessons that
didn’t want to take any chances on losing
will make me a better deer hunter. To be
Trump. To make a long story short, after a
able to wrap my hands around his antlers
long and stressful tracking job I finally was
and put my tag on him was indescribable.
able to walk up and grab the antlers of the
When I began the 2017 season I
buck I thought I would never lay eyes on.
dreamed that I might be blessed to shoot
I consider Trump to be my greatest
both of my target bucks. To shoot both on
hunting accomplishment even though his
back-to-back hunts was not something I
193” rack is not my biggest. He pushed me
could have dreamed. To do it in Mid-October
into unfamiliar hunting territory and forced
is beyond imagination. I often tell others
me to seriously rethink my approach every
to “Dream big because Gods reality is so
step of the way. I have been targeting one
much bigger than we can even imagine”.
specific buck since 2004 when I targeted
This season those words came home to me
and killed my biggest buck at 214”. During
in a BIG way as I wrapped my two Illinois
that 14-year period, every buck I have
buck tags on over 400” of antler!
targeted has been
dead by the end of the
season. Two of those
bucks were killed by
other hunters and all
the others I killed at
some point during the
first season I targeted
them. Trump is the
lone exception. When
I targeted him during
the 2016 season he
survived not only
my efforts but those
Don Higgins will likely never have a better season
of every other deer
than what he experienced in 2017.
hunter within his
His two Illinois bucks total over 400” of antler!

SMILEY’S SPORTS SHOP INC.
Archery • Guns & Ammo • Fishing Tackle • Live Bait
Ammo by the Case Price • Full Line of Abu Garcia
Full Service Archery Shop
See us on the web at: www.smileyssportsshop.com
2049 Ireland Grove Rd. • Bloomington, IL

Snow Goose Banded Package- All inclusive, includes morning
to mid-day hunt and evening guided hunt, bird cleaning,
nightly lodging, continental breakfast and dinner.

SPECIAL PRICE FOR ASO READERS $275.00 PER PERSON.
THIS IS AN EXPERIENCE YOU WON’T SOON FORGET.

Contact GDS Today! Call Now 651-755-1612
Spaces are limited.

309/663-1133
Open Mon. – Sat.
8:00am – 5:00pm

217-448-4241

157 Arbor Street
Niota, Illinois

YOUR FISH STORE
Catfish Fillets $3.95 per pound
Whole Catfish $2.99 per pound
Scored Buffalo Fish $2.95 per pound
Lobster Tails $28.50
King Crab Legs and Claws $23.95 per pound
Dressed Turtle $7.95 per pound
Jumbo Scallops $14.95 per pound
CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE FOR OUR FULL LINE OF FRESH
OR FROZEN FISH, SEAFOOD AND SMOKED FISH

www.niotafishmarket.com
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RX FOR THE JANUARY BLAHS

season by reliving it through the telling of
hunting successes to teammates. We all
know that the more we relate a story—
the better it gets.

by Marlene Odahlen-Hinz

marleneasomag@gmail.com

For about the last four months
nearly all my free time revolved around
bowhunting.
In January my hunting
routine suddenly stops, and I seem to
have lots more spare time on my hands.
Even though the whitetail season is over
I can still keep a little bit of that hunting
excitement with me.
REORGANIZE: Clothing
Sorting through my hunting clothes
is the first thing I devote my attention to
as a new year begins. Before washing
and treating my favorite camo clothes
with Scent Killer I evaluate the pieces I
wore most often to see if they need to be
repaired or replaced. It is easy to launder
my hunting cloths now while all my scent
reducing soap is within easy reach. I then
pack them away along with a “back up”
set into my airtight container and I’m
a step ahead in my preparation for next
season.
Next I separate the remaining pieces
in my closet into piles I’m likely to wear
a few times during an entire season (i.e.
heavier jacket, shirt, underwear, rain

gear etc) and store them in a separate
tub. Finally, I look at the remaining pieces
and try to figure out when the last time
was that I actually wore them. If I can’t
remember, they either get labeled for
inclusion at a future garage sale or get
dropped off at center like Goodwill.

SCOUTING:
Weather permitting, I like to take
a stroll around my hunting property and
follow those trails that the snow had
made so obvious. It helps me understand
how the deer movement has change once
colder weather hits. I also look for bedding
areas and of course rubs that were made
during the rut. All of this sign helps me
pull together a plan for the next hunt. If
I’m lucky I might even find an antler shed
which tells me, if its owner survives the
winter, I may have a chance of seeing him
with an even bigger crown on his head.

to think about replacing those worn or
faded bib overalls or any other articles of
clothing you may have just discarded.

Equipment:
I use the first of the year to give all
the equipment I carry during hunting a
once over. I clean out my back and fanny
packs of dried leaves, sticks and uneaten
cookies. Then I make a list of things I
need to have in them for the next fall’s
opener and later on for the rut. I want to
make sure my packs have skinning gloves
and a recently sharpened knife, an extra
flashlight, and batteries just to name a few
items. Making a list helps me remember
to return items I may have taken out and
used during the spring or summer.

SPORT SHOWS:
Attending local sport shows certainly
help brighten up those January blahs. I
enjoy listening to the seminars given by
experienced hunters at these expos and
classics. I always come away with new
information and tips I can use for the next
season.
After the first of the year many
sportsmen’s clubs and organizations have
their annual fundraisers and banquets. I
attend, as well as volunteer at, several
of these events each year. It feels great
to be around people who share the same
interests and can relate to our field
experiences. I also enjoy knowing that
the money I spend at these fundraisers
benefits wildlife and promotes hunting.

SHOPPING SALES:
Department stores are not the
only ones who advertise sales after the
holidays. Archery shops often have sales
to make space for the new bow models
and other state-of-the-art archery tackle.
Sporting goods stores always offer deals
on camouflage clothing not to mention
tree stands and blinds once Christmas is
over to make room for equipment needed
by local ice fishermen. Now is the time

LEAGUES:
Nothing keeps the spirit of the
outdoors and bowhunting fresh in our
minds better than joining a league at
local clubs. It is an excellent way to keep
those muscles stretched and toned while
waiting for the next whitetail season.
Knowing I have team members expecting
me to join them each week keeps me in
the routine of shooting regularly. And
what better way to extend the hunting

SPRING TURKEY HUNTING (saving
the best for last).
For me the best medicine for those
January blahs is knowing that in a few
months I can be turkey hunting. As I sort
through clothes and equipment I keep in
mind what I’ll need for this spring hunt
and set it aside. I also seek out turkey
seminars and clinics in my area sponsored
by the DNR, sporting goods store or a
sportsmen’s club to attend. With the
spring wild turkey season so short I want
to be as well prepared as I possibly can
with the best techniques and strategies
that will bring a tom or a jake within
shooting range.
So, until next month, don’t forget
to take your daughter, granddaughter or
niece bowhunting.

801 N. State • Freeburg, IL 62243 • Owner: Chuck Dori

618.539.9881

Tohatsu Sportsman’s
Edition Camo, 20 hp,
4-stroke
POLAR kraft Sportsman
& Fishing Models

SALES & SERVICE

Plus 9.8 hp,
4-stroke models!
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BRETT FAVRE AND ORCA PARTNER
TO MAKE TAILGATING EVEN COOLER
THE LIFETIME LEGEND TO BE THE DRIVING FORCE BEHIND LIFETIME GUARANTEED COOLERS
Nashville, TN- Outdoor Recreation
Company of America (ORCA), a leading
company in the premium cooler and
drinkware market is pleased to announce
its new partnership with Hall of Fame
football legend Brett Favre.
The partnership came after ORCA
launched its new line of NCAA licensed
coolers and drinkware. ORCA has grown
significantly in the last year, so much so
that its CEO, Cliff Walker, thought that it
was time to give a face to the brand. “Our
team was brainstorming one day on who
would be the perfect fit to represent the
ORCA brand, and we came up with Brett
Favre. We thought he’s rugged, loves
the outdoors, and of course is a football
legend, which goes along perfectly with
our new launch into the sports licensing
world, so let’s give it a shot,” said Walker.
ORCA reached out to Favre in the
hopes that he would be interested in
partnering with the brand, and sure
enough he loved the product and what the
company stands for. “The fact that ORCA’s
coolers are made here in America means
a lot to me,” said Favre. “When you walk
through ORCA you can see the passion
that the workers have for making a quality
product. ORCA’s ability to customize all of
their products is extremely impressive.”
Since partnering with Brett Favre,
ORCA has received its NFL license and plans
to launch a line of NFL branded coolers and
drinkware in December of 2017.
“Brett’s a lifetime legend, and we
create products that last a lifetime, so it
just makes sense,” said Walker. “We’re
proud to have Brett on our team and we
believe the sky is the limit for ORCA.”
About Brett Favre: NFL quarterback Brett
Favre attended the University of Southern
Mississippi, where he had a great college
football career. Favre went on to lead
the 1992 Green Bay Packers to victory
in Super Bowl XXXI and was named the
league’s MVP three years in a row. Favre
holds the record for the most consecutive
NFL starts at 253, and continues to remain
one of the most prolific quarterbacks in
history with 442 touchdown passes and

61,655 passing yards. In 2016 Favre was
inducted into the NFL Hall of Fame.
About ORCA: Based in Nashville,
Tennessee and founded in 2012, ORCA has
made a name for itself by creating American
made, roto-molded coolers that last a
lifetime. In the past year the company has
expanded in many ways including growing
its staff in Nashville from 40 employees
to over 150, bringing manufacturing,
assembly and customization in house, and
most notably adding licensed products to
its repertoire. From custom color coolers
to laser engraved drinkware, ORCA is
dedicated to creating products that make
every moment cool.

Pond & Lake Weed Removal Tool
Toss-Retrieve
Unload-Repeat

ORCA’s social communities include:
www.facebook.com/orcacoolers,
www.instagram.com/orcacoolers, and
www.twitter.com/orcacoolers.
For more information on the ORCA
brand and its products please visit
www.ORCAcoolers.com.
Contact: Ashleigh Ford
Phone: 615.864.8877
Email: Ashleigh@ORCAcoolers.com

989-529-3992 • WeedGatorProducts.com
Performs C.P.R. Cuts • Pulls • Rakes
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HELPING CLIENTS
CATCH MEMORIES ONE
FISH AT A TIME
Lake Shelbyville

217-520-3653 • www.englandexpenditions.com
Now that 2018 is upon us, lets make
our New Year’s fishing resolutions!!! My
advice to anyone looking for a fishing
resolution is “Do the Little Things!!!”
Besides that, my only other suggestion
would be to visit Lake Shelbyville and
enjoy yourself on a fantastic fishery.
Along with a couple tips to avoid a future
problem with your equipment, I am going
to offer a couple winter season techniques
for crappie, walleye, and sauger.
First, lets discuss some simple “Little
Things” or a few tasks to help you avoid
losing any fish, which could have been
avoided. It is very important to make sure
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owner’s manual that came with your reel
if you have any issues getting started or
for any other questions you may have.
Pole maintenance is the easiest to do and
one of the most important factors needed
to catch whatever species you are fishing
for. Make sure the tip section of your pole
is in working order, because that is where
your sensitivity is detected. The eyelets
are very important. Make sure they are
in perfect working order because it only
takes one little knick to cause a weak spot
in the line and give a fish the chance to
break off and get away.

Crappie fishing on Lake Shelbyville
in January can be very good and barring
any significant ice, there is no reason you
cannot catch some nice winter slabs!
Wintertime crappie fishing can be even
better than other times, because less
people are fishing. First, lets discuss some
places to find those winter slabs and
those large schools of fish, also. Knowing
where your structures are, such as a group
of stumps, submerged trees, and even
bridge columns, are places to start looking
for those schools of crappie.
Once the fish are located I prefer to

Andy and Rex double limit!!

Joe and Mike with
some winter slabs

your fishing line is not only spooled with
new line, but make sure it is not over
spooled. Putting too much line on your
reel is a common problem. Always do a
practice cast in your yard before hitting
the water to avoid lost time while fishing.
I prefer to use 6lb. test High Visibility line
on all my crappie reels. The High Visibility
line has fantastic contrast against the
darker lake water making any subtle
movements of your line easier to see.
Cleaning and oiling your reels will really
enhance the performance of your reel. It
will have a much longer lifespan and save
you money in the long run. Refer to your

WORLD-CLASS QUALITY HUNTS AROUND THE WORLD!
TED TESTED! • TED ABUSED! • TED APPROVED!

“Helping Clients Catch Memories One Fish at at Time”
Ted Nugent

Shemane Nugent “Queen of the Forest”

Call Paul or Toby to book your dream hunt of a lifetime!
517-750-9060 • TedNugent.com • Facebook.com/tednugent

Lake Shelbyville, IL

MATT ENGLAND

Professional Fishing Guide • matt@englandexpeditions.com

217.520.3653 • www.englandexpeditions.com
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use either a 1/16 oz. or 1/32 oz. sized jig
head. Along with a 1/16 oz. or 1/32 oz.
jig head I like to use hair as opposed to
the normal plastic tube bodies. Hair jigs
have a much more natural action and the
subtleties in the action is a game changer.
Due to the crappies slower metabolism
and less active feeding routines the use
of smaller hair jigs will be the difference
maker! Riprap shorelines with a gradual
drop-off will be another place to find large
schools. Once you find them be sure to fish
in a slower presentation than you normally
do at any other time of the year. Fishing in
water from 10-20 feet deep with standing
timber scattered throughout the mouths of
coves will be places crappie will be found
also. Once the depth is determined you
can use your electronics to highlight that
depth throughout your lake and that will
be a great timesaver allowing more time
to fish those areas. Crappie patterns on
Lake Shelbyville have shown that winter
crappie will live in bigger schools and stay
on structures longer than any other time of
year, also.
Winter walleye and sauger fishing on
Lake Shelbyville in January is still a hot
month to land a possible giant! First, as
usual, walleye and sauger are always on
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the hunt for their next meal. Knowing that
fact, it is important to fish areas that bait
fish, will be attracted to. Fishing flats that
lead into a channel drop-off are a fantastic
place to cast several lures over. To start I
use a ¼ oz. Big Dude vibration bait and
control my depth with the speed of my
retrieval. Crank baits are another great
option to cast near rock piles, stumps,
sunken creek beds, and even old roadbeds.
Walleye and sauger use all of those as
areas to ambush their next meal. Tipping
a ¼ oz. lead head with a night crawler and
slowly retrieving it off the bottom in 11-15
feet of water, near any bend of the river
channel, is another successful strategy at
this time of the year. This helps to catch
not only good numbers of fish, but some
nice size ones too. With this method I
allow plenty of time to retrieve my jig and
even stop my presentation at times for 2
or 3 seconds before I begin to start again.
Use your lake map or your electronics to
find and fish those “horseshoes.” These
will be areas walleye and sauger visit
regularly looking for an easy meal. Trolling
crank baits along wind blown points will
be an effective way to cover a lot of water.
This helps to catch those walleye/sauger
hunting those bait fish that have been
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pushed up along the shore. Once you have
found a school of walleye/sauger you can
begin to cast your favorite walleye lure for
another way to catch them. Finding the
walleye/sauger is harder than catching
them, so once you find them know that you
CAN CATCH THEM!!!
In closing, I will have a booth at
the Fish and Feather Expo this month in
Bloomington, Illinois on January 26, 27,
28. Please swing by and say hello!
We are now booking trips for the 2018
season. To book a trip with us you can
visit www.englandexpeditions.com or call
(217) 520-3653. CATCHING MEMORIES
ONE FISH AT A TIME!!!

Top right:
Matt and a
12 inch white
crappie
Bottom right:
Scott and
Alison with
Alison’s 13 in
Slab!

Maroa: 217-794-2292

Peoria: 309-699-6231

www.FourWindsRV.com
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Call Reagan and
Book Your Trip Today!

309.642.8106

Reagsguideservice@gmail.com
www.centralilcrappieguide.com
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FISHING CENTRAL ILLINOIS
WITH
REAG’S
GUIDE
SERVICE
By Reagan Smith

Happy New Year, my friends. I hope that this holiday season has treated you well from
Thanksgiving into Christmas, and now the new year. I hope you are doing well with all of your
new year’s resolutions – or at least have plans to stick to them. I have been busy over the last
month enjoying Christmas with my family and of course, fishing. I have
been on Lake Springfield, Clinton Lake and decided for fun to start
going to Lake Michigan here and there for some perch fishing. But my
Christmas Eve, Christmas Day and even the day after were swamped
with family gatherings. My wife and I are blessed to have both of our
parents and siblings only with in a five minute drive of our house in
Tremont, but at the same time that means that our holidays can be a
little hectic. Christmas Eve for lunch we started at my parent’s house
then we went to her parent’s house for dinner, then Christmas day woke
up and went to Havana, IL to my grandparent’s house to celebrate with
that side of the family, and then the next day celebrated with my wife’s
grandparents and cousins and aunts and uncles. All in all, we had a
great Holiday season and I look forward to hearing about yours when
we fish together, hopefully in the next month or so!
I would like to talk about perch fishing on Lake Michigan a little bit.
I have never done it until this last month when my friend invited me to
shore fish in downtown Chicago for perch. I kind of laughed thinking,
is he serious? So, that next morning consisted of me and another
friend, Shay, getting up at 2:30 am to head to Ottawa, IL to meet my
good buddy, Keith. We met Keith at 5 am at his house and then went
to the bait shop which did not open until 6 am so we waited, grabbed
some breakfast, got our minnows finally and headed on up to Navy
Pier. We ended up getting there early enough and had cheap parking
for the day, and we had our limit of fish in just 3 hours! We sorted
through a lot to get the bigger ones but we had a fantastic time. We
then went to Giordano’s and ate some deep dish pizza. Can’t go wrong
with deep dish pizza after fishing all day with the Chicago skyline as
a backdrop! The next week, I went again on a Wednesday and did
fairly well. My friend Dave and I had our 15 perch per person limit
within about 5 hours, but we were being pickier, only keeping perch
in the 10-12 inch range. I will say that day was fun, but the chili I had
for lunch was even better. We ate at a restaurant called Kroll’s which
is on Michigan Ave. downtown and talk about a cool atmosphere and
a good bowl of chili! The reason I talk about my random adventures
to Chicago is not to bore you, but to express how meaningful it is
to switch it up every now and then. As a guide I am always on the
same bodies of water catching, as you all know, crappie, white bass,
and yellow bass. To be able to go fish off Navy Pier in Chicago, the
skyline right behind me, a ton of different types of people all around
and to catch a different species of fish than I am used to and partake
in eating some delicious food that I don’t get around Central Illinois,
is truly fun! I don’t want my job to start to feel like a workplace that
I get tired of going to, so that is why I switched it up this last month
and
fished
in
Chicago
a few times
going
after
some perch. It
was a great
experience and
I learned new
techniques for
fishing and had
a lot of fun
along the way.
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Fishing on Clinton Lake – well, I usually
tell people the colder it is, the better it is.
People have been doing well on the warm
water side in boats and on shore. I have
been concentrating more of my time fishing
deep for white crappie on the west side, I will
continue to do so until we get small layers of
ice over there. Clinton is a fun lake to be at
for crappie this time of year, but I do enjoy
Lake Springfield as well. Springfield has
been more of my consistent lake throughout
the year. I know that this time of year coming,
January through March, we do great on
catching yellow bass and some nice crappies
thrown into the mix.
There are mixed emotions among people
about catching yellow bass. Some people
love to catch them and some consider it a
boring or annoying fish. I will admit, when I
am crappie fishing and catch white or yellow
bass it to annoys me, but you can’t beat
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the aggression shown from the fish. The
aggression on a 10ft ACC Crappie Stix, is a
lot of fun to try to bring into the boat. I have
received grief from several people recently
about catching white and yellow bass, but
every customer in my boat has had a great
time on constant action of such an aggressive
fish and the table fare is not bad either, if
cleaned correctly. White and yellow bass
on Lake Springfield are not only delicious but
there is such a large amount of both species
and this year especially, the numbers and the
size of the fish have been great! We have
had days where we have been catching
well over 200 fish in a day using a variety of
different techniques whether that be live or
artificial baits, and have a great time doing
it. Now side note, we never keep that many
fish! We just catch a lot and release a lot.
Part of Reag’s Guide Service is not how many
fish or what kind of fish we catch, but my goal

as the guide is about making memories with
friends and family. I intend on putting you on
fish and having you catch them, and watching
your son or daughter or grandchild or one
of your close friends, maybe your parent,
catch fish and have a
smile on their face while
doing it. It’s not all about
catching crappie or about
catching white or yellow
bass, it’s about the time
spent enjoying the great
outdoors here in Central
Illinois with your loved
ones making memories
that will last a lifetime!
If you don’t mind
the cold and would like
to go catch some yellow
bass this month or the
next on Lake Springfield,

15993 Cambria Road • Hurst, IL 62924 • Open Mon - Sat

www.HarrisonsSportShop.com
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or want to catch some crappies and make
some memories, I’d love to be the guide that
can make that happen! Visit my website at
centralilcrappieguide.com or give me a call at
309-642-8106.
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3 DIFFERENT LOCATIONS
YOU’LL FIND COYOTES
By Mark Kayser

COYOTES ARE ALL THE SAME, BUT
THAT DOESN’T MEAN THEY’RE ALL
IN THE SAME PLACE.
It’s common for predator hunters
— weekend warriors or diehards — to
look for out-of-the-way coyote locations
to hunt. Muddy trails, rocky paths and
numerous gate openings lead to the land
of milk and honey … right?
That’s oftentimes the case, but not
always necessary.
Sometimes the best coyote hunting
is right out the front door. That front door
may not be yours but, when looking for
new coyote-calling locations, don’t be rule
out set-ups near suburbia, farms, ranches
and rural manufacturing sites.
1. FARM COYOTES: Some of
the richest food sources for coyotes can
be found within close proximity to these
location types. For farms and ranches, the
food source is obvious. Livestock plays a
crucial role in attracting coyotes to these

areas. Depending on the livestock offering,
there’s the occasional critter that kicks off
unexpectedly. If the agricultural operation
is large, it’s like they dispose of animals
using a “pit,” another popular coyote
attraction. There’s also the attraction of
newborns, afterbirth and calf excrement
that spurs coyote visits.
In addition to livestock banquets,
farms and ranches also have domestic
pets, pet bowls to raid and even gardens
to rob. Coyotes are notorious for including
grains and even fruits in their diet when
prompted.
2. SUBURBAN COYOTES: Suburban
coyotes are becoming as normal as seeing
road construction signs on your way to
work. If you want an interesting read look
up the Cook County coyote study that has
been observing coyotes in the Chicago
area since 2000. Coyotes living in the
midst of humans stick to a diet of rodents
but — like farmyard raiders —they are
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not opposed to pursuing pets,
taking advantage of pet food
and also tiptoeing through
gardens for fresh produce.
3. RURAL COYOTES:
Lastly, many areas of
rural
American
now
have manufacturing and
distribution centers hidden
away from the big city. These
hubs of activity also create
micro-environments that harbor a healthy
diet of small game for coyotes. Rabbits
and small rodents thrive in the overgrown
underbrush surrounding these sites
making it a natural pit stop for any coyote
hunting in the area.
A nighttime drive to listen for area
coyotes at these sites is one way to pinpoint
activity. Use a lone howl on your electronic
caller to get a response if you don’t hear
any howling. You can also talk with locals
as they usually have a good idea of the
wildlife living nearby, especially if they’ve
caught the barnyard dog in a midnight fight
with a prowling coyote. Other clues such as
tracks and droppings confirm that coyotes
are living nearby.
Once you get the green light to hunt
such a site, be sure to set up far enough

away that your shots will be safe and legal.
Keep a clear backstop in the background
and clear all of your potential setup sites
with landowners to ensure they approve
of your hunting plan. Even if you don’t get
permission to hunt an exact building site,
you can always hunt adjacent properties.
It’s likely the coyotes are traveling to
and from a refuge setting to hunt near
a building site. Dawn and dusk setups
may be more strategic when focusing on
a sanctuary setting. Catch the coyotes
when they leave or return to those areas
because they’ll likely loot building sites
after dark when the hustle and bustle of
human activity subsides.
www.grandviewoutdoors.com

Call Reagan and Book Your Trip Today!

309.642.8106

Reagsguideservice@gmail.com

www.centralilcrappieguide.com

KICKAPOO CREEK SUPPLY
“FUR BUYER”

COMPLETE HIDE TANNING SERVICE
BUYER OF RAW FURS & SQUIRREL TAILS
Selling complete line of trapping supplies:
Lures • Baits • Traps • Fur Handling Equipment
Snares • Hip Boots • Chest Waders • AND MORE
WE SHIP UPS

CALL: 309.446.3137
6815 N. McIntyre Road • Brimfield, IL 61517

Sure, we have seed that grows corn and soybeans.
But, we also have some that grow antlers.
You’ve always turned to your local FS Member cooperative for the expert advice and
help in managing your farm’s resources. But you may not have realized that when it
comes to managing the wildlife resources on your farm, we can help there too.
The fact is your local FS Member Cooperative carries a full line of seed for improving
wildlife forage on your land. Including annual and perennial mixes from Mossy
Oak®, Biologic®, and the Whitetail Institute of North America specially formulated
to provide better nutrition and more protein to grow bigger, healthier animals. So,
if your game is deer or wild turkey, your local FS Member Cooperative has the seed
and the epertise to help you make the most of your willdlife resources.

Fulton, FS, Inc.

Lewistown Office 309-547-2896
Ipava Office 309-753-9253

Wildlife solutions from The Natural Resource
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“Better Results from Better Training by Better Trainers”

CONCEALMENT

HEADING WEST
By Thane Hunt

In central Illinois we have some of the
best hunting there is from deer to waterfowl.
However, we don’t have some wildlife that
certain regions do, one of them being elk.
Steve Wallace has wanted to go on an elk
hunt for a long time. Well, last fall Steve
found that he was selected by Wyoming
Disabled Hunters to go on an elk hunt. This
November after a year of anticipation and
preparing he was able to go on his hunt.
Steve decided to drive out for his hunt
as he was taking his track chair, a 4wheeler,
and coolers to haul home the elk if he was
able to take one. He and Amber (his girl
friend) enjoyed the drive out to Wyoming.
They both said the scenery and mountains
were beautiful. Steve said that driving in
the mountains as it snowed was beautiful
and harrowing all at the same time. Along
the way they stayed at hotels however they
weren’t sure where they were staying when
they got there. They were told it was a board
members home in Cody, Wyoming and that
was all they knew. Upon arrival they found
that their hosts were the Lundvell’s. Ashlee
Lundvell is an avid hunter and is a pro
staffer for Mossy Oak and is a writer for
Able Outdoors. The Lundvell’s home was
completely ADA Accessible as she too is a
Sportsperson who also has a disability.
Steve hunted for three days while in
Wyoming. Like with all hunts there is no
easy hunt due to the weather and natural
predators in the area. The first day Steve
was able to hunt from a heated blind. The
second day of hunting they were unable to
get to the blind and as the road had blown
over with snow and had to be cleared so
they hunted in a different location. Then
on the third day of his hunt Steve was able
to get his elk, he took a Cow that weighted
around 800 lbs. This was a great experience
for Steve that he will never forget.
One thing I have found writing these
articles is that when sports person with
disabilities just want to be included. The
activity could be a shooting course, a hunting
trip or just spending time outdoors taking part
in them with their friends and family.
Steve being a sportsman with a

GAME BLINDS

disability himself knows the benefit of getting out hunting and has
started Central Illinois Accessible Hunts (CIAH). CIAH is looking for
other hunters with disabilities to take hunting. Currently we have
openings for goose and duck hunts this hunting season.
If you are a hunter with a disability and would like to
participate in a Central Illinois Accessible Hunt or would like to
share your outdoor adventure or hunt, please feel free to contact
me. If you would like to share your story or outdoor adventures,
please contact me at 309-338-0990 or at huntsgungetaway@
gmail.com. Train Hard and Stay Safe. T.H.

Manufactured by Miller’s Storage Buildings
1955 CR. 1700 E. Arthur, IL 61911

217.543.3206

The view of the trail to the heated blind

The lundevell’s, Tinkers, Steve and Amber

Steve the Cow

HUNT’S GUN GETAWAY, LLC
IL CONCEALED CARRY INSTRUCTOR

“Better Results from Better Training by Better Trainers.”
We have real world experience with over 50 years of Law Enforcement
Experience & are IL Certified Instructors for Concealed Carry, as well as
NRA Certified Instructors, teaching an IL Certified Curriculum.

Hunt’s Gun
Getaway

Thane Hunt, Owner/CEO
309-338-0990
thane@huntsgungetaway.com
www.huntsgungetaway.com

We are now offering NRA Instructor Development Workshops.

THE GREAT OUTDOORS
• HUNTING - FISHING
• CAMPING & TRAPPING SUPPLIES
• NEW & USED FIREARMS
• BRADLEY SMOKERS
• FFL TRANSFERS
• HUNTING & FISHING LICENSE

205 East Main St., Knoxville, IL 61448
life@greatoutdoors3.comcastbiz.net

309.388.0159

TERRY HOWARTER

DENISE SHEPHERD

These Blinds & our Cabin
have been developed with
input from hunters like you.
Miller’s will customize your
Blind or Cabin with many
more options you may need.
Call for more info.
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Having been in a bad
car accident in my early
20’s as a result from
hitting black ice, my
vision of winter driving
conditions sparks the
absolute pinnacle of
anxiety in my body.
When your life sort
of flashes before
your eyes, you do
everything you can to
avoid that happening
again. A four-wheel
drive vehicle really
By A.K. Thompson
helped in that regard,
but now I drive a tiny
As I sit here and write, the first terrible
little nothing Toyota Corolla. Most folks are
cold snap of the season is upon northern
probably happy about owning a new car, but
Illinois. The air bites at my face if I venture
I cannot stand it. It is too small and I just do
outdoors, and the wind, however slight, makes
not like it. It says nothing about who I am as
the temperature feel at least 15 or 20 degrees
a person, and right now I feel like a phony
colder. I have found myself mourning the loss
because I uprooted by entire southern life,
of my southern Illinois winters. South you can
moved back north and I cannot for the life of
expect a snow event, and then expect it to
me, understand why, except that I make more
have all been melted away by the afternoon. Of
money now, but Jesus Christ, that’s not what
course, I had to contend with my fair share of
life and happiness is all about. So, yeah, I hate
mud in that case, but I will take mud over ice
winter and I hate my car.
any day. I am not certain how I will handle this
As the cold tendrils of the small months
thing called Winter. The only winter I’ve known
reach out to consume me, I am forced to
in the past years is the winter that Jon Snow
reflect on the past several months. My
must endure on Game of Thrones…so, as you
summer and fall disappeared without my
can imagine, I am anticipating the worst.
knowing. I have not been present in my

THE COLD IS
KEEPING ME

BACKCOUNTRY HUNTS
OUTFITTING IN: NEW MEXICO & TEXAS

Mule Deer • Whitetail • Elk • Antelope • Turkey • Aoudad
Spring Turkey • Javelina • Feral Hogs • Exotics

FULL TIME OUTFITTER FOR 31 YEARS!
OUTFITTING FOR RIFLE, MUZZLELOADER & ARCHERY
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life, only in my job that I love. I do not feel
connected to the earth. I feel lost, like I’ve
been pushed way, way off course and have
no means for correction. I fear I have made a
grave mistake. If only….if only! I think that.
If only this great job were in southern Illinois!
Oh, who am I kidding, if only never works.
Instead, one must sit, content with things, or
suffer in silence, which is what I have pretty
much been doing. I feel like my body is now
this walking creature, just trudging down a
path that eventually ends in retirement, then
death. My body breathes and eats and drinks
wine and pets the dogs, but it is not here. It
is somewhere else, far off, my beating heart
in some cavernous darkness where I cannot
hear it, I cannot see it, I cannot feel it. The
Spirituality of place cannot find me here.
Very often I catch myself praying that
I find some sort of happiness similar to the
happiness I felt in southern Illinois. Perhaps
happiness is not the correct word, rather
contentedness. I was always so relaxed and
comfortable in my rented little 19th Century
farmhouse, with my struggling bank account,
on the quiet hill-top road I called home. I have
felt no semblance of home here in the North. It
feels dry and dusty, not humid and moist. The
smell of the decay of so many leaves each fall,
the swirling of so many bugs – the heat off a
metal roof, I miss that. Here in the North the
leaves are blown to shreds by the winds. It is

not a friendly landscape that greets me now –
it is a stranger who seems to remember me,
and gives me the side-eye because my motives
in returning are unclear.
This approaching winter, thundering
toward me like the winds that push my house
around is an enemy I must contend with -- it
reminds me of what I have lost and what sits
now in its place. I am fighting for myself right
now. I have to find myself again, up here. I left
her up here, tears still wet from the divorce.
I left a lot of mistakes and heartache behind,
and I thought that is where it would remain,
yet I have returned to it, and it keeps me empty.
For now.
A.K. Thompson is curator of The Dillon
Home Museum in Sterling, IL, a fiction
writer and teacher who makes her home
in northern Illinoisan. She holds a Master’s
Degree in Writing and Consciousness from
the New College of California, and an MFA
in Creative Writing from Southern Illinois
University. She has served as an Assistant
Editor for the Crab Orchard Review.  Her
work has appeared in STORY Magazine,
Surreal South -- An Anthology of Short
Fiction and Poetry, The Smoking Poet, and
The Chiron Review among others. Friend
Dirt Church on Facebook! Email A.K.:
akdirtchurch@gmail.com

MIDSOUTH TACKLE
Making Jigs Since 1978

128 CR 108 • Jonesboro, AR 72404

870-935-4914
Check us out on the web…
www.midsouthtackle.com/shop.asp
Manufacturers of Quality Crappie Jigs
Made for Fishermen by Fishermen for 32 Years!

Member of the New Mexico Council of Outfitters & Guides
Members Safari Club International • Lifetime Member of the NRA

575.361.1053 • BackCountryHunts.com
stevejones@backcountryhunts.com

With Purchase
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WHAT DEER EAT IN
THE WINTER
By Patrick Durkin

IF YOU KNOW WHAT DEER ARE
GOING TO BE EATING IN THE MIDDLE
OF WINTER, YOU’LL KNOW WHERE TO
SET UP FOR A LATE-SEASON HUNT.
When scavenging for food in food
plots or agricultural fields, whitetail deer
prefer to eat corn, soybeans or cowpeas
lying on the ground or atop the snow. They
do not like to pluck food from standing
stalks. In fact, they’ll walk past row after
row of standing crops and scavenge for
hours on harvested fields.
To ensure deer shift their feeding
locations to reduce disease risks,
landowners can knock down a few rows of
crops every few days with an ATV or truck.
Hunters who maintain food plots
often debate whether corn, soybeans
or brassicas work best for late-season
forage. Corn is likely the least beneficial
for deer and hunting as a food-plot
offering, partly because it’s so common
in farm country. Try planting varieties of

all three, staggering their planting time,
variety and locations to disperse feeding
activity and increase the time window in
which late-season deer visit these sites.
What about forest or big-woods deer?
Even with a low metabolism and an
inactive lifestyle that comes later in
winter, the whitetail’s basic energy needs
often exceed the fuel it extracts from
woody browse such as the twigs and buds
of ash, hemlock, aspen, maple, hazelwood
and red osier dogwood.
The only woody browse that can
sustain deer through 100 days in a deeryard
is white cedar, but whitetails require
3- to 6-pound quantities daily, a major
undertaking in heavily browsed deeryards.
Another favorite item on the winter
menu of forest deer is “Old Man’s Beard,”
a gray arboreal lichen resembling Spanish
moss. These lichens grow on dead or
dying spruce and balsam trees. If you find
deer tracks converging on a long-dead

tree that toppled recently,
look for lichen “beards”
on branches beyond the
deer’s reach. Lichens are
part algae and part fungus
and are rich in nutrition,
especially the “micronutrients” that apparently
help deer survive harsh
winters.
Remember, too, that
deer like to bed as close
as possible to food sources
to reduce energy demands,
which increase the farther
they walk. Therefore, scout
for dense bedding cover
near food. Whether it’s bigwoods cedar bottoms or a
woodland thicket brimming
with prickly ash, grape
vines and blackberry stalks,
the densest cover usually
holds late-season deer.
Deer retreat to these thick
sanctuaries to avoid human
activity and/or to escape
energy-robbing wind chills.

Landowners can knock down a few rows of crops
every few days with an ATV or truck to encourage
deer to shift their feeding locations.

Featured photo: John Hafner Photography • www.grandviewoutdoors.com

Galesburg Historical Society
Chocolate Festival Feb. 10 – 11, 2018

Rootabaga Jazz Festival
April 6-8, 2018

Carl Sandburg Days
April 26-28, 2018

Semi Truck Cruise In
June 16, 2018
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Sean & Tom Reynolds
877-246-4869 • www. stroutfitters.com

JANUARY BEGINS THE
NEW YEAR FOR OUTDOOR
ACTIVITY IN ARKANSAS

January begins the new year for outdoor
activity in Arkansas. Striper, walleye, and
crappie are in their winter feeding period.
Duck and deer season is still going strong.
Winters in Arkansas are usually very mild. On
a typical day, the beginning temperature will
in the low thirties with average high in the
mid-forties. This is a great time to be on the
water because you will see very few people
fishing. The ones that are usually are catching
stripers all day long. The walleye will be
starting their early season move to their
spawning areas and the crappie will be over
the deep brush piles feeding on minnows.
Combine hunting with some great striper
fishing and you have a perfect Cast & Blast

opportunity. We offer both deer and bird hunting
Cast & Blast packages starting in November
thorough Mid-February. Lodging is available at
some of the lakefront resorts. Some even offer
extensive hunting grounds. Check it all out at
www.stroutfitters.com/specials.
Stripers will have moved to deep water
in January. The stripers follow the shad
to the deeper water as the shad finds the
layer of water temperature that fits their
comfort zone. This is usually in the 50 to
100 foot range. Find the shad and you will
find the stripers. Live shad, both gizzard and
threadfin, work the best and should be 3 to
5 inches in length. The next best live bait
is shiners specifically brooders. They are in

the 3 to 5 inch range and can be purchased
at our local bait shops like 101 Grocery and
Bait. Spoons are the best artificial bait for
catching stripers during this time of the
year. The best color and length is a white
3 inch spoon. Our presentation varies but
it’s usually floats and downlines. Our normal
bait will be 3 to 5 inch threadfin shad. Most
times we will have 8 rods out, six downlines
and 2 floats. I will vary the depths of the
downlines until I figure out what depth range
the stripers are holding that day. I then set
all lines to that depth. One trick I use is using
a light leader line of 10 lb test. The lighter
line allows the small baits to move freely in
the water. The best spots to catch stripers
in January are Float Creek in the early part
of January, the large flat above 101 bridge,
and the river channel in the 101 area up to
Crystal Cove. Look for the shad or sea gulls
and you will likely find the stripers. January
can provide great striper bite all day long,
it’s just not a morning bite.

This ad paid for by combination of private and state matching funds

The bass will be on the buffs and drop
offs near the river channel. The best baits
are on jigs, worms and spinnerbaits thrown
later in the day to a bank that has wind
pounding it. If you can get a couple of strong
south winds try going up the creeks and
throw a spinnerbait. The bass will move up
to that warmer water mid-morning looking
for young bait to feed on. There is also great
night fishing throwing jigs, worms, and black
or red 3/8 OZ spinner baits. You can catch
fish all over the main lake and the creeks.
The crappie bite is very good. The fish
are holding along the buffs in brush piles
and roaming the flats in 20 plus feet of
water. Warm days will bring the fish up so
make sure you always check out the shallow
flats. Spider rigging is the most effective
technique to catch them. You can find active
crappies in Brushy Creek and Big Creek on
the south end of the lake, and Bennett’s
Bayou, Red Bank, Calamity Beach, Pigeon
Creek on the north end.
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Winter fishing on Lake Norfork can be
very rewarding. You will the lake to yourself
and the weather is usually in the 40’s or
higher. This is a great time to come down
from the hard water, snow, and cold to enjoy
some fantastic fishing.
The sport show begins in early January
and we will be at the Collinsville Let’s Go Fishing
show January 5, 6 and 7, the Schaumburg
Chicagoland Fishing show January 25, 26, 27
and 28, and the Jonesboro, Ar February 9, 10
and 11, Stop bye and say hello.
Tom & Sean Reynolds have fished Lake
Norfork for over 51 years and they guide out
of Tracy Ferry Marina; you can reach him at
www.stroutfitters.com, 870-421-1541 or on
Facebook at STROutfitters.
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START THE NEW YEAR WITH PEORIA
SKEET AND TRAP CLUB MEMBERSHIP
Founded in 1935, Peoria Skeet and
Trap Club (PSTC) is one of the largest
shooting facilities in Illinois, featuring
10 combination Skeet/Trap Fields, an air
conditioned and smoke free clubhouse
and two outdoor pavilions.
The Club is located at 1470 Spring Bay
Road, East Peoria (5 miles North of the
intersection of Illinois Routes 116 and 26.
Offering Summer Youth Shooting Program
(ages 8-20), Summer Trap League, Combo
Skeet/Trap League in the Fall and a
Winter Skeet League, open trap and
skeet practice during regular Club Hours
(Thursday, Saturday and Sunday) plus
Registered Trap (ATA) and Skeet (NSSA,
ISSA) Shoots.
A number of membership options are
available – providing reduced shoot costs,
no cost availability of Clubhouse for
personal use after hours and member-only
off hour shooting.

SALES • SERVICE • PARTS • CONSIGNMENT
ACCESSORIES STORAGE!
2017 LUND & WAR EAGLE
CLOSEOUTS
1600 FURY TILLER
1775 IMPACTS SS/SPORT
1875 IMPACT SPORT
1975 PRO V DEMO

Regular memberships
run January through
December.

$120 Annual family
membership
(plus
$50 initiation fees 1st
year) includes member
applicant, spouse and children up through
age of 20.
$50 Student memberships (no initiation
fee) are available to any full-time students
under the age of 21. Student members do
not have voting privileges, but do enjoy all
other privileges of club membership.
$50 Affiliate memberships (no initiation

fee) are available to individuals who
reside more than 50 air miles from the
Club. Affiliate members do not have
voting privileges, but do enjoy all other
privileges of club membership.
For more information stop by the
Clubhouse (Thursday, Saturday or Sunday
11 am – 3 pm), call 309-822-8146 or email
admin@peoriaskeetandtrap.com

STR Outfitters
CAST & BLAST PACKAGE
NOVEMBER - FEBRUARY

Package includes a 5 day four night stay, 2 full days guided striper trips on
Lake Norfork, (all tackle &; bait included), and a half day pheasant hunt. The pheasant
hunt includes 8 birds per person, license, bird processing, & guide.

The price will be $600 per person minimum 2 people, excludes meals, Arkansas fishing license, and tax.

Lake Norfork • Mountain Home, AR • Sean & Tom Reynolds
Check out our blog at http://stroutfitters.blogspot.com

www.stroutfitters.com • 877.246.7896
These memories will last a lifetime ....

2018 MODELS ARE IN STOCK
LET US RIG YOUR BOAT WITH
THE LATEST ELECTRONICS!

CONSIGNMENT
BOATS WANTED

LUND Impact 1875

Bulk Oil Refill Deals!

FINANCING AVAILABLE!

* CALL FOR WINTER STORAGE *
1414 S. Stark St • Davenport, IA • 563-326-2431

110 4-H Park Rd.
Eureka, IL 61530
eurekalocker@gmail.com
www.bittnermeatco.com
DAY TIME NUMBER:
(309) 467-2731
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OUTDOOR
CONNECTION
By
Gerald
A.
Sampen,
O.C.
Salesman

World Class Pheasant Hunting (SDH2)
Brochure
Welcome
This is your chance to experience a
hunting experience of a lifetime. We are
located just 20 minutes from the Pheasant
Capital of the World. This is a great opportunity
to enjoy the outdoors of South Dakota! You
will enjoy hunting pheasant on over 3,000
acres of prime pheasant habitat consisting of
CRP (tall prairie grass,) unharvested corn and
milo, sloughs, creek bottoms, drainages and
shelter belts. We have been accommodating
out of state hunters for the past 24 years. We
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REMEMBER: Outdoor Connection offers fishing, hunting, and outdoor adventures over a large part of the world. We
book virtually any size group or party; from a single moose or bear hunter, a family fishing trip, an Alaskan yacht
cruise for 10, corporate group trips, incentive trips, conventions and trips to help for fundraising.
We represent over 300 lodges and outfitters for your hunting, fishing, and outdoor pleasure and remember if we
represent them we’ve been there.
- Gerald A. Sampen (OC Salesman)

FEATURING 2 OF 23 “WITH
WINGS” WE REPRESENT

and sofas and chairs to relax in. The great
room can be utilized for meetings.
If nature and a nice view is what you’re
looking for, try relaxing on the South porch.
There is also a recreation room with pool
table, poker table, etc. for you to enjoy.

Accommodations
Our newer guest lodge is ready for its
7th Fall of hunting. The first floor has four
bedrooms with a vanity and sink in each.
Two bathrooms with showers are also
located on the first floor. On the second
floor you will find the kitchen, dining room,
a great room with a fireplace, big screen TV

Your Hunting Package Includes...
*Three days of hunting and four nights of
lodging.
*Sporting Clays Course with 8 stations.
*Hot Tub on the North deck.
*All home-cooked meals, soft drinks and
cold beer after the hunt (you may bring
your own choice of liquor.)
*Guides and dogs. Kennels are also provided
if you wish to bring your own dog.
*
Transportation to and from the hunting
fields.
*Cleaning, packaging and freezing of your
pheasants.
*Airport pickup.

can cater to any size group, whether it be just
you, a couple of buddies, or all the way up to
corporate hunting groups. Plan your trip today!
What You Can Expect
The hunting season runs from October
15th-December 31st. Hunting hours are from
noon to sunset the first week of the season
and 10:00am to sunset the remainder of the
season. We can comfortably accommodate up
to 18 hunters at one time. Groups of less than
twelve will hunt with their own group, but may
have other hunters at the lodge. We do not
believe in over booking, so you can enjoy your
hunting experience to its fullest potential.
“I would like to take a moment and say
thanks for one of the most unforgettable
hunts I have ever experienced. I’ve heard it

said that seeing is believing, and so it was.
I’ve never seen so many pheasants in one
place in all my life! Truly, it is God’s country.
Again, thank you for your gracious
hospitality and I look forward to seeing you
next year for another great hunt!” Don G.,
Marshall, TX

HICKS TRADING STATION
Southern Illinois’ Largest Gun Shop

RIFLES • SHOTGUNS • PISTOLS
Come visit with Kevin & Sam and choose
your next gun from over 2000 Guns In Stock!
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!
4952 State Rte. 13 • Pinckneyville, IL 62274

(618) 357-2583

hicksforguns@gmail.com • www.HicksforGuns.com

Sales Rep: Gerald Sampen • 217-376-3873
Agent: Justin Montgomery • 217-871-0524 • jmontgomery@jamig.com www.

MontysOutdoorConnection.com
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“Thanks for a wonderful time, great
hunting and great food. The lodge is the
best I’ve ever stayed in. I can’t wait to come
back!” Carl, Lawrenceville, GA
Information Packet
They can comfortably accommodate
eighteen hunters at a time. Groups of less
than twelve will hunt with their own group,
but may have other hunters at the lodge.
They do not believe in over booking, because
this is your hunt of a lifetime and you should
enjoy this to the fullest potential.
About Them
Here’s your chance to experience
a pheasant hunt of a life time. A great
opportunity to enjoy the great outdoors of
South Dakota, located just twenty two miles
from the pheasant capital of the world.
You will enjoy hunting pheasants on over
three thousand acres of prime pheasant
habitat consisting of CRP (tall prairie grass),
unharvested corn and milo, sloughs, creek
bottoms, drainages, and shelter belts.
They have been accommodating out of
state hunters for the past twenty five years.
We cater to any size group, whether it be
you, a couple of your buddies, or all the way
up to corporate hunting groups. Their guest
lodge was built in the summer of 1999, it
will house 18 hunters.
You will be able to hunt wild birds on
over 3,000 acres of habitat. The season is
from October 18 to January, hunting hours
will be noon to sunset the first week, 10:00
am to sunset for the rest of the season. A
recent addition is the recreation room with
a pool table, poker table, cooler, bar for your
snacks and beverages.
Your hunting package includes the
following:
• Three days of hunting and four nights
lodging.
• Minimum of 6 hunters, maximum 18 hunters
• Sporting Clays Course with 10 stations.

• Hot Tub on the north deck.
• All home cooked meals, soft drinks and
cold beer for after the hunt. (You may
bring your own choice of liquor.)
•
Guides and dogs provided. Kennels
provided if you wish to bring your own
hunting dogs.
• Transportation to and from the hunting fields.
• Cleaning, packaging, and freezing of your
pheasants.
• Airport pick up.
“Ring Necks” Plus Walleyes And
More! (SDH6/SDF1) Brochure
About Us
This outfitter is a second generation
outfitting business that has been providing
hunting and fishing services in South Dakota
for two decades. They are centrally located
on Lake Oahe in South Dakota. This location
on the Missouri River provides close
proximity to the best walleye fishing and all
other species that Lake Oahe has to offer.
South Dakota is also famous for its
superb pheasant hunting. SD pheasant
numbers have skyrocketed in recent years.
The outfitter controls over 8,000 private
acres of well-managed, prime pheasant
habitat. Twenty plus years of habitat
development that focuses on pheasants
and other upland game has made this area
the place to visit on a person’s SD wild bird
hunting adventure. That’s right folks, there
are no pen raised birds here.
Fishing Information
In SD, on Lake Oahe, May brings the
start of the spring walleye fishing. Following
the spawn, the walleyes become very
predictable…meaning very hungry. This bite
tends to be quite reliable through the middle
of August. They not only guide for walleyes
on Lake Oahe, but provide opportunities
for small mouth bass, white bass, catfish,
northern pike, and a variety of others.
With the outfitter’s professional
angling experience along with growing up

on Lake Oahe, any angler will have a trip
to remember. Leave worries at home and
come enjoy one of South Dakota’s premiere
walleye destinations!
Ice Fishing Information
Ice fishing is definitely, another one of
South Dakota’s best kept secrets. Starting
around the first of the year, walleyes are
in abundance for ice fisherman on Lake
Oahe. The outfitter caters to all ice fishing
needs. When fishing with them, leave all
headaches behind and enjoy the trip. They
provide virtually everything, including two
20 foot icehouses with thermostatic heat
allowing a comfortable stay. They want this
to be a fun, relaxing vacation. They offer
two choices of packages: the Do-it-yourself
package and the complete package.
Accommodations
The lodge is a specialty resort which
caters not only to this outfitter’s hunters and
fishermen, but outdoorsmen and women
hunting and fishing on their own and families
traveling around SD. The lodge has six rooms,
each with two full beds and one single bed,
and a private bath. There is a game room with
poker table, pool table, and dart board. There
are three separate sitting areas, one on each
floor, each with satellite television. There is a
wrap-around deck and a walk-out basement
to enjoy the great outdoors and just relax
after a day on the waters of Lake Oahe or
in the field. Come and enjoy the peace and
serenity the SD prairie while hunting or
fishing with this summer.
Information Packet - Hunting
They are a second generation outfitting
business that has been providing hunting
and fishing services in South Dakota for
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two decades. We are centrally located on
Lake Oahe in South Dakota. This location
on the Missouri River provides us with close
proximity to the best walleye fishing and all
other species that Lake Oahe has to offer.
South Dakota is also famous for its superb
pheasant hunting. South Dakota pheasant
numbers have skyrocketed in recent years.
We control over 8000 private acres of wellmanaged, prime pheasant habitat. Twenty
plus years of habitat development that
focuses on pheasants and other upland game
has made our area the place to visit on your
South Dakota WILD BIRD hunting adventure.
That’s right folks there are no pen raised birds
here. We offer the best wild bird hunt that
South Dakota has to offer!
Meet Chad the owner/operator of
this outfitter. Since an early age, Chad has
dreamed of two things being a professional
fisherman and owning his own hunting and
fishing lodge. In 2004, his dreams began to
materialize with the construction of his lodge.
The dream became reality in 2007 after he
was awarded the title of PWT Rookie of the
Year. In his first three seasons as a walleye
pro, he accumulated 7 top ten awards,
numerous money finishes, along with a
number one ranking amongst professional
walleye anglers in 2008.
Whitetail Deer Hunts
South Dakota is renowned for its deer
hunting. And when you come to stay with us, we
are surrounded by some of the most abundant
public hunting ground that South Dakota has
to offer.  There are more public walk-in acres in
a 30 mile radius, than anywhere else in South
Dakota. There are numerous white tail and
mule deer in and around Walworth County.
On the Do-It-Yourself package, we provide you
with the accommodations and meals and then

Discounts as big as a house.
Or condo. Or apartment.
See just how big your savings could be.
Your savings could add up to hundreds of dollars when you put all
your policies together under our State Farm® roof.

GET TO A BETTER STATE™. CONTACT AN AGENT TODAY.

On the Chippewa Flowage

Call to Book Your Ice Fishing Trip!
LICENSED & INSURED

statefarm.com®

715-558-8732

623 E. Jackson, Macomb, IL 61455
Bus: 309.833.2400 • Cell: 309.333.0100
108 N. Orange, Havana, IL 62644
Bus: 309.543.6248 • Fax: 309.543.4899
www.Alansf.com

fish4walleye53716@yahoo.com

DeanosGuideService.com
Find us on

Alan Thompson, Agent
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you and your bow are off to the public hunting
grounds to stalk a deer of a lifetime. (This is a
non-guided hunt.)
Pheasant Hunts
Rooster!!! That is one word that you
will here in abundance when you are hunting
in South Dakota with this outfitter. We pride
ourselves on providing our customers with a
“real” South Dakota hunting adventure with
100 percent wild birds. This is a true to life,
uncanned pheasant hunt….no pen raised
birds! Our 8000 private acres of prime, South
Dakota pheasant habitat consists of CRP, food
plots, managed farm ground, cattail slews,
weedy draws and luscious pasture. With the
wide variety of habitat, we can accommodate
large and small groups. Large numbers of
pheasants can be expected, with a chance
of harvesting an occasional sharp tail grouse
or prairie chicken. We do provide the hunting
dogs, but you are more than welcome to bring
your own. When on our package, the only
expense to you will be your shells, license,
and gratuity for guides.
Lodging
This lodge is a specialty resort which
caters not only to our guided hunters and
fishermen, but outdoorsmen and women
hunting and fishing on their own and families

traveling around South Dakota visiting the
various attractions. It was constructed in the
spring of 2004 and overlooks the beautiful
South Dakota prairie and is on Lake Oahe. It
has six rooms, each with two full beds and
one single bed, and a private bath. There is
a game room with poker table, pool table,
and dart board. There are three separate
sitting areas, one on each floor, each with
satellite television. There is a wrap-around
deck and a walk-out basement to enjoy the
great outdoors and just relax after a day on
the waters of Lake Oahe or in the field. Come
and enjoy the peace and serenity of the South
Dakota prairie while staying with us.
Information Packet-Fishing
Open Water Fishing
In South Dakota, on Lake Oahe, May
brings the start of our spring walleye fishing.
Following the spawn, our walleyes become
very predictable…meaning very hungry. This
bite tends to be quite reliable through the
middle of August. You are allowed 4 walleye
per day with an 8 fish possession limit. We
not only guide for walleyes on Lake Oahe,
but provide opportunities for small mouth
bass, white bass, catfish, northern pike, and
a variety of others. With our professional
angling experience your experience will
be one to remember. Leave your worries

at home and come enjoy South Dakota’s
premiere walleye destination!
Ice Fishing
Ice fishing is definitely, another one of
South Dakota’s best kept secrets. Starting
around the first of the year, walleyes are in
abundance for ice fisherman on Lake Oahe.
We cater to all your ice fishing needs. When
fishing with us, leave all your headaches
behind and enjoy the trip. We provide you
with virtually everything, including two
20 foot icehouses with thermostatic heat
allowing you to stay comfortable. We want
this to be a fun, relaxing vacation. We offer
you two choices of packages: the do it
yourself package and the complete package.
Lodging
This lodge is a specialty resort which
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caters not only to our guided hunters and
fishermen, but outdoorsmen and women
hunting and fishing on their own and families
traveling around South Dakota visiting the
various attractions. It was constructed in the
spring of 2004 and overlooks the beautiful
South Dakota prairie and is located on Lake
Oahe. It has six rooms, each with two full
beds and one single bed, and a private
bath. There is a game room with poker table,
pool table, and dart board. There are three
separate sitting areas, one on each floor,
each with satellite television. There is a
wrap-around deck and a walk-out basement
to enjoy the great outdoors and just relax
after a day on the waters of Lake Oahe or
in the field. Come and enjoy the peace and
serenity of the South Dakota prairie while
staying with us.

If you are interested in any of the adventures featured in this article
or in any of the other adventures that Outdoor Connection offers give us a call.
These adventures make excellent gifts for high school and
college graduations, weddings, birthdays, anniversaries, fund raisers
and Christmas. TIME TO BOOK NOW!
Your Outdoor Connection Salesman:
Gerald Sampen • 27 N. Bennett St. Apt. 202 Geneva, IL 60134 • 217-376-3873
Your Outdoor Connection Agent:
Justin Montgomery • 217-871-0524 • Email: jmontgomery@jamig.com
www.MontysOutdoorConnection.com

WATERFRONT RESTAURANT & BAR
Located at Mile Marker 159 on the IL River
Winter Hours: Open 11am Tues - Sun

Meatsaws • Grinders • Stuffers • Freezer Paper
Jerky & Summer Sausage Seasonings • Casings
Anything & Everything for Home Deer Processing

SHIPWRECK
MARY $10
Bloody Mary with
Lunch on Top!

SAT & SUN ONLY
Like us on Facebook!
Find Daily Specials & Events!
www.kuchies.com

579 Wesley Rd • Creve Coeur, IL

309-427-3000

WE HAVE IT IN ALL STORE LOCATIONS!
ILLINOIS: Macomb, Monmouth, Canton, Galesburg, Kewanee
IOWA: West Burlington

WWW.FARMKING.COM

VETERAN’S PUB & PIZZA
OPEN EVERY DAY AT 10AM

GREAT PIZZA EVERY DAY!
ASO APPROVED BEST PIZZA IN PEORIA!
$2 TACOS- TUESDAYS
$6 SPAGHETTI & MEATBALLS- THURSDAYS
2525 NE ADAMS ST., PEORIA

309-713-3029
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FOOTSTEPS
by Diana Storrs

The small black and white snapshot
shows a little boy and a smaller girl
standing next to each other. I am the little
girl. The little boy is my big brother. He
was the smartest person I knew and I
believed every word he said.
I remember that innocent and scary
day. His lunch box seems way too big for
such a little boy. I am pressed as close to
his side as possible, while he leans slightly
away from me, for I am still just a little kid
and he is now a big first-grader. This is my
beloved big brother and me, both so small,
so vulnerable. The year was 1953. I was
three years old, he was six and this was his
first day of school.
Earlier, on that endless day, when the
great, yellow school bus had swallowed

West IL Rt. 16
Shelbyville, IL

him up, I grieved as only very small children
do. Where was he going? Would he ever
come back? Would he remember me if he
did return? There was so much I did not
know. When he did return, jumping off the
step of that bus, my joy was boundless. In
the photo, the silly smile of relief on my
face, matches his. I am sure the adults had
told me he was coming back. But if I did
not hear it from him, I doubted. Perhaps
he was not sure himself, and true to my
absolute belief in him, he would not state
for a fact anything so uncertain.
Later, when I was a little older, I would

217.774.5050

OPEN HOUSE!
MARCH 2 & 3, 2018

be allowed to play outside without adult
supervision, entrusted to the care of my big
brother. Before I was released, there was
always a litany of orders from the adults.
Never wander off alone, do not go near the
highway, and do not put anything in your
mouth, no matter how tasty it may look.
These warnings were sternly enforced, but
they were so unimportant compared to my
reality in the great outdoors.
When you are very little and close to
the ground, everything there takes on a
clarity and importance long forgotten by
adults. The intriguing patterns of life, and
the ceaseless activity taking place at your
feet, are below their vision and therefore
overlooked. This was a dramatic world of
wonder for me and my big brother knew
everything about it. His warnings made
sense. “Watch the ants,” he would say.
“Follow this single file line of marching
ants. They will lead you to the entrance
of their underground home. See how each
little ant will carry one grain of sand away
from that small hill surrounding the hole
which is their door? The ant knows where
to place it just right so that it will not roll
back into their doorway. Ants are very
smart and are hard workers. Don’t step on
ants or their homes.”
The lessons he taught were important.
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His rule when we walked in the woods was
simple. Walk behind him and always step in
his footsteps. “Pay attention,” he told me.
“Look at this plant but never touch it. It’s
poison ivy and it’s bad. Remember how the
leaves grow. It always looks the same.”
His lessons were practical. If you
press an “X” with your fingernail on top
of a mosquito bite, it will stop itching. He
taught me how to drink from the garden
hose without soaking my shirt or my shoes.
If the poplar leaves were showing their
backs in the breeze, he knew it would
rain. If we wanted to go through the fence
surrounding the pasture, he knew how to lift
the electrified wire, using just the right stick,
so that we could crawl under it and into
the pasture without getting electrocuted to
death. Looking back, I now know the charge
would not have harmed me, but back then I
only knew that my big brother protected me
and I never worried or ever hesitated to do
anything he said.
There was a beautiful little flower
growing beside the path to Grandpa’s
house. My brother warned me to never
touch it, for if I did, they would come and
put me in jail. This was the State Flower. It
never occurred to me to wonder just who
“they” were and how they would know I
had touched it. I believed completely that

13950 IL Rt 29 • 2 miles south of Pekin, IL

www.WatkinsMarine.com • 309-348-3072
Pontoons

(FRIDAY & SATURDAY)

2018 LOWE STINGERS
IN STOCK!
2018 Stinger 175 Camo +
Lots of Colors In Stock!

2018 Stinger 195

Customer Service Index #1 at Watkins Marine for ‘08, ’09, ’10 & ‘12!
“We service all Mercury and
Mercruiser motors under factory
warranty, no matter where you bought
it, plus most brands of outboards!”

Master Technician w/Fast Service
We’ll get you back on the water in no time!”

CONSIGNMENT BOATS
WANTED!
Authorized Mercury Dealer - See us for the BEST PRICES!

www.SixteenMarine.com
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I would go to jail, and so would pass that powerful flower
in silent awe.
In the night sky, he showed me the Big Dipper and the
North Star. The cry of the loon was not scary, nor was the
hoot of the night owl. All the things he taught me of nature’s
wonder were to be revered and appreciated, never feared.
He would catch toads and frogs and little garter snakes to
show me they were harmless. Daddy-longlegs spiders were
not scary when he caught them and then let them go. My
brother knew how to swim under water without holding his
nose, and the weeds on the lake bottom did not bother him.
Once, at the river, when I found a tiny ‘bloodsucker’ on my
toe, he pulled it off and did not laugh at my panicked tears.
When I hurt my foot at Grandpa’s house, he pulled me all the
way home in the wagon. He was fearless and brave and the
strongest boy I knew.
In the winter, before we would go sledding, he
showed me how to fix my socks and snow pants so that
snow would not get inside my boots and we could stay
outside longer. He would pull the toboggan all the way to
the meadow for sledding and taught me how to ride the
saucer to the bottom of the hill without hitting a tree. Even
if I pleaded to ride down one more time, he knew when we
were too cold and it was time to go home.
There was a wild plum tree deep within the woods that
he showed me and made me promise not to tell anyone
where it was. A secret path, which skirted the swamp, led
to a hidden lake and I followed in his footsteps to see it.
He showed me how to find wild strawberries and how to
eat rhubarb right out of the garden. We had a pin cherry
tree in our back yard and he knew the berries were not
poisonous, even though they were so sour, your mouth
would pucker up when you tried to eat them.
He was shaman, magician, hero and outdoorsman. He
learned to read and do math and could spell words before
I did and this added to his aura. Sometimes, when he was
stricken with his mysterious migraine headaches, I would
tiptoe past his room, while he rested in darkness, waiting
for the pain to pass. I suffered with him until he was himself
again. Everything about him was larger than life. He could
do anything. I was and still am, completely devoted to him.
When he was only fifteen, our father died and he
stepped up to take care of the outdoor things that were
a complete mystery to our mother. He dealt with the
produce from the garden and the mowing of the field. He
could drive the tractor and the truck and he was strong and
capable. Later, when he was old enough, he married and

then he went away to be in the war. Before that maelstrom
could suck him under, the military released him from the
front lines, for he became a father.
When I became a mother, I took my young son to meet
him. I lived an ocean away, but I wanted my son to know
my brother and through him, the grandfather he had never
met. Years later, when my son reached that age between
boy and young man, I gave him into the care and keeping
of my big brother for a Minnesota summer of fishing and
outdoor life. My son needed to see the morning sky and
the evening stars, the waters of the Mississippi and the
old dirt roads of my youth. He needed to hear the cry of the
loon and the hoot of the owl. No one could teach him that
part of his heritage better than my big brother, the wisest
person I knew.
Now, as we near the end of our generation, my big
brother and I, I can still see that little boy and that smaller
girl standing next to each other. Having nearly lived our
full span of years, I find in my heart and mind the same
awe and wonder that
three-year-old had
for her big brother.
He has worked hard
and well, and with
his faithful wife,
has raised a fine son
and daughter. The
same patch of earth
has been his home
all these years and
he knows every tree
and trail on it. He
faithfully worships
God and delights in
his grandchildren. He
is a good man.
If he leaves this
earth before me, I will
not be surprised to
find him waiting for
me at the entrance to
heaven. “Remember
my rule?” he will ask
me. “Walk behind
me and step in my
footsteps.”

WALT’S GARAGE
Family Owned & Operated
Owner: Walter Thomas
1420 South 2nd St. • Pekin, IL
Emergency: 309-613-7422
Fax: 309-353-2884
WaltsGarage@centurytel.net

309.353.AUTO
(309.353.2886)
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Catquiver Mini
Smallest of the 9 Catquiver
models, Mini to VII.5.

USA MADE

Shaggie Ghilli

LCBUJ Bowhunter Long Coat.
Comes with face mask and
boonie hood. Available in
4 Season Jeriflage, Spring,
Fall and Snow models.

EMAil for CAtAlog
• jerry@ranchosafari.com •
MENTION THIS AD FOR YOUR
FREE GIFT WITH PURCHASE!
To view more of Rancho Safari’s
products, scan this code to access
our website.

www.ranchosafari.com

760 789-2094

D & D ENTERPRISES
METAL RECYCLERS

CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES ON ALUMINUM,
COPPER, IRON & TIN
TOTAL AUTOMOTIVE
SERVICE

“We work on all makes & models!”
Financing available from GE Money

LOCATED ON ROUTE 100, JUST NORTH OF BEARDSTOWN, IL

Owner Don Large: 217.323.3008
OPEN MON-FRI: 8AM - 4:30 PM • SAT: 8AM - 12 NOON

051717
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And Auctions!

DEPLETED HOUSING MARKET TO SEE INVENTORY GROWTH IN 2018

Las Vegas No.1 in sales and price growth
among top 100 largest metro forecasts
Inventory constraints that have fueled
a sharp rise in home prices and made it
difficult for buyers to gain a foothold in the
market will begin to ease next year as part of
broad and continued market improvements,
according to the realtor.com®2018 National
Housing Forecast released today by the
online real estate information and services
destination.
The easing of the inventory shortage,
which is expected to result in more
manageable increases in home prices and
a modest acceleration of home sales, is
being predicted based on developments
first detected by realtor.com® late this

summer. The annual forecast, which
is among the industry’s bellwethers in
tracking and analyzing major trends in the
housing market, also foresees an increase
in millennial mortgages and strong sales
growth in Southern markets. The wildcard
in 2018 will be the impact of tax reform
legislation currently being debated in
Congress.
“Next year will set the stage for a
significant inflection point in the housing
shortage,” said Javier Vivas, director
of economic research for realtor.com®.
“Inventory increases will be felt in higher
priced segments after spring home buying
season, which we expect to take hold and
begin to provide relief for buyers and drive

sales growth in 2019 and beyond.”

FIVE HOUSING TRENDS FOR 2018
1. Inventory expected to begin to
increase – In August, the U.S. housing
market began to see a higher than normal
month-over-month deceleration in inventory
that has continued into fall. Based on this
pattern, realtor.com® projects U.S. year-

over-year inventory growth to tick up into
positive territory by fall 2018, for the first
time since 2015. Inventory declines are
expected to decelerate slowly throughout
the year, reaching a 4 percent year-overyear decline in March before increasing
in early fall, after the peak home-buying
months. Boston; Detroit; Kansas City,
Mo.; Nashville; and Philadelphia are

REALTOR.COM® FORECAST FOR KEY HOUSING INDICATORS
Housing Indicator

Realtor.com® 2018 Forecast

Home price appreciation

3.2% increase, enabling a sales pickup

Mortgage rate

Average 4.6% throughout the year and reach 5.0% (30 year fixed)
by the end

Existing home sales

2.5% growth, low inventory trend starts to reverse

Housing starts

3% growth in home starts; 7% growth in single family home starts

New home sales

Increase 7%

Home ownership rate

Stabilize at 63.9% after bottom in Q2-2016

8741 SSB AM Sports Outdoor Mag Ad_8741 SSB AM Sports OutDoor Magazine Ad 4/18/17 11:34 AM P

building, buying,
refinancing?
LOW RATES
--CONVENTIONAL & FHA
--100% VA & RURAL DEVELOPMENT
--SPECIALIZE IN FIRST TIME
HOME BUYER
--FREE PRE-QUALIFICATION
--LOCAL PROCESSING & SERVICING
--QUICK TURN AROUND

More Service.
More Sales.

307 MANOR STREET,
PEKIN, IL- $64,900

•3 Bedroom Ranch
• Newer Roof on house and
garage
• Large 1-stall garage with
room for extras
• Excellent Rental Investment
• Newer carpet and water
heater
• Central Air
• Priced for quick sell!

1129 N. HAVEN COURT,
PEORIA, IL- $74,900

•2 Bedroom
• 2 Bath
• 1 ½ Story Cap Cod Home
• Built-in’s both dining room
and upstairs hallway
• Beautiful Fireplace Mantle
• Handicapped Ramp
• Electric Chair lift to upper
level
• Central Air

150 S Main St. • Morton, IL 61550

Vance

MARY ANN

309.696.3444
MaryAnnVance.com
Each office independently
owned and operated

call me today!
ANGIE MENEFEE
Mortgage Consultant
NMLS ID #581287
309.495.4229
akmenefee@southsidebank.com

southsidebank.com

NORTHPOINT FINANCIAL CENTER
8919 N KNOXVILLE AVE.,
PEORIA, IL 61615
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predicted to see inventory recover first. The majority
of this growth is expected in the mid-to-upper tier
price points, which includes U.S. homes priced
above $350,000. Recovery for starter homes is
expected to take longer because their levels were
significantly depleted by first time buyers.
2. Price appreciation expected to
slow – Home prices are forecasted to slow to 3.2
percent growth year-over-year nationally, from an
estimated increase of 5.5 percent in 2017. Most of
the slowing will be felt in the higher-priced segment
as more available inventory in this price range
and a smaller pool of buyers forces sellers to price
competitively. Entry-level homes will continue to see
price gains due to the larger number of buyers that
can afford them and more limited homes available for
sale in this price range.
3. Millennials anticipated to gain market share
in all home price segments – Although millennials
will continue to face challenges next year with rising
interest rates and home prices, they are on track to gain
mortgage market share in all price points, due to the
sheer size of the generation. Millennials could reach 43
percent of home buyers taking out a mortgage by the
end of 2018, up from an estimated 40 percent in 2017.
With the largest cohort of millennial expected to turn
30 in 2020, their homeownership market share is only
expected to increase.
“Millennials are a driving force in today’s housing
market,” added Vivas. “They already dominate
lower price home mortgage and are getting close to
overtaking older generations for mid- and upper-tier

mortgages. While financially secure in general, their
debt to income ratios have started to increase as they
compete for higher priced homes.”
4. Southern markets predicted to lead in
sales growth – Southern cities are anticipated
to beat the national average in home sales growth
in 2018 with Tulsa, Okla.; Little Rock, Ark.; Dallas;
and Charlotte, N.C. leading the pack. Sales are
expected to grow by 6 percent or more in these
markets, compared with 2.5 percent nationally. The
majority of this growth can be attributed to healthy
building levels combating the housing shortage. With
inventory growth just around the corner, these areas
are primed for sales gains in years to come.
5.  Tax reform will be a major wildcard – At
the time of this forecast, both the House and Senate
had bills up for consideration, but neither had passed
and their impact was not included in the forecast for
2018 sales and prices. Since then, the House has
passed its tax bill and the Senate bill is likely to
be voted on soon. While the ultimate impact of tax
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reform will depend on the details of the plan that
is finally adopted, both versions include provisions
that are likely to decrease incentives for mobility
and reduce ownership tax benefits. On the flip side,
some taxpayers, including renters, are likely to see
tax cuts. While more disposable income for buyers
is positive for housing, the loss of tax benefits for
owners could lead to fewer sales and impact prices
negatively over time with the largest impact on
markets with higher prices and incomes.
Next year, home prices are anticipated to
increase 3.2 percent year-over-year after finishing
2017 up 5.5 percent year-over-year. Existing home
sales are forecast to increase 2.5 percent to 5.60
million homes due in-part to inventory increases,
compared to 2017’s 0.4 percent increase or 5.47
million homes. Mortgage rates are expected to
reach 5.0 percent by the end of 2018 due to stronger
economic growth, inflationary pressure, and
monetary policy normalization in the year ahead.

TOP 100 LARGEST U.S. METROS RANKED BY FORECASTED 2018 SALES AND PRICE GROWTH
2018 Sales 2018 Price
Growth
Growth

Rank

Metro

1

Las Vegas-Henderson-Paradise, Nev.

4.90

6.90

2

Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington, Texas

6.02

5.57

3

Deltona-Daytona Beach-Ormond Beach, Fla.

5.47

6.00

4

Stockton-Lodi, Calif.

4.55

6.43

5

Lakeland-Winter Haven, Fla.

3.00

7.00

6

Salt Lake City, Utah

4.62

4.50

LUKE LEE GAULE AUCTION CENTER
JANUARY 14, 2018 SUNDAY 10 A.M.

5040 Gaule Road, Springfield, Illinois. 1 Mile East of I-55 on Rte. 29 South, then North on Tuxhorn Rd 1 3/4 miles.
Watch for auction signs day of auction.

OVER 300 GUNS: RIFLES, SHOTGUNS & PISTOLS

Colts, Beretta, Winchester, Remington, Erfurt, Browning, Springfield, Marlin, Ruger, GLOCK, Weatherby, Henry,
Mauser, Stoeger, S & W, Uberti, Mauser, Ejercito, Springfield Armory, Plus more name brands.

We will be conducting one auction only. GUNS WILL NOT BE AVAILABLE FOR VIEWING UNTIL 8 a.m. DAY OF AUCTION.
All guns are offsite until the morning of the sale. This auction’s guns are from one estate. All firearms must be registered in compliance
with federal and Illinois state law. Checks, cash or credit cards accepted. 5% convenience fee applied to all credit card sales. Payment in full due
day of the auction. Announcements made day of auction take precedence over all printed matter. Your attendance will be appreciated. Lee

AUCTIONEER: LUKE LEE GAULE
5033 Gaule Road Springfield, IL • Ph.: 217-523-7272 or Cell 217-741-2717

To view pictures go to www.lukeleegaule.com or www.auctionzip.com
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Charlotte-Concord-Gastonia, N.C.-S.C.

5.98

3.02

33

8

Colorado Springs, Colo

3.12

5.65

9

Nashville-Davidson--Murfreesboro--Franklin, Tenn.

1.00

7.67

10

Tulsa, Okla.

7.54

11

Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, Wash.

12

January 2018

Greenville-Anderson-Mauldin, S.C.

2.80

4.00

34

Madison, Wis.

1.72

5.05

35

Albuquerque, N.M.

2.92

3.71

1.02

36

Houston-The Woodlands-Sugar Land, Texas

2.24

4.19

2.34

6.21

37

Winston-Salem, N.C.

3.00

3.21

Spokane-Spokane Valley, Wash.

3.50

4.97

38

Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario, Calif.

0.52

5.66

13

Austin-Round Rock, Texas

4.04

4.42

39

Buffalo-Cheektowaga-Niagara Falls, N.Y.

1.27

4.89

14

Miami-Fort Lauderdale-West Palm Beach, Fla.

3.10

5.28

40

Fresno, Calif.

1.29

4.81

15

Little Rock-North Little Rock-Conway, Ark.

7.00

1.37

41

San Francisco-Oakland-Hayward, Calif.

0.94

5.14

16

Denver-Aurora-Lakewood, Colo.

1.75

6.54

42

Detroit-Warren-Dearborn, Mich.

1.17

4.77

17

Orlando-Kissimmee-Sanford, Fla.

1.24

6.88

43

Phoenix-Mesa-Scottsdale, Ariz.

3.66

2.26

18

Toledo, Ohio

5.16

2.95

44

Oxnard-Thousand Oaks-Ventura, Calif.

2.29

3.62

19

Columbia, S.C.

5.07

3.00

45

Augusta-Richmond County, Ga.-S.C.

2.50

3.34

20

Palm Bay-Melbourne-Titusville, Fla.

1.00

7.00

46

Tucson, Ariz.

3.00

2.71

21

Jacksonville, Fla.

4.73

3.20

47

San Diego-Carlsbad, Calif.

2.51

3.19

22

Durham-Chapel Hill, N.C.

5.18

2.62

48

Youngstown-Warren-Boardman, Ohio-Pa.

3.01

2.50

23

Providence-Warwick, R.I.-Mass.

3.72

3.97

49

Harrisburg-Carlisle, Pa.

2.50

3.00

24

Akron, Ohio

5.89

1.70

50

Cleveland-Elyria, Ohio

3.00

2.48

25

North Port-Sarasota-Bradenton, Fla.

3.00

4.50

51

Birmingham-Hoover, Ala.

3.00

2.42

26

Chattanooga, Tenn.-Ga.

3.50

4.00

52

McAllen-Edinburg-Mission, Texas

2.38

3.00

27

Worcester, Mass.-Conn.

3.77

3.68

53

Charleston-North Charleston, S.C.

3.64

1.69

28

Raleigh, N.C.

1.63

5.77

54

New York-Newark-Jersey City, N.Y.-N.J.-Pa.

1.16

4.15

29

Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater, Fla.

1.38

6.00

55

Jackson, Miss.

0.00

5.30

30

Grand Rapids-Wyoming, Mich.

2.96

4.25

56

Virginia Beach-Norfolk-Newport News, Va.-N.C.

1.40

3.82

31

Boise City, Idaho

2.00

5.00

57

Boston-Cambridge-Newton, Mass.-N.H.

2.55

2.64

32

San Jose-Sunnyvale-Santa Clara, Calif.

2.50

4.37

58

Pittsburgh, Pa.

3.53

1.62

Graham January ASO.qxp_Layout 1 12/8/17 2:36 PM Page 1

Your very own outdoorsman club, home, and bar/grill all in one!
9002 Woodley Road, Manito, IL • $214,000
Currently operating bar & grill, Louie's Pad. Converted 6-unit motel
into a larger living space. 2 units ready for TLC to complete & future
owner to decide how to be used. This property also comes with a 2story home. Video gaming, arcades, jukebox, & neighboring fishing
lake of 578 acres. Public hunting nearby. Full service restaurant and bar
including 14 tables, and 13 bar stools. 7 freezers, 6 refrigerators, &
cooking/bar needs!
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59

Oklahoma City, Okla.

1.49

3.51

60

Portland-South Portland, Maine

5.00

61

Cape Coral-Fort Myers, Fla

1.00

62

El Paso, Texas

63
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Syracuse, N.Y.

0.00

2.57

0.00

86

Milwaukee-Waukesha-West Allis, Wis.

0.00

2.48

3.99

87

Baltimore-Columbia-Towson, Md.

0.48

1.82

2.69

2.24

88

New Haven-Milford, Conn.

2.96

(0.67)

Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington, Minn.-Wis.

0.00

4.93

89

Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, D.C.-Va.-Md-W.V.

0.00

2.25

64

Knoxville, Tenn.

2.00

2.92

90

Omaha-Council Bluffs, Neb.-Iowa

0.00

2.18

65

Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton, Pa.-N.J.

4.12

0.57

91

Louisville/Jefferson County, Ky.-Ind.

(2.74)

4.92

66

Bakersfield, Calif.

1.00

3.61

92

San Antonio-New Braunfels, Texas

0.37

1.52

67

Urban Honolulu, Hawaii

1.43

3.11

93

Portland-Vancouver-Hillsboro, Ore.-Wash.

(3.48)

4.98

68

Des Moines-West Des Moines, Iowa

3.20

1.19

94

Baton Rouge, La.

0.00

1.50

69

Greensboro-High Point, N.C.

1.34

2.97

95

Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Roswell, Ga.

(1.88)

2.99

70

Springfield, Mass.

1.24

3.00

96

Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim, Calif.

(2.10)

3.09

71

New Orleans-Metairie, La.

2.00

2.24

97

Indianapolis-Carmel-Anderson, Ind.

3.49

(2.53)

72

Cincinnati, Ohio-Ky.-Ind.

1.47

2.32

98

Kansas City, Mo-Kan.

0.00

(0.12)

73

Wichita, Ks.

2.23

1.49

99

St. Louis, Mo.-Ill.

0.00

(2.83)

74

Richmond, Va.

2.68

1.02

100

Bridgeport-Stamford-Norwalk, Conn.

(0.35)

(2.87)

75

Columbus, Ohio

0.05

3.58

76

Sacramento--Roseville--Arden-Arcade, Calif.

1.00

2.61

77

Rochester, N.Y.

1.56

2.02

78

Hartford-West Hartford-East Hartford, Conn.

4.46

(1.05)

79

Albany-Schenectady-Troy, N.Y.

0.75

2.55

80

Dayton, Ohio

3.01

0.19

81

Memphis, Tenn.-Miss.-Ark.

1.37

1.82

82

Scranton--Wilkes-Barre--Hazleton, Pa.

1.18

1.81

83

Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington, Pa.-N.J.-Del.-Md.

3.78

(1.04)

84

Chicago-Naperville-Elgin, Ill.-Ind.-Wis.

0.00

2.57

Brent Glassey

Realtor.com’s model-based forecast uses
data on the housing market and overall economy
to estimate values for these variables for the
year ahead. The forecast result is a projection for
annual total sales increase (total 2018 existinghome sales vs. 2017) and annual median price
increase (2018 median existing-home sales price
vs. 2017).
About realtor.com®: Realtor.com® is the
trusted resource for home buyers, sellers and
dreamers, offering the most comprehensive
source of for-sale properties, among competing
national sites, and the information, tools and

professional expertise to help people move
confidently through every step of their home
journey. It pioneered the world of digital real
estate 20 years ago, and today helps make all
things home simple, efficient and enjoyable.
Realtor.com® is operated by News Corp
[NASDAQ: NWS, NWSA] [ASX: NWS, NWSLV]
subsidiary Move, Inc. under a perpetual license
from the National Association of REALTORS®.
For more information, visit realtor.com®.
Media Contact: Realtor.com®
Lexie Puckett Holbert – lexie.puckett@
move.com; SOURCE realtor.com

Hunter’s Paradise!

brent@glasseyappraisal.com
309-360-5505

Coppers Creek
Rural Route Manito
Right on the
River Front!
3 Beautiful
Wooded Acres!
Hunt and Fish
on your very
own property!
Relaxing and
Enjoyable!
Every Hunter
and Fisherman’s
Haven!

~ Susan George
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ANNIE’S CONKLIN CORNER
December Winter, Snow, Christmas,
Cold, Rain, Mud.
Seasons come and go, with each
one comes new and different elements.
Tonight, it is snowing which is always
exciting for the first snow. I always loved
snow except in the 70’s and 80’s when we
got too much. Back in the 50’s we used to
walk to school, we had ¾ Mile to go in a 1
room school house. Now back to the snow
Fox and Goose was often played and one
of my favorite games. Many paths were
made and then the tail which consisted
of a spiral circle and the base was in the
middle. Oh, what fun we had and great
memories we made. Are some of the old
simple games being lost?
In the canvas shop we are winding
down for the year. Boat covers are still
going strong and lots of things to be
covered up, but guess what? February is
just around the corner, but winter does
give us a little chance to sew some tarps.
We do our own heat sealing. So, we can
make tarps ahead of time. Helps a lot on
the spring rush, it also gives us a chance
to spend a few weeks in Florida :)

Now onto the Conklin side of things.
Melvin and I were in Kansas City for a
Conklin Business Seminar. If anyone out
there is looking for a Business opportunity
you may want to check out this Business
either as a sideline or full-time job. There
is no other business quite like this. You
can start as a teenager or as a senior.
The most important thing is start and
never stop! With such a wide variety of
products. You can pick one and go for it
or take advantage of all of the products.
The products are of exceptional value,
providing you with the results you expect.
• Give your vehicle that extra performance.
• Professional strength Cleaners.
• Energy saving roof systems.
• Master Guard Coatings for Building and
Homes.
• Increase yields with world class crop.
• Management system.
Fastrack animal products or you may
use the best from Nature with Lifetrack
Products keeping you healthy inside and
outside. Search Conklin website then give
us a call.

4406 Galena, Peoria, IL
$167,500

Melvin & Annie Otto

1749 State Hwy 133
Arthur, IL 61911
Otto’s Canvas: 217-543-3007
Conklin: 217-543-5197
www.Conklin.com
Salad Dressing Cake
Bake at 350
1 ½ C.Sugar
2 C. Flour
1 C. Warm Water
1C. Salad Dressing
½ tsp. Salt
3 TBSP Hershey Cocoa     
2 tsp. Soda
1 tsp. Vanilla
Mix dry ingredients in bowl, add Salad dressing and
Warm Water and Vanilla and then stir.
Bake in 9x13 cake pan for 35-40 min. (if using glass pan Bake at 325)
Frost with your Favorite Frosting. This is a very moist cake and quickly made,
faster than a cake mix and needs no butter or oil.
Enjoy!

Michaeline Harrison
Broker
Mobile: 309-338-2949
Office: 309-647-1502
michaelineharrison@gmail.com
418 N Main St • Canton, IL 61520

32059 N. IL Hwy 97. Fairview, IL 61432- $350,000
• Multi-Unit
• Great Income Opportunity!
• Super River Views from each unit!
• 4 total units. 3 units are 1 bedroom, 1 bath units.
1 unit is equivalent to a efficiency.
• No Current Tenants
• Previous Annual rental income was $51,000
• A lot of potential! Could easily be used as a
single-family home.
• Peoria Heights Schools
• For more information or to schedule an
appointment call Stephen Horan at 309-453-2411.

6926 N. University Ste G1, Peoria, IL 61614
Phone: 309-691-3121 • Fax 309-670-0440
Sjhoran@sbcglobal.net

www.horanrealestate.com

ENJOY COUNTRY LIVING CLOSE TO TOWN
4.2 ACRES WITH MORE AVAILABLE
3 BEDROOM • 3 FULL BATH • 1 PARTIAL BATH
5 CAR GARAGE
2 FIREPLACES • TILE FLOORS
BEAUTIFUL CABINETS WITH ALL APPLIANCES
HARDWOOD FLOORS THROUGHOUT
FORMAL DINING/OFFICE AND LIVINGROOM
CATHEDRAL FAMILY ROOM
CAT-WALK TO REC ROOM
NEW ROOF IN 2011
NEW SIDING, SHUTTERS AND FRONT DOOR IN 2013
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TOP 10 LATE-SEASON
WHITETAIL TACTICS
By Bob Robb

HUNTING SEASONS ARE QUICKLY
WINDING DOWN ACROSS THE
COUNTRY. HERE’S HOW TO FILL THAT
LATE-SEASON TAG.
This winter has been weird. It’s been
too warm and dry in many places for sure,
but the Alberta Clipper started roaring
across much of the country last week
bringing cold, wind, and snow along with
some good news for hunters looking to fill
a late-season deer tag.
Here’s how to punch it.
10) HUNT THE FOOD
Pretty simple theory, really. Following
a rough rut and the onset of a cold winter,
bucks need calories and lots of them. Put
them on a feeding pattern and go get ‘em.
The key, however, is scouting, and never
letting the deer know you’re there. That
means employing a lot of trail cameras
and using optics to glass from a distance

as you ferret out buck locations and
feeding patterns. The best food? Corn,
pure and simple. Also good are standing
beans, brassicas, and cereal grains.
9) LOCATE FORBS
If you don’t have crops or food plots
to hunt what do you do? Simple. Seek out
quality forage where deer feel secure.
Don’t overlook forbs, which can make up
60 percent or more of a deer’s diet. Look
for sunny southern slopes where weeds
and wild flowers might still be green and
growing. These slopes can be 10 percent
warmer than shaded slopes and often
deer bed there as well.
8) SLEEP IN
Late season hunting — especially
when the ground is frozen and it sounds
like a freight train whenever and wherever
you walk — is an afternoon affair, pure

NEW FOR 2018

Glazba Tungsten Jig

Rattlin’ R.P.M

• Diamond “Nose” for Attraction
• Super Sharp Hook at 30 degrees
• Long Shank- great with plastic

CALL FOR A FREE CATALOG

1-800-831-5535 • CUSTOMJIGS.COM
Great Family Fun ... in the Heart of the Ozarks!
• Various Types of Lodging, Tent or RV Camping
• Canoes, Kayaks, Rafts or Innertubes
• Scenic Trailrides and Hayrides
• BBQ Dinners, Buffet Breakfast, Pizza and Wings

and simple. Don’t
be tempted to
hunt
mornings,
you’ll just end up
frozen and, odds
are, alert deer that
something’s amiss.
My experience has
shown the best
movement comes
between 10:00 a.m.1:00 p.m., and 3:00
p.m.-dark. Also, never, ever let deer in a
food plot see you leave. And remember
to be just as careful checking cameras as
when hunting. You can’t let scent go into
those bedding areas.
7) PATIENCE, PATIENCE, PATIENCE
Spend way more time observing than
hunting. By setting up at a distance and
glassing the source, a buck’s trail can be
pinpointed and clues are often provided on
where the deer are coming from. It can also
show you where to hide out and wait for
him as well as the best ways to access and
egress the area. Also remember that sound
travels seemingly forever on cold, calm
days. I try and set up at least 100 yards off
the trail (when I’m hunting with a firearm).
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6) LOOK FOR DAYLIGHT ACTIVITY
I don’t care a whit about after-hours
trail cam pics this time of year. I need
pictures of bucks in daylight. Run your
cameras on a time lapse or field scan
mode — where the camera takes a photo
every minute during the last 90 minutes of
each day — then check them at midday.
As soon as you see a good buck on
camera during the day, hunt him as soon
as possible, that very night, if you can.
5) THE IMPORTANCE OF COVER
For bowhunters, tree selection is a
huge area of concern. With no leaves on
the trees, most of your early or midseason
trees are now probably useless since they
afford no cover. Now you must find trees

Please send
us your
hunting &
fishing photos!

970 E. Hwy 8 • Steelville, MO 65565

1-800-367-4516
573-786-8412
www.huzzahvalley.com

Email to: asoandyb@gmail.com
or text them to: 309.437.2247
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with background cover — other trees
behind you or branches on the tree you’re
in, whatever keeps you from having an
open sky that will silhouette you against
the sky. If conifers are available, they’re
the ticket. Also make sure you’re ultraquiet when sitting in a stand: no squeaks
or moans to give you away on those calm
afternoons.
4) WEATHER FRONTS
This time of year the worse the
weather is, the better the hunting can be.
Colder, nastier weather means the deer
need to eat more than usual, so they’ll be
moving more during the day. I especially
like that first afternoon of relative calm
after a big storm. You can be sure deer
movement will be big, so get out there.
3) TAKE THE TRACK
Following a big snow is
when those gun hunters who
love to track a buck down
are all atwitter. Start in the
morning and try to locate
a big buck that was made
the night before. Odds are
he’ll bed down and you can
get aggressive. My friends
who are good at this track
aggressively and, if they jump
the buck up, they are ecstatic.
If he escapes, they don’t
care. They sit down, have a
snack, wait 30-60 minutes
and continue on. It’s often
the second or third time they
come upon the buck they get
their shot.

2) PUSH BUSH
Here’s a last-minute tactic with my
friends and I but, when we’re down to
a day or two left in the season and we
haven’t gotten it done, we organize little
mini-drives and push bush. We drive near
known bedding areas and keep it small and
controlled — no more than two drivers
and two standers. All we’re trying to do
is get them up and moving, not running for
their lives. We set the standers downwind
of the area we’re pushing, with the drivers
coming in upwind or with a little crossing
breeze.

from head to toe or you can’t be efficient
on stand. There have been days so windy,
icy and nasty I didn’t feel safe climbing into
a tree stand, so I stayed on the ground.
Commercial ground blinds will freeze and
crackle like potato chips, so I never use
them anymore. Instead, I build little ground
blinds out of logs, brush and some burlap or
camouflage netting and make sure I can sit
on a padded seat and not the ground, which
is way warmer. A shooting house is The
Bomb, if you can use one. A muff filled with
disposable handwarmers is a Godsend. I’ve
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been known to tape more hand and body
warmers to my chest and back and use toe
warmers as well inside my Pac boots (that
are three sizes too large for me so air can
circulate). Every night the boots go on an
electric boot dryer to remove all moisture.
Bottom line: Temperatures closer to zero
than freezing in windy conditions can
kill you quick, so always respect Mother
Nature.
Featured photo: John Hafner
www.grandviewoutdoors.com

1) STAY WARM, STAY SAFE
Over two decades of December
hunting in nasty weather, I’ve learned a
few things.
But No. 1 on the list is simply this: safety
first. You have to dress warmly enough

The worse the weather, the better the hunting can be as bucks
seek out lots of food now. Photo: Bob Robb

One thing late-season bowhunters must make
sure of is that their bowstring will clear the
puffier sleeves and chest of their cold-weather
clothing. Bob Robb took this dandy buck in SW
Kansas of a 4 degree afternoon. Photo: Bob Robb

Stropes Real Estate and Investments, LLC
Residential, Commercial and Property Management

Are you tired of managing your rental properties?
We take care of it for you.
We currently manage 350+ apartment units
for various owners.

Call for all your
Auction Needs
Specializing in Estate,
Antique &
Sportsman Auctions

Call us at 309-347-7151
or 309-347-0047
or
Email us at stropesrealestate@omnilec.com
www.stropesrealestate.com

17055 E. 1825th St.
Bushnell, IL 61422

Email: stropesrealestate@omnilec.com • StropesRealEstate.com
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GRANT’S 2017 SEASON
By Grant Dimmick

After getting trail cam pics of this
awesome 18-point buck throughout
October I was excited for the rut. This was
my first season hunting this farm and every
hunt was more of a scouting mission then
anything.
After hanging multiple stands set up for a
westerly wind I was bummed when I checked
the weather on Sunday the 5th for the week I
had off from work to hunt (6th-10th).
An easterly wind was in order for
the next few days. Not wanting to take a
chance with the wrong wind I was forced

to hunt the opposite end of the farm where
I had hung a stand meant for an easterly
wind back in September.
As the sun started to break over the
horizon so did the deer activity. I had
multiple bucks and a hot doe running the
ridge I was on. Shortly after 7, I saw a large
rack coming up from the bottom. Over the
course of a few minutes I watched as the
biggest buck I’ve ever seen scent checked
the trail 50 yards in front of me.
Finally, he made the decision to take
the trail through my only shooting lane

giving me a 35-yard shot.
When the arrow connected with the
deer I knew instantly I had hit the front
shoulder. As he began to run off the arrow
fell out right away. I sat in my stand till
9:30 mad at myself for my shot placement.
When I finally got down to check out
the arrow I was shocked to discover it had
broken off with 8inches still in him! I was
overcome with excitement when I realized
I had probably made a heart shot on this
buck.
So, I made a bee line for the area I
last saw him as he disappeared back over
the ridge. He didn’t make it but 45 yards!
Two days later on the 8th I was hunting
another stand 200 yards away in the creek
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bottom trying to fill my last either sex tag on a
doe. After watching a 2year old 8-point scent
checking on the side of a ridge. Something
caught his attention as he was looking in
my general direction I got ready thinking it
was a doe working her way to me down the
hill behind me. As I stood and turned I saw
this wide 8-point walking straight for me. He
made his way passed me giving me a perfect
25-yard shot! He ran about 60yards and was
down. This season will be hard for me to top,
but I’m ok with that!
Grant Dimmick - Fulton Co, Illinois

Lehde Auction Service
66 West Gaebe St.
Addieville, IL 62214

(618) 559-5082 www.lehdeauctionservice.com
Illinois State License# 441.001704

Large Or Small Your Auction Deserves A Good Call

LEO & WANDA GROENNERT ESTATE TOY AUCTION

SATURDAY JANUARY 20TH AT 9:00AM
WASHINGTON COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS
810 EAST HOLZHAUER DRIVE • NASHVILLE, IL 62263

Leo & Wanda have an amazing collection of old farm toy & collectibles.
Some are from various farm & toy shows around the country.
These toys vary from being brand new in the box and some from the
1930’s, 1940’s & 1950’s and newer. This auction is a toy collectors dream,
one auction you will not want to miss!!
Jim Lehde
IL License #441.001704
618-559-5082

AUCTIONEERS:
Cowboy Kolweier
IL License # 441.001530
618-3142917

Steve Ehinger
IL License #441.001981
618-304-8737

COUNTY LINE RESTAURANT
1106 SR 78, CHANDLERVILLE, IL

Popular restaurant/bar with established customers
Located near Sanganois and Jim Edgar Panther Creek hunting areas.
More photos can be found at kennedysarff.com

Kennedy-Sarff Real Estate, LLC
Darell Sarff
217-652-2356 • dsarff@hotmail.com
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GOING LOW WITH A BUCK MARK

This is sort of a follow up to the previous
review of the Browning Buck Mark. In that
article it was stated that the Buck Mark should
fire lower velocity ammunition, but, although
I did fire some and said it would work, it had
not been tested as thoroughly as I wished.
So, after readers and viewers responded with
wanting to know more of how it would work
I decided to give it a better test, along with
seeing which lower velocity would do best on
shooting and accuracy.
For testing I used three different
velocities – Aguila Standard 1140 fps, CCI
Standard 1070 fps and CCI Quiet 710 fps.
All were shot at three similar targets printed
on the same page, and at a distance of 10
meters. One 10 round magazine was fired

with each different ammunition.
The first fired was the Aguila Standard.
All rounds fired and cycled through just like
the higher velocity. Accuracy wasn’t too
bad, with all shots landing within the 4-inch
target, and 4 hitting the 2-inch center area,
but none in the ½-inch bullseye.
CCI Standard was next. It fired and
cycled just like the Aguila, but was more
accurate. All shots fell within a 3-inch area,
with 7 of the 10 landing in the middle 2
inches, and two of those hitting the center
½-inch bullseye.
The final test went as I thought. The CCI
Quiet, with a 710 velocity, did not cycle. Because
of this I tested the accuracy by manually cycling
it by pulling the slide back after every round. All

rounds did fire. As for the accuracy part of the
test, it was a little better than the Aguila, but
not quite as good as the CCI Standard. All ten
shots fell within the 4-inch target, with 5 hitting
the 2-inch center, and 1 touching the edge of the
½-inch bullseye.
Bottom line on what was tested shows
the CCI Standard 1070 fps to be the best choice.
However, there are a few others on the market.
A couple that I think will do well will be Eley’s
Contact and Action models both of which have
an advertised velocity of 1090 fps.
While the Buck Mark will shoot the lower
velocity, which is great, it is best to break it in
with the higher velocities of 1200 fps and over.
In fact, I’ve been having very good luck with
this gun, and the 1911-22 Grey, using Federal
HV Match and Hunter Match ammo that have
velocities of 1200 fps, Remington Thunderbolt
with a velocity of 1255 fps, and CCI Mini Mag
with a velocity of 1260 fps.
The Buck Mark is a great target pistol,
and I’m anxious to some day try out its bigger
brother, the Buck Mark Rifle in the Sporter
model. I’m guessing from the performance of
the pistol, that it will be a super target rifle.
Next up for the Buck Mark pistol will be
a Buck Mark Reflex Sight that I have recently
mounted and sighted in. I’ll be testing it with
the Eley ammo, and be able to fill you all in on
the results from both products.
If interested in seeing a video on testing
in this article go to the Dan’s Fish ‘N’ Tales®
You Tube channel at www.youtube.com/
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The Browning Buck Mark
Practical fired with 3 lower velocity
ammunitions of Aguila 1140 fps,
CCI 1070 fps and CCI 710 fps.
dansfishntales, or the Shoot ‘N’ Plink™ Facebook
page at www.facebook.com/shootnplink.
Remember, most semi-auto guns want
higher velocity ammo. Fortunately, the
Browning Buck Mark is one of those “rare
animals” that will go lower similar to the
Ruger 10/22 Compact. However, that will be
yet another article.
If there are any questions stop by
the Dan’s Fish ‘N’ Tales® website where
there is a Shoot ‘N’ Plink™ page, at www.
dansfishntales.com/shootnplink, as well as
the above-mentioned Facebook page.
Until next time, shoot safe and have a
great day of plinking.
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ICY WEEDS

Weeds are well known fish holding
areas during the open water season, but
they can also be prime targets to hold
fish in the winter. The biggest thing is
learning how to catch the fish using your
flasher, and knowing when they are in or
near the weeds.
Most flashers will show the weed

Here a very thick weed area
with fish targets mixed can be
seen from about 4 ½ to 8 feet.

area as a heavier line. With my Vexilar
FLX28 set as a normal unit, and using
the 3-color setting, thick weed cover
looks like a large red area at the bottom
flasher reading, which sometimes has a
few breaks or yellow, orange and green
flashes mixed in.
If I use the unit in the normal mode
I can tell if there are fish hidden in the
weeds by dropping the jig near the top,
or down into the weeds. Holding to the
spot where I can see the green flash of
my jig at the very top of the weeds may
have two things that happen when a
fish appears. One is another green flash
appears, which is most likely a weaker
signal of a fish from the side. This most
likely means that fish are holding to the
top of the weeds. The other thing that
can happen, if fish are buried in the
weeds is that the red area will look as
if it is shaking, and some yellow/orange
starts moving around, which are fish
moving through the weeds to hopefully
grab the jig.
Still in the normal mode, if the jig
is dropped into the weeds, and to the
bottom until the line starts going slack,
and then jigged back up to about a foot
above the weeds, some fish activity may

Kitchen Knives • Hunting Knives • Skinning Knives
Pocket Knives • German Style Scissors • Cleavers
Axes • Swords • Repair Broken Tips

620-635-0292

Clear ice can often reveal weed beds where it makes it easier to set up the
flasher on the outer edge, which often produce nice bluegills such as this one
caught on a Custom Jigs & Spins Diamond Jig tipped with a wax worm.

be seen. I’ve had this happen a lot, which
shows me the fish are within the weeds,
and chasing the bait upwards.
At this point it is time to switch the
Vexilar to the low power mode to eliminate
most of the weeds. With it in this power the
jig is normally still seen, but is sometimes
lost. However, the fish movement is usually
picked up within the weeds.

When in low power it is best to use
the manual depth setting rather than
the automatic. In fact, when fishing
shallower weeds, which are normally
found in my fishing, I will switch to the 10
feet range on a manual setting. If fishing
slightly deeper I will use both manual and
auto, depending on what is taking place
on depth change.
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It should be mentioned that the FLX28
has several color settings and can use up
to five. However, I’ve always used the 3
colors on the older models, and prefer to
use that setting on the FLX28. Also, for
people who have only that sort of color
display it is easier to relate to them how
to fish with such units by leaving mine in
that color mode.
So far I’ve talked about fishing
directly over the weeds, but there is also
the situation of fishing outer weed edges,
again, just like in the open water season.
This is often where an extra green
flash will be seen above the weeds.
Depending on if the unit is on the very
edge, slightly inside the edge, or clearly
away from the edge of the weeds, this
will determine as to how thick the red
area appears, and how the fish will be
seen. Anything caught on the outer edge
of the transducer’s signal will act as if the
unit is setting directly above the weeds,
but the target flashes will be seen more
easily.
A lot of times, if I have found weeds
on the flasher or seen them through clear
ice (sometimes still frozen at the surface),
and fish are more active near the outer

edge, I will drill holes out further until I
find the area where the bottom changes,
and the weed line is within inches of the
transducer’s angle. At this point I will
switch to normal power and auto depth,
so that it is easier to adjust the Pro-View
Ice-Ducer and find the fish targets. With
this sort of transducer changing the gain
is also changing the cone angle from
narrow to wide, and in many cases I
will use it in the lower gain settings to
get more pin-point accuracy. Since this
is most likely a deeper area the zoom
feature can be used if fish are closer to
the bottom.
The next time you are fishing weeds
during ice fishing season, try some of the
things I’ve mentioned in this article. Any
flasher will work, especially if it has at least
a 3 or 4-color display, but a unit with the
features like that found on the Vexilar’s
FLX series of flashers is a tremendous
advantage.
If you have any questions on this or
another fishing subject, drop me a line
through the Dan’s Fish ‘N’ Tales® website
at
www.dansfishntales.com,
which
provides links to the Adventure Sports
Outdoors website, and the Dan’s Fish ‘N’
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Fishing a weed area with brush along an old creek bed, in 25 feet of water,
produced several nice bluegill for Bill Blomgren and me on Ratfinkee jigs
tipped with wax worms, Gulp Waxies and Crappie Nibbles.

Tales® You Tube channel and Facebook
page. In fact, if you want to follow some
of my fishing reports and tips, drop by and
click on the “like” button at www.facebook.

com/dansfishntales.
Until next time, get out on the water,
and enjoy a great day of fishing.

ON-LINE ONLY GUN AUCTION

THURSDAY EVENING AUCTION
JANUARY 18TH AT 4:00PM
Ducks Unlimited Prints, Tools, DU Decoys,
Ammunition, Knives, Firearms,
Reloading Equipment from Krocker & Garrison Estates
Location: 161 Roth Auction Rd, East Peoria, IL
Jim & Theresa Roth
See Pictures and Listing at Auctionzip #24145
After January 6 as we set up.

BIDDING STARTS DEC. 18TH ~ ENDS JAN. 4TH AT 10 A.M.
MARTIN, TN 38237
200+ GUNS & KNIVES
WEAKLEY CO. SHERIFF’S
CONFISCATED GUNS
& INDIVIDUAL COLLECTIONS

RIFLES: Browning • Winchester • Ruger • Remington •
Rossi • Norinco • Henry • Mauser • All Calibers & Actions
SHOTGUNS: Winchester • Marlin • Remington • Browning •
Charles Daly • Mossberg • Parker •
Assorted Gauges & Models
HANDGUNS: Smith & Wesson • Sig Sauer
• Colt • Derringers • Rossi • High Standard
• Chiappa • FIE • Regent • Taurus • Ruger • Cobra • Iver
Johnson • Asst. Cal. & Md.

10 % Buyer’s Premium Added ~ BID ON-LINE ONLY
Register to Bid: www.alexanderauctions.com

ALEXANDER

Illinois Auction Lic. 444.000304

AUCTIONS & REAL ESTATE SALES

Auction Center Phone: 800-200-6784 or 309-266-6784
Jim: 309-696-7025 • Email: Rothauction300@comcast.net

239 University Street, Martin, TN - Office: 731-587-4244

MARVIN E. ALEXANDER CAI, Auctioneer - TFL 107

Email: alexanderauctions@frontiernet.net
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LET’S GO TURKEY HUNTING! IRAP TAKING
APPLICATIONS NOW FOR SPRING

Youth Hunters Apply by February 23
for Youth Season; Hunters Apply by
March 18 for Seasons 3 and 4

SPRINGFIELD, IL – The Illinois
Recreational Access Program (IRAP) is
encouraging youth and adult hunters to
plan now to enjoy spring turkey hunting
during the 2018 Illinois Spring Turkey
Season, with access to excellent turkey
habitat available through IRAP.
 	 IRAP, a program of the Illinois
Department of Natural Resources (IDNR),
has free hunting sites available to the
public for the upcoming youth turkey
hunting season, and seasons 3 and 4 during
the regular spring turkey season in 2018.
 	 A recommended first step for adult
hunters is to apply for the first lottery
drawing for 2018 Spring Turkey permits.
The application deadline for the first lottery
is Dec. 1. To participate as a youth hunter,
one must first fill out an IRAP application
and send it in by February 23, 2018 to be

eligible for the youth drawing. A total of
190 sites are available in 44 counties for
the two-weekend youth season.
 	 Another 180 sites are available in
45 counties to turkey hunters for spring
seasons 3 and 4. These sites are open
on a first-come, first-served basis. To
be eligible, a hunter must first apply for
his or her spring turkey permit through
the IDNR lottery (first lottery application
deadline: Dec. 1). Once they receive
their permit, hunters can apply for an
IRAP turkey site. Preference is given to
youth hunters and first-time adult hunters
(those who have not hunted turkey in
the past five years).   In 2017, nearly all
who applied secured a hunting site.
IDNR spring turkey permit information
can be found at https://www.dnr.
illinois.gov/hunting/turkey/Documents/
SpringTurkeyPermitInformation2018.pdf
 	 “The Illinois Recreational Access
Program is a wonderful opportunity for
us to partner with private landowners

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 10TH AT 9:00AM
(BLIZZARD DATE FEB 12TH)
FIREARMS & SPORTING EQUIPMENT AUCTION
AT PERFORMANCE AUCTION PARK • 2007 SE 3RD ST. ALEDO, IL
FOR DETAILS SEE: HTTP://SOLDATJONES.COM/AUCTIONS

TAKING GUN CONSIGNMENTS NOW
CALL US TODAY TO PLAN YOUR AUCTION!!

DALE JONES AUCTION FACILITY

Performance Auction Park, 2007 SE 3rd St. • Aledo, IL

(309) 582-SOLD (7653)
dale@soldatjones.com • www.soldatjones.com
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Property Available

Mike O’Bryan
(309) 635-8901

Commercial
(309) 687-5069
commercialpeoria.com
3622 N. Knoxville
Peoria, IL 61603

40 Acre Recreational Property
NEW! 2,590 sq. ft. metal building
with living area.
Ideal for deer and turkey hunting.
Near Williamsfield, IL
NEW! 26 acres of timber with
Spoon River
frontage and cabin.
Nichols Road, Green Valley, IL
6 acre home site. $30,000
204 E. Ten Mile Creek Rd. East Peoria, IL.
Hard to find acreage close to town!
12.96 acres. Metamora School District.
South of Trivoli (Peoria County), IL
Hard to find 19 acres near Trivoli.
Ideal remote home site or affordable
tract of hunting ground.

The Most Marketing for Your Property!

to provide for much-needed access for
hunting and other outdoor activities,”
said IDNR Director Wayne Rosenthal.
“Landowners allow public access to their
property in exchange for a minimal lease
payment and a habitat management plan,
but just as important, the landowner
also receives assistance with habitat
restoration of their property. It is an ideal
public/private partnership that delivers
positive results for everyone.”
 	 Applications for IRAP Turkey Hunting
sites can be found online at https://www.
dnr.illinois.gov/conservation/IRAP/Pages/
First-time-Adult-turkey-hunting-.aspx.
Successful applicants will be notified by
mail on where their hunting site is located,
be given a map, and an IRAP site permit
allowing them to hunt on their assigned
turkey hunting site. For youth season,
hunters will also need to purchase an
over-the-counter IDNR youth turkey permit
after they have received their IRAP site
permit packet.
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Turkey hunting on IRAP leased property
in the spring of 2018 is available during
three spring turkey seasons:
Youth Season:
March 31-April 1, 2018 (statewide)
and April 7-8, 2018 (statewide)
Third Season:
April 20-25, 2018 (south zone)            
April 27-May 2, 2018 (north zone)
Fourth Season:
April 26-May 2, 2018 (southzone)      
May 3-9, 2018 (north zone)
The IRAP program is funded through
a grant from the U.S. Department
of Agriculture’s Natural Resources
Conservation Service. To date, IRAP
has leased nearly 18,000 acres in 46
counties to provide for various public
access opportunities, such as; turkey,
archery deer, small game, and upland bird
hunting; as well as pond and riverbank
fishing, boat access on public waterways,
and access for hiking, birding and outdoor
photography.
 	 For more information, visit: http://www.
dnr.illinois.gov/conservation/IRAP/Pages/
default.aspx or e-mail IRAP@illinois.gov.

Specializing in
Rural
Properties
with over 40 years of experience!
Call Me for All of Your Real Estate Needs

JOHN GINDER

3622 N. Knoxville Ave,
Peoria, IL 61603
Office 309-687-4802
Cell 309-696-7270

each office independently
owned and operated
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IDNR NEWSBITS
DECEMBER 2017

Archery Deer and Fall Turkey Permits: Illinois Archery Deer and
Illinois Archery Fall Turkey seasons are open through Jan. 14, 2018. Permits
are available over-the-counter at DNR Direct license and permit vendors. Find a vendor near
you at this link: http://dnr.illinois.gov/DNRDirectMonitor/VendorListing.aspx
Archery Fall Turkey Harvest Update: Through Dec. 4, Illinois archery turkey hunters
harvested a preliminary total of 604 turkeys, compared to 435 during the same period in 2016.
The top county harvest totals through Dec. 4 were Jefferson (22), Fulton (20), Cass (19), Rock
Island (17), and Jo Daviess/Knox (14). The season opened Oct. 1 and concludes on Jan. 14,
2018. Up-to-date archery harvest figures by county/state sites can be tracked on the IDNR
website at http://www.dnr.illinois.gov/hunting/Pages/IDNRHarvestQuery.aspx.
Archery, Firearm, Muzzleloader, and Late-Winter/CWD Seasons CWD
Sampling: Deer hunters statewide are encouraged to allow samples to be taken for chronic
wasting disease (CWD) sampling from adult deer they harvest. Check the IDNR website
at this link for locations that are serving as CWD sampling stations, taking samples from
entire deer or deer heads through Jan. 14, 2018: http://www.dnr.illinois.gov/programs/
CWD/Documents/CWDSamplingLocations.pdf
Late-Winter/CWD Season Information: For details on the upcoming 201718 Late-Winter Antlerless-only and Special Chronic Wasting Disease (CWD) deer
seasons, click on this link: https://www.dnr.illinois.gov/hunting/Documents/
LateWinterDeerCWDHuntingPermitInformation2017-2018.pdf
For a map of Late-Winter season and Special CWD season open counties: https://www.dnr.
illinois.gov/conservation/wildlife/Documents/IllinoisLateWinterDeerSeasonsMap2017_2018.pdf
Youth Goose Hunt: Youth interested in participating in the annual Central Illinois
Youth Goose Hunt, sponsored by the IDNR, can register now for the hunt, which is
scheduled for Jan. 14-15, 2018. To register for a drawing to participate in the hunt, phone
217-785-8060 by the registration deadline of Friday, Dec. 29. The youth goose hunt will be
held at private waterfowl hunting clubs in the Canton area in Fulton Co. A lottery drawing
involving all youth who phone in to register will be conducted on January 2, 2018, and youth
hunters selected will be notified by mail. First-time applicants will be given a priority over
previous participants in the drawing. The hunt is open to youngsters ages 10-15 at the time
of the hunt. All applicants must possess a valid Illinois hunting or sportsman’s license, have
a Harvest Information Program (HIP) registration number, and have a 20-gauge or larger
shotgun. Youth hunt participants must be accompanied by a parent or guardian who must
possess a valid firearm owner’s identification (FOID) card.
Spring Turkey Applications: Hunters may now apply for the second lottery for
2018 Illinois Spring Wild Turkey Season permits. The application deadline for the second
lottery for 2018 spring turkey permits is Jan. 11, 2018. Go to the IDNR website for more
information at https://www.dnr.illinois.gov/hunting/Pages/TurkeyHunting.aspx
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Shae Birkey and friends with a couple of great hunts in South Dakota.
Congrats on a great trip. Thanks Shae Birkey for the great photos.

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
MONDAY JANUARY 15 AT 2:30PM
HUNT QUAIL, PHEASANT & CHUKAR!

Call Greg: 217-871-3500
(217) 642-5895
www.big-oak.com
www.huntingparadise.com
email: hunt@big-oak.com

2058 Old. Rt. 121 • Lincoln, IL 62656
DAY HUNTS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC!
Membership Fees • $200/yr.
Corporate • $1,000/yr.

Auction will be held at Dunlap American Legion
5511 W. Legion Hall Rd., Dunlap, IL 61525
Property Location: 9912 N. Voorhees Rd., Edwards, IL
Owner: Koerner Family Trust & Matt Koener III

For More pictures go to: www.calkaufmanauction.com or auctionzip.com #28362
Peoria County Real Estate • Radnor Township
Track 1 Approx 32 Acres of Timber and Hunting Land with House,
Buildings, Well & Septic
PID 08-31-152-009
Track 2 Approx 81 acres approx 66 acres tillable Core Bored 65’ Found Sand and Gravel

FOR QUESTIONS CONTACT AUCTIONEER:
CAL KAUFMAN 309-696-9019
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PinkOutdoors.com

A
$
FOR
BILL
by Keli Van Cleave

One of the
biggest thrills
about hunting
(besides harvesting a big trophy) is the
ability to detach from your daily routine and
feel at one with nature. But heading off into
the woods with nothing but yourself, your
gear and of course, your hunting license,
might leave you feeling out of touch with
everyone and everything around you.

Therefore, most hunters today will bring a
Smartphone. Your phone will allow you to
keep track of your GPS locations, get up-tothe-minute details on optimal hunting times,
take pictures, log hunting observations, and
make a call for help if necessary.
In February, the Smartphone capabilities
will arise for debate with the highly discussed
Bill which includes language that reads,
“No person shall provide to a hunter for
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remuneration the location information of
any previously scouted big or trophy game
animal for the purpose of aiding the hunter in
the taking of the big or trophy game animal.”
The bill defines “location information” as
either GPS coordinates or a map, drawing,
illustration, or another document which shows
the animal’s location.
The language written in this bill states
this would not apply to licensed outfitting
or professional guide services. It would
also not apply to governmental agencies
performing lawful duties. The punishment

Wild Bill

for a violation of the proposed statute could
include up to a $10,000 fine and one year in
state prison.
It’s sad that the advancements of
technology have put us at this point. This
season my Father-In-Law at the young age of
76 harvested another fantastic mule deer and
we took his picture with his smartphone so he
could use it as his background photo. Ironically,
he doesn’t even know how to post pictures on
social media. This Bill will not be a factor for
our Bill!
Happy Birthday Wild Bill~

Happy Birthday Bill!

booths still available • reserve yours today
the pantagraph’s

FISH
feather
Expo

rESErVE

your BootH

Friday, January 26
noon – 7 p.m.

Saturday, January 27
9 a.m. – 6 p.m.

Sunday, January 28
10 a.m. – 3 p.m.

: pantagrapH.Com/FiSHandFEatHEr

quEStionS? Email FiSHandFEatHEr@pantagrapH.Com
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““e Science of Camouuage”

Manufacturers of Quality
Hardwood Products
• Kiln Dried Lumber
• Flooring
• Trim
• Mulch
•D
 istributors of
Appalachian Doors &
Old World Stair Systems
• T rim Standard &
Custom Made
• Stair Systems & Parts

Chuck, Marie & Mark Corsaw
Family Owned & Operated Since 1968

OPEN M-F: 7-4 • SAT 8-12 • EXCEPT HOLIDAYS

• Interior Door
• Pre-Hung or Slabs
• Hardwood Mulch
• Wholesale & Retail
• Hardwood Floors
• Custom Jams Built to
Your Specs
• Kiln Dried or Green
Lumber

BUYERS OF STANDING TIMBER
GOOD TIMBER MANAGEMENT, SELECT CUT
26015 North County 2 • Smithfield, IL 61477

309-293-2055
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AUTO • HOME • LIFE • BUSINESS • HEALTH

www.envisionins.com
300 E. War Memorial
Peoria
309-685-6606

150 B S. Main St.
Morton
309-263-2400

7150 N. University St.
Peoria
309-683-1100

456 E. Main St.
Galesburg
309-343-1168

Growing relationships with our customers gives
us strength, wisdom and helps shape
Envision Insurance Group into who we are.
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WALNUT & WHITE OAK MARKETS ARE AT AN ALL TIME HIGH . . .
Do you own timber around creeks and/or rivers?
If you do, then you most likely have WALNUT TREES!

WE ARE:
• Buyers of standing timber & cut logs.
• Specializing in walnut & white oak veneer.
• Select harvesters.
SERVING ALL OF ILLINOIS • Licensed, bonded & insured

3 GENERATIONS WITH 28 YEARS OF EXPERTISE!

Kenin Edwards • 309-360-6989
WalnutTimberBuyer.com

